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In theory, theory and practice

are the same.

In practice, they are not.

ALBERT EINSTEIN





Abstract

Environmental monitoring of the oceans and the Arctic is important to
understand the impact of global warming and climate change. The use
of different types of assets, such as satellites and autonomous agents, can
contribute to this task at different spatio-temporal scales. However, the
collection and distribution of scientiĄc data from sensors or robotic agents
in these remote places are challenging due to limited infrastructure. Thus, a
new communication system is needed to obtain faster and easier access to the
data. To design a robust satellite communication system for energy-limited
sensors, measurements of the communication channel and the interference
environment are necessary.

In addition to the mission design activities, the main contribution of this
thesis is the analysis and characterisation of the in-orbit interference in
two different relevant frequency bands in VHF and UHF for small satellite
systems. The Ąrst band is the UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz),
selected due to its common use for small satellite communication. This band
was measured with payloads on board the Serpens and the LUME-1 satellites.
Another contribution of this work is the design and development of an on-
board measurement algorithm for small satellites with limited resources. We
built a Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) testbed similar to the actual satellite
setup for testing before uploading the algorithm to LUME-1. In addition, we
explored the uplink interference from more than 300 measurement locations
all over the world. Band-limited pulsed interference was detected in areas
where ground radars are located and wide-band pulsed interference was
measured over central Europe.

The other frequency band measured was the lower leg of the VHF Data
Exchange (VDE)-SAT system (157 MHz band). This band was selected to
explore the performance of a new communication system that is currently
being demonstrated, the VDE-SAT, which will operate in the Arctic. We
analysed the uplink interference environment of this system by analysing
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Abstract

recordings from an SDR payload on board the NorSat-2 satellite over the
Arctic. Pulsed interference of high power was also detected in this band. The
pulse length and period were detected using a second algorithm developed
in this thesis. The algorithms and software implemented in this thesis can
be used in any frequency band to detect the frequency and time variability
of different signals in any satellite with an SDR.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, the context of the thesis is explained. The objectives are
deĄned as research questions which motivate the literature review. Finally,
the thesis outline is presented.

1.1 Context

It is predicted that 500 billion Internet of Things (IoT) devices will be
installed all over the world by 2030 [1]. The sensors in these IoT devices
generate a large amount of data and information, contributing to the well-
known big data. Depending on the sensor network under consideration,
different communication systems are used to retrieve the generated data. If
the sensors are placed in remote locations, such as the Arctic, data collection
and distribution are more challenging due to the lack of infrastructure [2].
In this case, there are no plug-and-play communication solutions due to
the harsh environment and difficulty to make a business case in a sparsely
populated area.

The Arctic is an important area to monitor since it is one of the regions
where the consequences of global warming are observed early [3], [4]. Ocean
observation is also relevant to understanding how the climate evolves and
its effects on marine ecosystems, as 71% of the EarthŠs surface is water [5].
Gathering data from sensors in remote locations, like the Arctic and oceans,
is crucial and requires a reliable communication link which currently is
deĄcient [2], [6].

Using diverse assets, such as autonomous vehicles and satellites, for remote
sensing is beneĄcial, as each asset can cover different time scales and spatial
variability for ocean observation [7]. The combination and coordination of
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Small Satellites for Maritime Sensing, Surveillance and Communication
(MASSIVE). The goal is to launch two SmallSats for ocean observation and
communication: HYPer-spectral Smallsat for Ocean observation (HYPSO)-1
and HYPSO-2. The main part of the work presented in this thesis is funded
by the MASSIVE project.

In order to coordinate different robotic agents and satellites for oceano-
graphic observations, a robust communication system must be in place. The
communication requirements vary depending on the type of data to be trans-
mitted and the agents involved in the link, such as satellite-to-Unmanned
Surface Vehicles, satellite-to-drone, or satellite-to-Ground Station (GS). The
amount of the data to be downlinked to the ground station will be high if it
is raw data. However, the amount of data transmitted from the satellite to
a robotic agent can be reduced with on-board processing.

The communication channel between the satellite and the ground station
is different from the one between a drone and a satellite, and between an
Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) and the satellite. The frequency bands
are not the same, resulting in a different amount of free space loss. The
Doppler shift generated due to the movement of the assets varies with
the relative speed between the nodes. For maritime scenarios, the ocean
waves will generate reĆections of the signal, causing multipath effects. Sea
reĆections will not occur in the ground station link. In the case of a drone,
the reĆections will be impacted by the Ćying altitude and its variations.
Since the channel behaves differently depending on the conditions of the link,
a unique robust communication system that maximises data throughput for
all cases is not possible.

The selection of frequency band is important because it impacts the data
rate, the physical size of antennas, and the energy consumption of the
system. High-frequency bands, such as S-band, require advanced antenna
pointing [14] and big terminals that may not Ąt in some autonomous vehicles.
In order to use simple antennas, limit energy consumption, and have better
link budgets, lower frequencies, such as Very High Frequency (VHF) and
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) are desired.

In addition, interference signals transmitted by other sources can degrade
the channel further. Interference signals can be narrow-band or wide-band,
in-band or out-of-band, and continuous or discontinuous. The International
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Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the organisation responsible for frequency
coordination and deĄnes the allowed services within a speciĄc frequency
band. In most bands, there are several services but sometimes it is difficult
for them to co-exist because they interfere with each other. Although
the radiofrequency (RF) spectrum is crowded, its real usage is difficult
to estimate unless it is measured. The investigation of the interference
environment on board small satellites is the main objective of this thesis.

Communication systems are often designed for the worst-case scenario or
the design is adjusted based on trial and error. However, the selection
of communication parameters in a system should be based on real radio
measurements of both the communication channel and the interference
environment [15] to maximise the throughput of the system and achieve
better performance. A Ćexible satellite communication payload that enables
measurements using different parameters (carrier frequency, bandwidth,
time resolution, etc.) is an advantage. Measurements can be adapted after
analysing preliminary results and more measurements can be performed
with the same equipment.

Software-DeĄned Radios (SDRs) are Ćexible communication platforms that
enable functional changes by modifying the software and keeping the same
hardware. Using an SDR on a satellite allows for in-Ćight updates of
the software functionality, such as channel and interference measurements,
relaying sensor data from remote locations, and communicating to robotic
agents. SDRs have become very popular in the last years, and many have
been Ćown in space [16]Ű[22].

This thesis focuses on measurements and characterisation of the radio
interference environment in relevant communication bands in VHF and UHF.
New knowledge on this interference paired with communication channel
characterisation in these frequency bands enables the design of suitable
countermeasures and appropriate access protocols to improve the quality
of the satellite link. The Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are
an important part of the communication system design and need to be
studied in detail for the use case as in [23]. However, radio propagation
characterisation (including ionospheric effects), mitigation techniques, and
protocol design and selection are outside the scope of the thesis.
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1.2 Research questions

To summarise the objectives of this work and limit the scope, the following
research questions (RQ) are deĄned. In order to make a robust commu-
nication system for environmental research in the ocean and the Arctic
(RQ1.1), measurements of the satellite interference environment are needed,
motivating RQ2.1 and RQ2.2.

1. Mission design (Part II).

• RQ1.1. How can we define a flexible communication satellite
mission and architectures for ocean and Arctic environmental
research? (Paper A, B, C and D).

2. Interference measurements (Part III).

• RQ2.1. How can the time and frequency characteristics of ra-
dio interference be measured from a small satellite with limited
resources? (Paper E and F).

• RQ2.2. How is the uplink interference environment for small
satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in relevant communication
bands in VHF and UHF? (Paper E, F and G).

1.3 Literature review

In this section, the Arctic sensor data collection use case is described
and an overview of the radio environment in satellite links is provided. In
addition, the state-of-the-art of satellite RF measurements, Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) detection and mitigation techniques and SDR platforms
is summarised.
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1.3.1 Data retrieval from sensors in the Arctic

The temperature in the Arctic has risen at unprecedented rates in the last
400 years, according to a study performed in 1997 [24]. The trend continues
to increase in this century, resulting in more ice melting. Summers with no
ice in the Arctic region have been predicted to occur in this century [25].
The decrease in ice areas has an impact on the ecosystems living there [26],
[27]. Therefore, monitoring the Arctic region is important to understand
climate change and its effects.

There are several projects addressing the importance of environmental
monitoring of the Arctic area, such as the Passive Microwave Satellite
Mission for EU Copernicus1, the Arctic Weather Satellite mission2, the
Arktika satellites 3 and the Operational Network of Individual Observation
Nodes (ONION)4 project. The ONION project is part of the European
Horizon 2020 funding programme that started in 2016 and lasted two years.
This project ranked the Marine Weather Forecast in polar regions and the
Arctic Sea Ice Monitoring as the two use cases with the highest priority to
be addressed in future EO satellite missions (2021-2027) [12]. Even though
sea ice phenomena is not usually considered a natural disaster, it is a use
case in a study of monitoring requirements for natural disasters [23]. As part
of the ONION project, a polar EO mission for the Copernicus programme
to complement the monitoring gaps in the Arctic was presented to address
the previous use cases and some others [12]. A detailed system architecture
study, identiĄcation of technologies needed, and payload selection study
were performed [12], [28]. This EO mission can contribute signiĄcantly to
the gaps in Arctic monitoring.

The "Arctic Ocean ecosystems - Applied technology, Biological interactions
and Consequences in an era of abrupt climate change" (Arctic ABC) is
a project that develops instrumentation to study ecosystems under the
Arctic ice and analyses the data. The project partners are the University
of Tromsø (Norway), NTNU (Norway), the University Center in Svalbard
(UNIS, Norway), and the Scottish Association of Marine Sciences (SAMS,

1https://cimr.eu/node/34
2https://www.esa.int/.../Contract_signed_to_build_Arctic_weather_satellite
3https://arctic.ru/infrastructure/20210303/991583.html
4https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/687490
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Figure 1.2: Photo provided by Maxime Geoffroy showing the deployment of an
Acoustic Zooplankton and Fish ProĄler ice tethered buoy (AZFP
POPE for short) in the Canadian Arctic [Arctic ABC Development
national infrastructure project funded by the Norwegian Research
Council PN245923].

UK). In the Arctic ABC project, several ice-tethered platforms for optical,
physical and ecological sensors (POPEs) have been designed for research [29].
Buoy prototypes have been developed and deployed in the Arctic [30] as in
Figure 1.2. One of the sensors used for plankton and Ąsh research under
the ice is the Autonomous Zooplankton and Fish ProĄler (AZFP) which
can generate 3Ű8 MB of data per day [30]. The Arctic ABC project is an
example of a project in need of better communication infrastructure in the
Arctic.

Instrumentation to be deployed in the Arctic has speciĄc constraints due to
the harsh environment and limited infrastructure [2]. The equipment has
restricted power since solar energy is unavailable to charge the batteries in
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winter. Maintenance is limited because it involves expensive expeditions.
Furthermore, mechanical structures must be Ąxed to avoid problems with
icing. Thus, mechanically steered antennas, like high gain dishes used in
high data link satellite communication, are not feasible in an Arctic scenario.
The gain and the size of the antennas depend on the frequency band selected.
Higher frequencies allow for a higher gain and a narrow antenna beamwidth
requiring strict pointing and steering. Antennas for lower frequencies have
a lower gain and a wider beamwidth, thus, pointing requirements are more
relaxed or not needed for some antenna designs.

All these constraints make retrieving data from the sensors in the Arctic
challenging. Arctic ABC has used two main methods: sending messages
through the Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) service, and Ćying an airplane
over the nodes to establish a radio link. Both alternatives are costly. The
data generated is in the order of megabytes per day [30], which requires
many SBD messages. Renting an airplane every couple of months does not
provide fast access to the data. Expeditions also involve a high cost, not
providing faster data access. Satellite services are also limited in the Arctic
[2], [6].

There are emerging IoT-over-satellite systems using single messages, such
as Astrocast Nanosatellite Network, Lacuna Space, Myriota, Kineis, Kepler
Communications, OQ Technology, and Swarm Technologies [31]. However,
these systems typically only allow for a small data volume for the sensors
to transfer, about 100 bytes a few times per day [32], [33]. Broad-band
systems use high frequencies that require high power and high-gain tracking
antennas. Iridium offers different solutions that can be relevant for some
of these scenarios. In addition, natural disaster monitoring requirements
for IoT networks have been reviewed, with a speciĄc use case of sea ice
monitoring [23]. MAC protocols have been studied and analysed for different
natural disaster monitoring use cases depending on their monitoring require-
ments [23]. The design and conĄguration of MAC protocols are important
to improve the performance of a communication system. For example, in a
communication link with high power interference packet retransmissions are
vital.

However, systems that operate in lower frequency bands, such as VHF
and UHF, are better candidates for energy-constrained equipment. The
lower the frequency, the lower the free space loss in the communication link.
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Hence, transmitted power and antenna gain can be lower, loosening the
pointing requirements since the antenna beamwidth is wider. The VHF
Data Exchange System (VDES) is an emerging system that will provide
two-way communication between ships and satellites in the Arctic and other
areas. This system has a satellite component that is studied in this thesis.
Nevertheless, there is a research gap for Ćexible Arctic communication
systems using small satellites to retrieve moderate data amounts from sensor
nodes [34].

1.3.2 Radio environment in satellite links

Measuring the radio environment that affects satellite communication sys-
tems is important both to: 1) design a new robust communication system
for sensors in remote locations and 2) to improve or assess the performance
of emerging systems. In this context, the radio environment involves the
channel and the interference signals. A better knowledge of this envir-
onment enables the selection of appropriate communication parameters,
such as modulations and error correction codes, which can be useful to
increase the data throughput with Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM)
techniques.

Satellite signals are affected when travelling through the atmosphere. Iono-
spheric effects, such as Faraday rotation, time delays and excess rotations,
dispersion, and ionospheric scintillation, affect communication in frequencies
below 1 GHz [35]. There are several satellite missions designed to study
these ionospheric effects [36]Ű[38]. In general, the satellite communication
channel has been measured in the UHF band, at 435 MHz and 435.128 MHz,
in 1980-1999 [39], [40]. A channel model was proposed by Chu et al. using
satellite measurements [39]. Different error correction codes were tested in
simulations using the model developed, but not in orbit.

Further degradation of the link can be experienced due to interference
signals in different areas of the world. The RF spectrum used for radiocom-
munication is a scarce resource regulated by the ITU. Satellite operators
using radiocommunication need to write an Advanced Publication Inform-
ation (API) notice. The API document is used to apply for a frequency
assignment to the ITU. For applications covering frequencies in the amateur
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Table 1.1: Common satellite frequency bands for small satellites.

Service Band Frequency range

Amateur satellite UHF 435Ű438 MHz
Earth exploration-satellite UHF 401Ű403 MHz
Space operation UHF 401Ű402 MHz
Space operation L-band 1 427Ů1 429 MHz
Earth exploration-satellite

S-band 2 025Ů2 110 MHzSpace operation
Space research
Earth exploration-satellite

S-band 2 200Ů2 290 MHzSpace operation
Space research
Space research S-band 2 290Ů2 300 MHz
Earth exploration-satellite X-band 8 025Ű8 400 MHz

regions 2 and 3, radiolocation is the primary service. The UHF amateur
radio band has been a popular choice for small satellite communication [41]
because it is unlicensed and there is no cost for frequency Ąling.

In the radiolocation service (420Ű450 MHz), there are three types of ground
radars that can transmit high power and time-variable signals (chirps) [44].
Type-A radars are used for space object tracking, type-B for surveying high
altitudes, and type C are for surface and search. The characteristics of
these radars are summarised in Table 1.2. Since type-A radars can transmit
1Ű5 MW of peak power, operate all year round, and track space objects,
they can cause severe interference in satellite uplinks. These radars transmit
chirp signals with variable pulse duration, pulse period, and chirp bandwidth.
For search mode, the chirp bandwidth is 100Ű350 kHz, and for tracking, 1
or 5 MHz linear chirps. The identiĄed locations of type-A radars are shown
in Figure 1.4.

More information on the Precision Acquisition Vehicle Entry (PAVE) Phased
Array Warning System (PAWS) radars located in Cape Cod (Massachusetts),
Beale (California), and Clear (Alaska) can be found in [47]. In this case,
the pulse width for the tracking mode can be 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 ms,
and for surveillance, 0.3, 5, and 8 ms. The pulse repetition rate can be
between 18 and 72 pulses per second.
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Table 1.2: Characteristics of ground radars in the 420Ű450 MHz band [44].
Adapted from Paper E [46].

Parameters Radar A Radar B Radar C

Peak output
1Ű5 0.3 0.01

power (MW)
Pulse duration 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4,

0.01Ű16 0.001Ű1
(ms) 8, 16
Pulse frequency Search: 2 MHz 1 or 3 MHz
modulation 100Ű350 kHz chirp linear chirp linear chirp

Track: 1 or 5 MHz
linear chirp

Pulse repetition
up to 41 15Ű400 100Ű3000

frequency (Hz)
Antenna

2.2 1.8 typical 80beamwidth
in azimuth (◦)
Antenna

2.2 1.8 typical 60beamwidth
in elevation (◦)

countered interference signals when trying to operate some of their satellites
and started measuring the spectrum [48], [60], [61]. Starting in November
2013, strong pulsed interference was measured from the HumSat-D satellite
(UVigo). In the same year, communication problems with the TUBSAT
satellite from TU Berlin were experienced. High-power interference was
measured over central Europe from the UWE-3 satellite (University of
Würzburg). In 2019, TU Berlin launched an SDR to the International Space
Station (ISS) to start thorough spectrum monitoring activities in the band.
A year after, the SALSAT satellite was launched to continue those activities
without the ISS orbit constraints. The ISS orbit has an inclination of 51.6◦,
limiting the spacecraft footprint to ±51.6◦ latitude.

In the VHF Data Exchange (VDE)-SAT band, the satellite component
of the emerging VDES system that can be used in the Arctic, different
studies have been performed. Channel modelling has been presented by
Giambene et al. [62] and Bråten et al. [63]. An ON-OFF model in-
cluding sea reĆections based on downlink VDES measurement data was
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Table 1.3: Satellite spectrum monitoring companies.

Company Country Band Launched/Planned

HawkEye 360 USA
VHF, UHF

9/30
L/S/X-band

Aurora Insight USA

2G/3G/5G,

3/-
LTE, IoT,
Wi-Fi, TV,

Kleos Space Luxembourg VHF, X-band 8/80
Umbra USA - 1/20
Horizon

UK
VHF

0/13
Technologies L/S/X-band

developed by Giambene et al. using the gamma distribution [62]. Bråten
et al. modelled fading caused by ionospheric scintillation and incoherent
sea reĆections in the VDE-SAT downlink using Nakagami-Rice envelope
distributions [63]. Haugli et al., Eriksen et al. and Bråten et al. analysed
satellite downlink measurements transmitting Continuous Wave (CW), Bin-
ary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)/Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA),
π/4-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and 8-Phase Shift Keying
(PSK) signals [64]Ű[66]. The initial analysis by Haugli et al. showed that
transmitting BPSK/CDMA signals from NorSat-2 provided a larger link
margin, as compared to 8PSK [64]. The Doppler shift and the downlinked
CW power was analysed by Eriksen et al. for more than a 100 passes and
the typical received power was -118 dBm [65]. The analysis performed by
Bråten et al. showed that the received carrier-to-noise ratio had a dynamic
range of 25 dB and the peak-to-peak fading measured followed a normal
distribution behaviour [66]. In addition, time-variable interference was
measured. However, the focus of all these measurements has been on the
downlink performance of the system, but the uplink was not analysed.

Knowledge of the real uplink and downlink interference environment can
help to improve satellite communication system performance for satellite
operations in the UHF amateur radio band and the VDE-SAT band, and
can also be extrapolated to other bands. In the amateur radio band,
public measurements have been provided only by three universities (UVigo,
University of Würzburg and TU Berlin) and have focused on average power
levels, and not on the time variability of the signals [48], [60], [61]. In the
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VDE-SAT band, since all measurements were performed on the downlink,
uplink interference remains to be analysed.

In this thesis, the author studies the interference environment in the VHF
and UHF bands since it is relevant for communicating between satellites
and sensors in remote locations. For the UHF band, the focus is on the
UHF amateur radio band (430-440 MHz) because it has been a popular
band for Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) operations of small
satellites. Uplink interference analysis and measurements from the Serpens
and the LUME-1 satellites are presented in Paper E and Paper F. For the
VHF band, the lower leg of the VDE-SAT frequency band (centered at
157 MHz) is explored to evaluate the uplink interference of an emerging
communication system that could be used in the Arctic (Paper G).

1.3.5 Radio Frequency Interference detection and mitigation
techniques

From a traditional communication perspective, RFI degrades the quality of
the link between a transmitter and a receiver. Similarly, RFI also affects
other Ąelds that measure radio waves, such as radioastronomy and microwave
remote sensing. RFI in different frequency bands is a growing problem for
microwave remote sensing radiometry, so a considerable effort has been put
into implementing RFI detection and mitigation techniques in microwave
remote sensing [67]Ű[70].

Depending on the domain where the algorithms operate, the RFI detection
and mitigation techniques can be grouped into the following categories [67],
[69], [70]:

• Temporal. The average received power is compared to a detection
threshold in the time domain. These algorithms are useful for detecting
pulsed interference, especially when the integration period to calculate
the average power matches the pulse length. The simplest mitigation
technique against pulsed interference is pulse blanking, where In-Phase
and Quadrature (IQ) samples above a power threshold are removed.

• Spectral. In this case, the power of frequency bands is compared
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to a threshold to detect RFI. The power measured depends on the
bandwidth. These algorithms are useful to detect CW RFI. An
example of a mitigation technique in this domain is frequency blanking,
where subbands with detected RFI are eliminated.

• Spatial. These algorithms compare pixels in an image to detect RFI
and are useful for interference that is localised in a speciĄc area [69].
Adaptive antennas that use null steering and beamforming techniques
can mitigate the RFI spatially. The null steering technique points the
antenna in the direction that minimises the received energy because
RFI power is expected to be higher than the desired signals. If the RFI
source is not in the same direction as the desired signal, beamforming
can be used to adjust antenna pointing to maximise the signal-to-noise
ratio.

• Polarimetric. The majority of natural targets are not polarised, and
if so, they have a weak signature. The polarisation of the received
signals can be measured by calculating the third or fourth Stokes
parameters. If the received signals have a high polarimetric signature,
they are detected as RFI.

• Statistical. The implementation of these algorithms is not simple but
they can detect low power interference. The statistical characteristics
of the received signals are used to detect RFI. Higher-order moments
are calculated to measure how close the distribution of the signal
received is to a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and normality
tests are performed. The most common algorithm is the Kurtosis
method which requires the second and fourth-order moments of the
distribution. This method can be applied in the time (time kurtosis)
or frequency domain (spectral kurtosis).

There are other methods that combine domains, such as time-frequency
algorithms (the short-time Fourier transform and the Wigner-Ville distribu-
tion), or use other transform domains (Wavelet Transform and Principal
Component Analysis) [67]. However, these algorithms are generally compu-
tationally complex.

In this thesis, a new time-domain algorithm is implemented to detect RFI in
the measurements with the NorSat-2 satellite (more details in Section 2.2.3).
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Spectral techniques can provide part of the interference characterisation
estimating the power levels in different bands, but the time properties
of the signals are ignored. The time and frequency characterisation of
RFI is important for countermeasures that can easily be implemented on
Cubesats. Spatial algorithms have limited applicability for single antenna
systems common on small satellites in UHF and VHF. Heatmaps are a
low-resolution spatial description of RFI that has been used to give an
overview of the interference environment in the UHF amateur band in
the literature [48], [60] and in this thesis (Paper E). Polarimetric methods
have limited use in communication as the desired source has polarised
characteristics too. Higher-order statistics, such as kurtosis, imply a complex
implementation and require large data sets. After some preliminary testing
with simulated interference, emulating the data collected using the LUME-1
satellite (Paper F), it was discarded because too many samples were needed
to reduce the random Ćuctuation as kurtosis is a noisy measure [68]. The
Local Mean Envelope (LME) interference measurement algorithm designed
in this thesis (see Section 2.2.2) combines the frequency domain with simple
statistical algorithms where only the Ąrst and second-order moments of the
distribution are calculated. This method reduces the random Ćuctuations
in shorter integration times compared to kurtosis and generates little data
to downlink.

1.3.6 Software-Defined Radios

Analysing the interference for both the UHF amateur radio and the VDE-
SAT band, serves as a preparation for the communication activities on
HYPSO-2 (Paper C). Measurements and characterisation of the interference
environment in the 400 MHz band are planned for HYPSO-2. Knowledge of
the radio environment will aid the communication system design to demon-
strate a communication link to sensors in remote locations (Paper C), such
as the Arctic (Paper B), and to robotic assets for ocean monitoring (Pa-
per D). SDRs can be used as Ćexible communication payloads because they
can adapt their communication parameters to enable different missions.

An SDR is a Ćexible radio communication device where most components
(modulators/demodulators, error coding/decoding, etc.) are implemented
in software using the same hardware platform. Ideally, the antenna would
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Frequency (IF). Then, the Ąrst IF frequency is down-converted to a second
IF before down-converting to baseband. In the direct conversion (zero-IF)
architecture, the RF frequency signal is directly converted to baseband
in IQ signals [71]. After the frequency down-conversion, the analogue to
digital conversion is done by the ADC. In this process, the NyquistŰShannon
sampling theorem should be applied to avoid aliasing. The theorem states
that the sampling frequency should be at least twice the signal bandwidth
for band-limited signals [72]. Afterwards, other digital signal processing is
performed.

When selecting an SDR platform for a space mission, some of the most
important drivers are mass, size, cost, power consumption, and Ćight heritage.
The author considers a mass of 200 g, size of 1/4 of a 1U (10 cm x 10 cm x
10 cm), €500 (in the order of €10 000 for space-proven) and 2 W idle power
consumption as low values desired for an SDR payload for a CubeSat mission.
Flight heritage proves that the platform has functioned or successfully
operated in space. To reduce the need for adaptation of the platform and
risk of the mission, space-ready SDRs, such as the TOTEM SDR (Alén
Space) [17], the GomSpace SDR (GomSpace) [16], the Astro SDR (Rincon
Research Corporation) [19] and the newly released SDR-1001 (CesiumAstro)
[73] are desired. Another option is to modify existing SDR platforms to
tailor the needs and make them space suitable. The LimeSDR from Lime
Microsystems was modiĄed by TU Berlin and installed on the ISS for
spectrum monitoring experiments [48]. The Myriad-RF 1 board, also from
the same company, has Ćown in the OPS-SAT satellite from ESA [54]. Some
of the SWIFT SDRs (L/S/X-band models) achieved Ćight heritage in the
last years but there is not much information on their architecture [74]. The
datasheet of the SDR-1001 also lacks information. A summary of the most
relevant space SDRs is shown in Table 1.4.

To design the communication payload of the HYPSO satellites, it is import-
ant to know the characteristics of the SDR platforms on the market. Cost
increases dramatically when the equipment is space-ready or space-proven,
which is the case for the GomSpace SDR and the Totem SDR. Those two
platforms and the Astro SDR have a reasonable mass and size, that could Ąt
CubeSat applications. The SWIFT models are also in a similar mass range
but are slightly bigger (still Ątting in a small CubeSat). Other SDRs with

5A modiĄed version was sent to the ISS by TU Berlin.
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Table 1.4: Space-ready SDRs, some with Ćight heritage.

SDR Band (MHz) Transceiver Proc. Unit

TOTEM 70 Ű 6 000 AD9364 Zynq-7020
GomSpace SDR 70 Ű 6 000 AD9361 Zynq-7030
Astro SDR 70 Ű 6 000 AD9361 Zynq-7045

LimeSDR USB 5 0.1 Ű 3 800 LMS7002M
Altera Cyclone
IV EP4CE40F23

SWIFT UTRX 370 Ű 750 - -
SWIFT HB - - Zynq 7030

SWIFT XTS
1 700 Ű 2 500

- -
7 000 Ű 8 500

SDR-1001 300 Ű 6 000 - -

lower mass and lower cost are the Lime Microsystems SDRs [20], FUNcube
models [75], and RTL-SDR [76], but they are not made for space so they
need some modiĄcations to be Ćight-ready. The USRPs from Ettus Research
are not space-ready, and come at a higher cost, making them less attractive
for space applications. However, the USRP E310, part of the Embedded
Series [18], is lighter and smaller so it can be an interesting option. EPIQ
Solutions also provides some SDR models (Matchstiq and Sidekiq) with a
reasonable mass and a size that enables integration onto small CubeSat
[77]. This is also the case of the HackRF One [21], BladeRF [78], and
ADALM-PLUTO [79].

The frequency band and main components of some relevant space and non-
space proven SDRs are summarised in Table 1.4 and Table 1.5. Many of
the SDRs platforms mentioned use the Analog Devices AD936x (AD9361,
AD9364) transceiver chip family [16]Ű[19] for part of the RF stage and
ADC/DAC. The AD9361 has two transceiver chains and the AD9364, just
one [80], [81]. The LMS6002 and LMS7002M transceiver chips are mainly
used by Lime Microsystems SDRs, but also for BladeRF [20], [78]. The
FUNcube Pro uses a Silicon tuner as the RF front-end and the RTL-SDR,
a Rafael Micro R820T transceiver chip. The transceiver chips used in
the SDRs platforms limit the frequency band for the platform. For the
AD936x and LMS7002M, the frequency range is from tens of MHz to a
few GHz. In the case of the SWIFT SDR, each model targets a different
frequency band. For the processing unit, the Zynq Z System on Chip (SoC)
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is a popular choice, often using the variants 7020, 7030 or 7045 [16]Ű[19],
[82]. The software development tool needed to program each SDR is also
important. GNU Radio programming can be used in the USRPs, LimeSDRs,
FUNcube, ADALM PLUTO, and HackRF, for example. The USRPs can
also be controlled using LabVIEW communications. The GomSpace SDR
and TOTEM SDR enable software development Ćexibility on the platforms.
Totem SDR allowed Python programming using GNU Radio libraries, C
and C++ programming.

Table 1.5: SDRs not designed for space, with no Ćight heritage.

SDR Band (MHz) Transceiver Proc. Unit

LimeSDR
0.1 -Ű 3 500 LMS7002M Altera MAX 10

mini
FUNcube TX: 0.64 Ű 1 100

Silicon tuner
PIC24FJ32

Pro RX: 1.27 Ű 1 700 GB002
FUNcube TX: 0.15 Ű 240

Silicon tuner
PIC24FJ32

Pro+ RX: 420 Ű 1 900 GB002

RTL-SDR RX:0.5 Ű 1 766
Rafael Micro

-
R820T

USRP N210 DC Ű 6 GHz
WBX Xilinx Spartan3A
Daughterboard DSP 3400

USRP E310 70 Ű 6000 AD9361 Zynq-7045
Matchstiq

70Ű6 000 AD9361 Zynq 7020
S10/S11
Matchstiq

<1 Ű 6 000 AD9361
Xilinx Zynq

Z3u Ultrascale+
Sidekiq Z2 70Ű6 000 AD9364 Zynq 7010-2i
Sidekiq

30 Ű 6 000 ADRV9004
Xilinx Artix

NV100 7 XC7A50
HackRF One 1 Ű 6 000 RFFC5072 LPC4320
Blade RF 300 Ű 3 800 LMS6002D Altera Cyclone IV
ADALM

325 Ű 3 8006 AD9363 Zynq Z-7010
PLUTO

Power consumption should also be considered when using an SDR platform
as a small satellite payload, especially the idle power consumption. From

6It can be extended to 70Ű6 000 MHz.
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the space-proven SDRs, the one with the lowest standby power consumption
is the TOTEM SDR (1.4 W), followed by Gomspace SDR with 3 W, and
Astro SDR and SWIFT SDRs with 4 W. The Matchstiq SDRs consume
2Ű6 W and the USRPs 2Ű6 W.

To reduce the development time of the SDR payload for the HYPSO
satellites and limit the risk of the mission, a space-proven SDR was selected.
The TOTEM SDR provided a mass of about 150 g, volume less of 1/4U
(depending on the connector used), the lowest idle power consumption
(1.4 W), lower cost than GomSpace SDR and complete access to the Ąrmware
framework. The selection of TOTEM SDR for the communication missions
is described in Paper B, as well as its architecture.

1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I is the summary of the thesis,
Part II contains the mission-oriented publications, and Part III, the inter-
ference measurement articles.

Part I consists of the introduction, the description of the satellites used,
thesis contribution and conclusion and future work. Part II contains the
publications related to mission design (Paper A, B, C and D). Paper A
studies the state-of-the-art of SDR platforms for space applications. Pa-
per B deĄnes two small satellite SDR missions for HYPSO-1. Paper C
generalises these missions for HYPSO-2. Paper D discusses possible system
architectures to enhance oceanographic observations using small satellites
and USVs. Part III includes the publications about the in-orbit interfer-
ence environment. Paper E and F focus on the uplink interference in the
UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) using the Serpens and LUME-1
satellites. Paper G analyses the uplink interference environment in the
VDE-SAT system (157 MHz band) from the NorSat-2 satellite.
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2 Satellite descriptions

In this chapter, the satellite platforms involved in this research and the
interference measurement algorithms used are described.

2.1 Satellite platforms

The work in this thesis has involved the use of Ąve satellites for different
purposes (Figure 2.1). A summary of the different characteristics of the
satellites mentioned and the work performed with each of them in the
thesis is presented in Table 2.1. A preliminary mission design for Arctic
communication using a Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) payload was done
for the HYPer-spectral Smallsat for Ocean observation (HYPSO)-1 satellite.
In the end, this payload was not included in HYPSO-1, but is planned to
be on HYPSO-2. Hence, the mission design was updated and generalised
for a Ćexible communication mission for HYPSO-2.

A collaboration with University of Vigo (UVigo) provided the opportunity
to analyse uplink interference measurements from the Serpens satellite and
to deĄne new measurements and software for the LUME-1 satellite, as well
as to analyse the results.

The last satellite used is NorSat-2. Thanks to a collaboration with Space
Norway, measurements in the VHF Data Exchange (VDE)-SAT band were
deĄned for NorSat-2 and analysed using the software developed on the
ground. Measurement deĄnition, ground processing software development,
and analysis were performed by the author.
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2 Satellite descriptions

provided one payload with two instruments: a hyperspectral and an RGB
camera. The main mission objective is to monitor ocean colour events both
spatially and temporally, to be able to mitigate effects from Harmful Algal
Blooms (HABs), for example. HYPSO-1 has an S-band system capable of
downlinking 1 Mbps using a patch antenna and two UHF radios using a
turnstile antenna and a monopole antenna as a backup. The UHF system
will use the 400 MHz band to communicate.

Initially, this satellite was going to host an SDR in addition to the optical
payloads. In Paper A, the author investigates the possible SDR platforms
that could be used for this case, and in Paper B, the author describes
a preliminary mission design for Arctic communication. In the end, this
payload was not included in HYPSO-1, but integration onto HYPSO-2 has
started.

2.1.2 HYPSO-2

HYPSO-2 will be the second satellite of the SmallSat Lab at NTNU and
is based on the M6P from NanoAvionics, like its predecessor. The satellite
will have an S-band transceiver that enables a downlink data rate of up
to 4 Mbps and a UHF communication system as a backup. The satellite
mission will be similar to the HYPSO-1 mission, especially for the optical
instruments. In addition, a TOTEM SDR will be included to enable a
Ćexible communication mission.

The deĄnition of the communication mission for HYPSO-2 has been part of
this work. The Ąrst objective of the mission is to perform spectrum monit-
oring measurements to characterise the radio interference in the 400 MHz
band. It can be achieved by listening to the in-orbit radio environment from
the satellite. The Secondary Mission Objective (SMO) is to characterise the
channel effects in this band. One way to perform channel measurements
(second SMO) is to transmit a pseudorandom sequence from the satellite
and receive it on the ground. By comparing the transmitted and received
signals, the impulse response of the channel can be obtained. These two
mission objectives will help to design a robust communication system for
the next objective. The last objective is to demonstrate a two-way commu-
nication system between the satellite and sensor nodes in remote locations,
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2.1 Satellite platforms

such as the ocean and the Arctic. The Arctic ABC project is the use case
for collecting and relaying data from the sensors in the high north. The
optical observations with the Hyperspectral Imager (HSI) integrated into
a heterogeneous system with the satellite and robotic agents is the other
use case. In addition to deĄning the Ćexible communication mission, the
integration of the TOTEM SDR into the HYPSO software framework and
hardware-in-the-loop testbed has been part of this thesis and is described
in Paper C. However, there is more work to be done with the SDR payload
to be prepared for next project reviews, such as Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) and Critical Design Review (CDR).

2.1.3 Serpens

Serpens was a Brazilian satellite that was built in a project led by a
consortium of universities in Brazil (Sistema Espacial para Realização de
Pesquisa e Experimentos com Nanossatélites) [84]Ű[86]. It was a 3U Cubesat
that was launched in an International Space Station (ISS) orbit (400 km,
51.6◦) in September 2015 and reentered the atmosphere in March 2016.
The satellite was divided into two independent sectors that had different
missions. Sector A was part of an educational project led by the Brazilian
universities and sector B was led by the UVigo (Spain). Sector B hosted
an amateur radio payload to demonstrate a UHF Machine to Machine
(M2M) communication system for the Humanitarian Satellite constellation
(HumSat) project. The communication payload in sector B included four
parallel receivers (Figure 2.2) conĄgurable via telecommands, allowing the
relay of messages from sensor nodes in remote areas in a store-and-forward
system. The antenna connected to this payload was a turnstile antenna. An
algorithm to measure the power of received packets was implemented by the
UVigo team on the payload to analyse the performance of the system.

During spacecraft operations at the ground station in Vigo (Spain), chal-
lenges in the uplink of commands were experienced and M2M payload
operations in the northern hemisphere were not possible. The Telemetry,
Tracking and Command (TT&C) radio included Reed Solomon error cor-
rection and could operate in both hemispheres despite the difficulties. To
investigate the problems with the M2M payload, the algorithm settings
were modiĄed to study the payload communication issue. Different in-orbit
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is the UHF amateur radio band (435Ű438 MHz) and it is measured with
an on-board turnstile antenna on LUME-1. Radio amateurs from UVigo
and supported by Alén Space operate the satellite at 437 MHz, uplinking
the schedule to run the measurement software and downlinking the results.
The software is designed considering the constraints of the satellite and the
payload. The gross data rate can be conĄgured to 4.8 kbps and 9.6 kbps
at 437.06 MHz, but the net rate is lower due to overhead and interference
in the uplink. A downlink throughput of 1 kbps continuously for 5 min
and 200 bps for 5 min in the uplink proves to be a realistic estimate for
the 4.8 kbps conĄguration. The uplink is more limited due to the in-orbit
interference the author wants to characterise, and affected the time it took
to upload the measurement software implemented.

The main drivers for the measurement algorithm design are to generate
as little data as possible and to have a fast implementation and testing
cycle, as the satellite is in the extended part of its life cycle. The software
implementation includes the development of a transmitter that generates
different signals and a receiver. The algorithm on the receiver is the LME.
The development process consists of the following steps:

1. High-level programming language implementation (Matlab).

2. GNU Radio implementation.

3. Automatic translation into Python using GNU Radio Companion.

4. Translation into C++ using GNU Radio libraries.

The Ąrst implementation step was to build a high-level programming frame-
work that includes both a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter
generates four types of signals that simulate relevant interference. An
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) model is used when there are
many independent random signals. As an example of a simple stationary
signal, a Continuous Wave (CW) can be generated. Pulses and chirps are
a way of representing the interference that can be experienced because of
radiolocation services (primary service in the 420Ű450 MHz band). The
LME measurement algorithm is implemented on the receiver part of the
software as it is on the satellite. The software framework was Ąrst built in
Matlab and then in GNU Radio since GNU Radio libraries are available on
the TOTEM SDR on LUME-1. These Ąrst two steps were key to simulations.
Simulations imply that signal generation (interference) and the receiver
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To move on to executing on TOTEM, the software is split into the trans-
mitter and the receiver part. Transmitter programmes in GNU Radio are
implemented to generate different RF signals and are run on another SDR
(USRP 2901) using Computer #1 in Figure 2.3. These programmes can also
be run remotely via Secure SHell (SSH) from, for example, Computer #2.
The signals transmitted simulate the four types of in-orbit interference
mentioned above. The USRP SDR is connected to an attenuator to protect
the receiver. The attenuator is connected to a power splitter to divide the
signal into 1) TOTEM SDR, and 2) a spectrum analyser for debugging
purposes. The TOTEM SDR measures the transmitted signals with the
LME algorithm (measure.cpp script) as it does on LUME-1. Furthermore,
a shell script is developed to control the execution of the C++ algorithm
(interf_service.sh script). The TOTEM SDR is connected to the power
supply and controlled remotely via SSH using Computer #2. Operational
tests are performed on the software to simulate 24 h measurements, as well
as shorter tests. After testing at NTNU, the software is sent to UVigo with
the support of Álen Space to test with the engineering model of LUME-1
and then uplink the software to the satellite.

The author developed a framework for planning the measurements and
processing them. The Python library Pyorbital is used to propagate the
orbit of the satellite using the Two-Line Elements (TLEs) from Celestrak and
obtain relevant measurement locations and dates. The conĄguration of the
measurement software and speciĄc dates and times to execute the software
are sent to the operators to create the schedule for LUME-1 and execute the
measurements. After the operators downlink the data generated, the author
processes and analyses the results. The description of the measurement
algorithm, its validation with theoretical analysis, simulations, hardware-in-
the-loop testing, execution of measurements on board LUME-1, and analysis
of results are explained in Paper F.

2.1.5 NorSat-2

NorSat-2 is a Norwegian small satellite launched in July 2017 in a 97.6◦,
600 km SSO [64]. The satellite was built by UTIAS for the Norwegian Space
Agency (NOSA) using the Next-Generation Earth Monitoring (NEMO) bus
(measuring 20 × 25 × 44 cm without solar panels) [89]. NorSat-2 has two
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payloads. One payload is an Automatic IdentiĄcation System (AIS) receiver
to forward AIS data to Norwegian authorities. The other is an SDR-based
payload (developed by Kongsberg Seatex and owned by Space Norway) to
demonstrate the use of VDE-SAT. The antenna used for VDE-SAT is a VHF
Yagi-Uda folded dipole with 8 dBi gain and its pointing can be controlled
by changing the satellite attitude. The satellite also has an S-band feeder
link that allows a downlink data rate of 1 Mbps.

A collaboration with Space Norway allowed for performing and analysing
interference measurements in the VDE-SAT frequencies. In this case, the
software cannot be uploaded to the on-board SDR payload. However, due
to the higher downlink data rate, raw In-Phase and Quadrature (IQ) is
downlinked and can be processed on the ground. The author planned inter-
ference measurements in the Arctic, and Space Norway prepared the satellite
schedule to execute the measurements and downlinked them. The author
ported the LME algorithm to Python and applied it to the raw samples.
Additionally, a simple method to detect pulses and their characteristics
(length and repetition period) was implemented and run on the data. The
analysis of these results, obtained in May 2021, can be found in Paper G.

2.2 Measurement algorithms

Three algorithms have been used for interference analysis in this thesis: the
sustained interference method, the LME, and pulse detection. The sustained
interference algorithm was deĄned and implemented by UVigo for Serpens
and its results are analysed in this work. The LME and pulse detection
algorithm were designed by the author (Paper F and G). The sustained
interference method and its results from Serpens are discussed in Paper E,
the LME is described in Paper F and results are explained in Paper F (for
LUME-1) and Paper G (for NorSat-2).

2.2.1 Sustained interference

The sustained interference algorithm was initially designed to measure the
power of received packets but was adjusted in-orbit, within its capabilities,
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to measure interference power. By using a maximum-minimum method, the
output result is the sustained interference power that lasts at least 24 ms
for different frequency carriers. This method provides some insight into
the time characteristics of the interference, as well as discrete frequency
information.

The input samples of the measurement algorithm are the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) measurements from the AX5042 chips [90]. There
are four parallel transceivers tuned at different frequencies, and the process
is the same for the four chains. The power samples, P [n] with n ∈ ¶1, ..., L−
(M − 1)♢, are stored in a circular buffer whose length is M = 8 samples
(determined empirically during payload development). Since the power
sampling frequency is 333 samples per second, the buffer length is 24 ms.
The total number of samples of a measurement (L) is: L = 666, for 2 s
measurements (shortest possible); and L = 4000, for 12 s measurements.

The circular buffer acts as a sliding window on the power samples and is
represented as columns in the power matrix ( ¯̄P ) in Equation (2.1) (adapted
from Paper E).

¯̄P =















P [1] P [2] ... P [L − (M − 1)]
P [2] P [3] ... P [L − (M − 1) + 1]
P [3] ... ... ...
... ... ... ...

P [M ] P [M + 1] ... P [L]















(2.1)

Calculating the minimum of each column in ¯̄P , a vector (P̄min) of length
L − (M − 1) is obtained. The maximum of all samples in P̄min is the output
power of the algorithm.

2.2.2 Local Mean Envelope

The LME method is designed to analyse both the time and frequency
characteristics of the interference within the constraints of the LUME-1
satellite. The data to be downlinked has to be minimised due to the limited
data throughput while keeping the computational complexity low to reduce
power consumption. The LME method is implemented and uploaded to
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the LUME-1 satellite and is used for on-ground processing of the raw
data downlinked from NorSat-2. The LME method is a low-complexity
algorithm that generates very little data and measures the time variability
of the local mean envelope using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and
different averaging windows. It also provides the average envelope and
average power over the frequencies studied. The LME algorithm improves
the time-frequency characterisation of the interference [48], [60], [61].

A software block diagram depicting the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.4.
The input of the algorithm is the IQ samples of the signal received. Every M
samples, a DFT with M frequency bins is performed on the input data [91]
and the magnitude (envelope) is calculated, ♣Xk♣. The average envelope of
the measurement m1k (Ąrst-order moment) is estimated as the mean of the
magnitude for the measurement duration as in Equation (F.1). Similarly, the
average power m2k of the measurement (second-order moment) is obtained
by calculating the mean of ♣Xk♣2 as in Equation (F.2). Both the m1k and
m2k are M frequency bins long and are downlinked for further analysis on
the ground. The average power is the measure needed to plot the heat
maps of interference as performed by the University of Würzburg [60] and
the Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin) [48]. The ratio between
m1k (mean) and m2k (standard deviation) are used to calculate the overall
coefficient of variation (CV) and estimate the dispersion of the data during
the measurement duration as in Equation (F.7).

To measure time variability shorter than the measurement duration, time
windows of different lengths are used. The total number of DFTs in a
measurement is denoted with T and the number of DFTs in a time window
is Ti. In the algorithm implemented, the shortest window length (T1) is
conĄgurable, and the rest of the windows are a multiple (Tstep) of the Ąrst
one to allow for an efficient implementation of the algorithm. In this thesis,
the step is set to two. The local mean is the mean envelope for a particular
time window (mTi

1k), corresponding to one M long vector every Ti number of
DFTs during the measurement duration. The variability of the local mean
indicates how stationary the data is. It is measured with the second-order
moment of the local mean mTi

2k, generating one M long vector for each time
window. The mTi

2k for each window is downlinked. The mTi

2k and the average
envelope of the measurement m1k is used to calculate the CV of the local
mean and estimate the Ąrst-order stationarity window. This stationarity
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of the Python function, the minimum detected pulse length is 7 µs and the
minimum detected period is 0.7 ms.
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3 Thesis contribution

This chapter describes the main contributions of the thesis, related to
published and accepted papers. Additionally, all articles included in this
work are summarised.

3.1 Key contributions

In this thesis, the publications are grouped into two parts: mission design
(Part II) and interference measurements (Part III).

The authorŠs key contributions in Part II are:

• A survey on relevant Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) platforms for space
missions and their use in university projects, as well as selection of the
SDR platform for the HYPer-spectral Smallsat for Ocean observation
(HYPSO) satellites (Paper A and B).

• Preliminary mission designs for different communication missions were
performed. The focus was on radio environment research, commu-
nication between low power devices and small satellites, and robotic
agents and small satellites. These missions can be demonstrated using
one satellite with a Ćexible communication payload by updating the
software in Ćight (Paper B and C).

• Payload design and initial integration and testing for HYPSO-2 (Pa-
per C).

• Proposal and high-level analysis of three system architecture designs
for oceanographic observations using an Unmanned Surface Vehicle
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(USV) and a satellite, including an assessment of the communication
latency of each design (Paper D).

In Part III, uplink interference is investigated for two different bands: UHF
amateur radio (430Ű440 MHz) and the lower leg of VHF Data Exchange
(VDE)-SAT (centered at the 157 MHz band). The contributions of the
author in this part are:

• Analysis of the in-orbit sustained uplink interference in the UHF
amateur radio band using Serpens (Paper E).

• Design and implementation of a low complexity algorithm, Local Mean
Envelope (LME), to measure time and frequency characteristics of
interference on board satellites with a limited downlink throughput
(Paper F).

• Development of an SDR hardware-in-the-loop setup for testing inter-
ference software, and integration of an SDR platform to the HYPSO
framework (Paper C and F).

• Analysis of the time-frequency characteristics of uplink interference in
the UHF amateur radio band for selected regions (Paper F).

• Analysis of the time-frequency characteristics of uplink interference in
the VDE-SAT band over the Arctic, including the development of the
pulse detection algorithm (Paper G).

• In-orbit validation of an interference algorithm relevant for HYPSO-2
(Paper F).

3.2 Summary of included papers

In this section, all the articles included in this thesis are summarised. The
Ąrst four papers belong to mission design (Part II) and the next three, to
interference measurements (Part III).
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3.2.1 Paper A. Software-Defined Radios in Satellite
Communications

In this article, the need for Ćexible communication missions, addressing
RQ1.1, at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
using an SDR is introduced. A survey on different SDR platforms and
satellite programmes that have worked with SDRs is described.

The main design drivers for small satellite missions are mass, size, energy
consumption, and cost. The SDR platforms with higher cost are the Gom-
Space SDR, the Matchtiq Series (EPIQ Solutions), and the USRPs (Ettus
Research). The lighter platform of the previous ones is the GomSpace SDR,
and the rest has an increasing mass in the same order. More inexpensive
platforms are the RTL-SDR, FunCube, and LimeSDR models from Lime
Microsystems, having a lower mass than the previous group. The most
common transceiver chips in these designs are the AD936x (Analog Devices)
and the Lime Microsystems chips. For the processing unit, a popular choice
is the Xilinx Zynq 70xx System on Chip (SoC). Another important aspect
is Ćight heritage. From the SDR platforms studied in this paper, only the
GomSpace SDR was space-proven at the time.

Furthermore, there are many universities that have developed SDRs for space
applications. The Aerospace Corporation and the University of Michigan-
Flint built an SDR to use Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) and
increase data throughput. Istanbul Technical University developed SDRs
for the space and ground segment. Johns Hopkins University built Frontier
Radio, an SDR for space applications. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has also been interested in this technology and
developed three different SDRs for the Communications, Navigation, and
Networking reConĄgurable Testbed (CoNNeCT) project. The University of
Surrey also developed an SDR system in-house. For the ground segment,
the University of Bologna and National Cheng Kung built a ground station
using an SDR.

Comparing commercial SDRs is not trivial, but an overview is provided
for the community. After this survey, the TOTEM SDR (Alén Space) was
found and chosen as the communication payload for HYPSO-2.
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3.2.2 Paper B. An SDR mission measuring UHF signal
propagation and interference between small satellites in
LEO and Arctic sensors

This paper provides a preliminary description of two satellite communication
missions in the NTNU SmallSat research programme to address RQ1.1. The
preliminary integration of the payload for these missions for the HYPSO-1
satellite is described.

The Arctic ABC programme deployed sensor prototypes in Arctic ice to
monitor environmental parameters. However, since communication infra-
structure in the Arctic is limited, a possible solution to retrieve sensor data
is addressed in this article. A communication mission using SmallSats with
SDRs and other assets to retrieve scientiĄc data from sensor nodes in the
Arctic is deĄned. The stakeholders identiĄed are Arctic researchers, sensor
equipment, environment, suppliers, and regulatory organisations. The fre-
quency band selected for the system is UHF to reduce power consumption.

In order to design a robust Arctic communication system, a precursor
mission to measure the channel and in-orbit interference characteristics
of the link is deĄned. The user requirements include spatial-frequency
heatmaps of interference, time and frequency statistics, and the downlink
impulse response. A demonstration of a communication link between the
satellite and a sensor node prototype is considered a secondary objective, to
move a step closer to the Arctic communication mission.

The opportunity to perform the precursor mission as a secondary mission on
HYPSO-1 is presented. The system architecture proposed is composed of
a ground station network, sensor node prototypes, and the satellite. After
the survey in Paper A was completed, a new SDR platform was found to
be the best Ąt for the satellite: TOTEM SDR from Alén Space (Spain). A
preliminary mechanical interface design, a mass budget, and the antenna
placement for the precursor mission are presented in this article.

Adding a secondary payload to a mission is challenging, especially when it
is not included from the beginning. The SDR payload should minimise the
impact on the primary mission. In the end, the SDR was not included as a
payload for this satellite but is planned to be on HYPSO-2 (Paper C).
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3.2.3 Paper C. Development of a multi-purpose SDR payload for
the HYPSO-2 satellite

This article expands on the missions in Paper B and explains the development
and integration of an SDR payload on the HYPSO-2 satellite, addressing
RQ1.1. There are three main mission objectives for the communication
part of the mission for HYPSO-2. The Ąrst objective is to measure the
in-orbit uplink interference received by satellites in the 400 MHz band to
investigate the time and frequency characteristics. The second objective is
to measure channel effects that can degrade the signal. The last objective
focuses on the ocean and Arctic environmental research of RQ1.1, building
on the observational pyramid in Figure 1.1. It includes both the Arctic
communication mission to retrieve scientiĄc data from sensor nodes (deĄned
in Paper B) and sending Earth Observation (EO) satellite data to robotic
agents for ocean monitoring (further explored in Paper D).

The selected communication payload is based on the SDR survey in Paper A
and its update in Paper B. The same payload, TOTEM SDR, is selected
to be on HYPSO-2 and is integrated into the HYPSO software framework.
An SDR lab testbed is built to test radio applications in a realistic scenario.
A USRP-2901 SDR transmits simulated interference and the TOTEM
payload measures it with the developed application (further explained in
Paper F). This SDR setup is integrated into the HYPSO hardware-in-the-
loop framework with the optical payloads of HYPSO-2 and the ground
station system. It enables thorough testing of the radio applications.

Two radio applications were implemented for the SDR payload and tested
in the SDR hardware-in-the-loop testbed. The Ąrst application was also
uploaded to the LUME-1 satellite and uses the LME algorithm to estimate
time-frequency characteristics of in-orbit interference (Paper F). The second
radio application measures the time variability of the interference. It
obtains a distribution of how often and how long time windows have lower
interference power. These windows are candidates for transmission.

The main advantage of using an SDR as the communication payload is its
Ćexibility. The communication missions do not need to be fully deĄned
before launch and other missions can be designed after launch if they adhere
to the constraints of the system.
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3.2.4 Paper D. A Satellite-USV System for Persistent
Observation of Mesoscale Oceanographic Phenomena

In this article, a system integrating small satellites and robotic agents
for oceanographic observations is proposed and analysed. Three different
architectures are evaluated to address RQ1.1.

In scenario 1, data from existing EO satellites is retrieved by the Coordinated
Mission Control Centre (CMCC). The data is processed on the ground to
detect phenomena that should be investigated by robotic assets. If a relevant
phenomenon is detected, the CMCC creates a navigation plan and sends it
to the USV. This scenario was tested in 2021 and the images were obtained
from four EO satellites. The delay between a satellite observation and the
reception of the navigational plan by the USV is 3 to 24 h.

In scenario 2, there is a dedicated satellite for ocean monitoring, like HYPSO,
that observes a speciĄed area. The images acquired are processed on board
the satellite, interesting phenomena are detected and sent to the CMCC
using Ground Stations (GSs). The CMCC sends a navigation plan for the
USV. The delay between a satellite observation and the CMCC receiving
the data is simulated for a sparse GS network (one GS in Svalbard) and a
dense one (six GS). For the sparse case, the mean delay is about 30 min
(worst case). For the dense case, it is less than 16 min.

In scenario 3, the dedicated satellite performs an observation, processes the
data, and sends the USV a navigation plan. Assuming the USV is in the
vicinity of the Area of Interest (AOI), the observation and the processing
time will be the main contribution to the time delay. Simulations for all
target areas are carried out to analyse the feasibility of the communication
architecture. Considering the operations planned for HYPSO-1, the total
delay is less than 3 minutes.

The appropriate architecture variant depends on the mission goal and
requirements. Scenario 1 is currently available but does not enable a Ćexible
deĄnition of AOI or real-time monitoring. Scenario 2 allows control of
monitoring areas, but to reduce delays the last scenario is needed. Scenario 3
requires robust communication between satellites and robotic agents, and
more on-board processing capabilities.
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3.2.5 Paper E. Detection of radio interference in the UHF
amateur radio band with the Serpens satellite

In this article, the UHF amateur radio band for satellite communication is in-
vestigated, addressing RQ2.1 and RQ2.2. In-orbit interference measurements
from the Serpens satellite in the 435Ű438 MHz band are analysed.

In 2015-2016, University of Vigo (UVigo) experienced similar communication
problems to University of Würzburg and Technische Universität Berlin (TU
Berlin) when testing Machine to Machine (M2M) communication. Thus, an
algorithm to measure sustained interference was applied on Serpens. A 24 ms
long sliding window was applied to the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) samples measured by four transceivers at different frequencies. The
minimum of each window is calculated and the maximum of all minima over
a 2 s measurement represents the sustained interference power analysed.

The heat maps of sustained interference show high power over the east
and west coasts of North America and central Europe. The highest power
measured is -70 dBm, which is 10Ű21 dB higher than the expected desired
signal. The power distribution over non-populated areas (noise Ćoor) is
very similar to the distribution over South America, where the maximum
sustained interference power is -107 dBm.

The sustained interference power measured over Europe, Africa, and the
Middle East is divided into four geographical regions. The power distribu-
tion in the northern regions has higher power than the noise Ćoor. The
measurements over North America are divided into six regions. More power
is received in the northern regions than the southern ones. The depend-
ability of the power measured in one carrier with respect to another is
also analysed. Most of the interference has at least 200 kHz bandwidth.
Some points indicate that the interference levels vary with frequency over a
1.2 MHz bandwidth.

Some measurements show the variation of the sustained interference expected
from ground radars. These high-power radars can be the cause of the
interference. These measurements complement [48], [60], [61]. To mitigate
the impact, effective counter-measures are needed. Collaborating with
ground stations in the southern hemisphere can be another solution.
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3.2.6 Paper F. In-Orbit Measurements and Analysis of Radio
Interference in the UHF Amateur Radio Band from the
LUME-1 Satellite

This work continues the interference measurements of Paper E with a
different satellite (LUME-1) and algorithm (LME), but the same band
(centered at 435 MHz) and RQs. Due to the orbit of LUME-1, measurements
in the polar areas are possible, overcoming the limitations of Serpens.

Since the satellite has an on-board SDR, new software designed within the
satelliteŠs constraints can be uplinked. The algorithm uses a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) on the received In-Phase and Quadrature (IQ) samples
and measures its average envelope spectrum, average power spectrum, and
the variability of the LME for different time windows. To validate the
software on the ground, the results of theoretical analysis, simulations,
and hardware-in-the-loop testing are compared and show consistency. The
testing signals are Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Continuous
Wave (CW), pulses and chirps. The author built a hardware-in-the-loop
setup in the lab with the same SDR as in the satellite. This is the setup
integrated in the HYPSO framework in Paper C.

A total of 300 measurements were executed over the world. The measure-
ments over non-populated areas are used as a relative noise Ćoor. Both
the frequency and temporal behaviour are similar to the results of AWGN,
justifying the use of heat maps in these areas. Over populated areas, the
average interference power is higher. Pulsed interference with a bandwidth
of approximately 300 kHz is detected over regions where there are known
type A ground radars. This bandwidth matches the chirp bandwidth used
for the search mode of these radars (100Ű350 kHz). In addition, wideband
pulsed interference with time structure is measured over Europe. In this
case, the bandwidth cannot be estimated. The Ąrst-order window of station-
arity estimated for the 434.75Ű434.83 MHz band is 14 ms for most regions
and cases. In the 434.83Ű435.19 MHz band, windows longer than 27 ms are
estimated for some areas in the Arctic, America, and Europe.

The results give an indication of the time and frequency variability in different
regions of the world, including the poles. However, more measurements are
needed to provide reliable statistics over more areas and time scales.
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3.2.7 Paper G. In-orbit Interference Measurements and Analysis
in the VDES-band with the NorSat-2 Satellite

This manuscript focuses on the uplink interference of an emerging Arctic
satellite communication system, VDE-SAT. The results of a preliminary
interference measurement campaign in the lower leg of VDE-SAT (157.2875Ű
157.3375 MHz) using NorSat-2 are analysed to address RQ2.2.

The capabilities and constraints of NorSat-2 are less limiting than for
LUME-1, but the measurements are also performed without transmitting.
The spacecraft bus is bigger, has a different SDR on board, and higher data
throughput. Thus, raw IQ samples can be downlinked and processed on the
ground. Two different processing algorithms are applied to the data: the
LME developed for LUME-1 and a pulse detection method.

Ten measurements tracks with the satelliteŠs antenna pointing towards the
horizon above Bjørnøya were recorded in May 2021. The instantaneous
power received on board the satellite reaches -70 dBm and its distribution is
similar for all tracks. The LME method is applied to one-second segments
using a different number of frequency bins for the DFT to analyse time
variability. The coefficient of variation is higher than for AWGN within
the bandwidth studied and higher for shorter DFTs. It indicates that
there is a high time variability within one second and even within 15 ms.
The measurements tracks are divided into regions to compare the average
power (over one second) distribution. The difference between the lowest
interference region and the highest is about 20 dB. The length of the Ąrst-
order stationarity window of most measurements is longer than 122 ms,
except for the low interference region which is 0.95 ms. Using the pulse
detection algorithm on the IQ samples, a pulse length of 1.6 ms and different
pulse periods (13, 26, 41, and 52 ms) are detected.

High power pulsed interference causes bit errors and can cause loss of packets,
reducing the performance of the VDE-SAT system. Thus, interference
mitigation techniques and appropriate conĄguration of the communication
system would improve its performance. Longer measurement campaigns are
needed to obtain more statistics and deĄne larger regions to use different
waveforms and error correction codes.
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In this chapter, the conclusions of the thesis are summarised, the research
questions are addressed and future work is described.

4.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we show that in-orbit measurements of radio interference
using Software-DeĄned Radios (SDRs) on board small satellites are useful
to characterise the interference in the uplink for Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellites. Radio interference has been detected in both the UHF amateur
radio band and the VHF Data Exchange (VDE)-SAT band. Future satellite
missions can avoid interference by selecting a different frequency band.
Keeping the same band, interference effects can be mitigated by using
protocols that allow for retransmissions, protecting the packet header,
adding error correction codes and interleavers. The packet header can be
protected by making it long enough and using appropriate error corrections
codes. The speciĄc design of these codes and the interleavers depend on
the interference length, period, and duty cycle. This thesis makes initial
steps in deĄning and performing interference measurements needed for the
countermeasure design in satellite communication systems.

SDR platforms enable in-Ćight updates of measurement software to modify
parameters and functionality. Algorithms for limited platforms provide
a richer characterisation of the time and frequency behaviour of the in-
terference, complementing existing measurements [48], [60], [61]. More
measurements are necessary to provide reliable statistics over a larger period
of time in the different frequency bands and for more locations.

New measurements will help to progress further in the design of new robust
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communication systems for ocean observation and Arctic monitoring. In
this work, we deĄne a Ćexible communication mission for radio environment
research and for a two-way communication system between sensors in
remote locations and a small satellite, HYPer-spectral Smallsat for Ocean
observation (HYPSO)-2. The sensors will help monitor the ocean and
the Arctic for environmental research. Furthermore, the author designed
and integrated an SDR payload for the HYPSO-2 satellite for the Ćexible
communication mission. A hardware-in-the-loop setup was built and is
ready to be used in further development and testing.

RQ1.1. How can we define a flexible communication satellite
mission and architectures for ocean and Arctic environmental
research?

Small satellites can be part of a heterogeneous network of assets for ocean
observation at different spatio-temporal scales. A robust communication
infrastructure to relay data from satellite observations to robotic agents in or
on the ocean for rapid response is not currently available. This application
is explored in this thesis (Paper D). Three different system architectures
for forwarding Earth Observation (EO) data from satellites to autonomous
agents are proposed using HYPSO-1 and an Unmanned Surface Vehicle
(USV) as assets. The communication delay varies from a couple of minutes
to 24 h depending on the architecture used. Depending on the level of
integration between robotic agents and satellites, the exact application
targeted and the delay tolerated, one alternative would be better than the
others.

Furthermore, operational communication systems in the Arctic that enable
moderate data retrieval from low-powered sensor nodes, such as the ones
deployed by the Arctic ABC project, are limited. A small satellite mission
to target the lack of communication systems has been deĄned in this work
(Paper B). Frequency monitoring and channel measurements from small
satellites in LEO are necessary to design new communication systems
and improve existing ones [15]. A survey of possible SDRs platforms for
space applications is performed (Paper A). The author deĄned a Ćexible
communication mission that encompasses the above-mentioned applications
and designed an SDR payload to fulĄll the missions (Paper B and C).
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RQ2.1. How can the time and frequency characteristics of radio
interference be measured from a small satellite with limited
resources?

We have explored two algorithms to measure interference on constrained
platforms. The Ąrst one, the sustained interference algorithm, measures the
sustained interference over a 24 ms window and is run on Serpens (Paper E)
for four frequency carriers. The main contribution of analysing data with
the sustained interference method is the identiĄcation of regions where
there is high-power interference. The main limitation is that it only detects
high-power interference that lasts for at least 24 ms and not shorter. Also,
the method did not measure a full frequency band, but rather four individual
frequencies. Hence, important temporal and frequency information is lost.

The second algorithm, the Local Mean Envelope (LME), measures the
variability of the local mean to analyse the time-frequency characteristics
and was used in the LUME-1 satellite (Paper F). The LME method provides
spectrum measurements at the same time as time variability measures so
that interference can be characterised in both domains. Three types of time
behaviours can be distinguished using the LME: Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN), Continuous Wave (CW) and pulsed. Furthermore, the
settings of the algorithm can be modiĄed to increase the time or frequency
resolution, especially if the satellite data throughput is larger than for
LUME-1. The design and implementation of the LME algorithm is an
important contribution because it can be used in any satellite platform,
but especially in those with limited data throughput. The main limitations
are set by the conĄguration used that constrains the time and frequency
resolution.

RQ2.2. How is the uplink interference environment for small
satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in relevant communication
bands in VHF and UHF?

The main contribution is the analysis of the measurement data from Serpens
and LUME-1. Strong uplink interference is detected over Europe, the
coasts of North America, and the Arctic. The data explains the difficulties
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encountered in satellite operations over Berlin [48], Würzburg (Germany)
[60] and Vigo (Spain) [61]. Band-limited pulsed interference is detected in the
435 MHz band with LUME-1, in areas where known type-A ground radars
are present, supporting the cause suggested with the Serpens measurements.
The bandwidth measured was 300 kHz, which is consistent with the chirp
bandwidth of these radars in search mode. Furthermore, high power pulsed
wide-band interference was observed over Europe. Over the South PaciĄc
and South Atlantic, the time behaviour of the signals measured was similar
to AWGN.

To analyse the performance of the VDE-SAT system in terms of uplink
interference over the Arctic region, measurements were performed on board
the NorSat-2 satellite. The frequency band studied is the lower leg of
VDE-SAT (157.2875Ű157.3375 MHz). In this case, the processing of the
raw data is performed on the ground. High power pulsed interference is
detected reaching instantaneous powers of -70 dBm. Pulse characteristics
are estimated using a pulse detection algorithm that requires raw In-Phase
and Quadrature (IQ) samples and is not suited for satellites with limited
resources. The pulse length is about 1.6 ms and the period varies throughout
the measurements, but the most common periods are 13, 26, 41, and 52
ms. The VDE-SAT communication system should be able to cope with this
type of interference either with a worst-case design or changing settings
depending on satellite location.

4.2 Future work

In this thesis, we focus on the investigation of the uplink interference of small
satellites in LEO and the analysis of the measurements has been published. It
is important to be able to compare interference measurements from different
satellites in the same and different bands. Knowledge of the actual usage
of the frequency spectrum can be helpful to manage frequency Ąlings and
to design and improve communication systems. Moreover, the community
should agree on comparable measures to characterise the interference. An
open-source repository of interference analysis algorithms that any satellite
operator can upload to their satellite can be the Ąrst step. It can also be a way
of validating algorithms in different platforms and setups and obtaining more
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measurements. Additionally, to improve satellite communication systems,
the downlink interference and channel degradation should be measured.
Some of these measurement activities can continue on HYPSO-2, LUME-1,
and NorSat-2.

The integration and testing of the SDR payload on the HYPSO-2 spacecraft
needs to be continued until it is ready for launch. This requires Ąnalising all
the necessary software for the three missions deĄned in Paper C: spectrum
monitoring, channel measurements, and two-way communication to sensor
nodes in the ocean and the Arctic. More measurements will add more
knowledge about the environment making it easier to design a robust
communication system for sensor applications. The implementation and
demonstration of such a system will aid environmental research both in the
ocean and in the Arctic.

More measurements can be performed on LUME-1 to extend the work of
this thesis. Global measurements during a full day to cover more areas
of the world should be planned. To keep the data output of the software
limited, the time and frequency resolution should be reduced by changing the
conĄguration parameters. To facilitate the comparison of LUME-1 data with
Serpens data, and to have absolute power units, power calibration campaigns
are needed. These can be performed by transmitting known signals from a
ground station and using the LME algorithm on the satellite at the same
time. All the measurements that have been carried out in this thesis and
those suggested here can be repeated with different carrier frequencies,
such as the operating frequency for LUME-1 (437 MHz). Furthermore,
the second radio application, brieĆy described in Paper C (developed in a
master thesis co-supervised by the author [92]) can be tested on LUME-1.
Radio measurements with this software will improve the knowledge of the
time variability of the interference, within the constraints of LUME-1, and
complement the measurements already performed.

For the interference in the VDE-SAT band, more measurements are needed
over the Arctic and new measurements over the Antarctic. Measurements
with the same conĄguration should be performed in the Arctic to observe
a larger time scale than the two days analysed in this thesis. Antarctic
measurements can be used as calibration of the noise Ćoor, as it was
done with LUME-1 in Paper F. Additionally, measurements with higher
bandwidth are encouraged to investigate the interference bandwidth and
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analyse the pulse characteristics in a wider frequency range. Moreover, the
measurements can be performed with a different type of antenna pointing to
characterise the interference in different directions. Finally, since the data
collected with NorSat-2 are raw IQ samples, there are other algorithms that
can characterise the interference better, both in time and frequency, such
as the short-time Fourier transform, the Wigner-Ville distribution, and the
S-method [93].
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A Software-Defined Radios in Satellite

Communication

A

The text of the following paper is added as a chapter and re-formatted for
better readability:

G. Quintana-Díaz and R. Birkeland, ŚSoftware-deĄned radios in satellite
communications,Š in Small Satellites, System & Services Symposium (4S),
2018

Abstract A Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) is a Ćexible technology that
enables the design of adaptive communications systems. A generic hardware
design can be used to address different communication needs, such as
changing frequencies, modulation schemes and data rates. Applied to small
satellites, some of the implications are increased data throughput when
down-linking or up-linking by varying communications parameters and
making use of one hardware design and implementation for communicating
for many missions, just by updating the software. Therefore, development
time for small satellite communication systems can be reduced in the future.
This one of the reason why many universities and other organisations around
the world are investing in this type of space technology. The technology
can support different kinds of applications, such as Earth observation and
communication services. This paper analyses various hardware and software
platforms and includes a survey on SDRs that have been designed and
developed for satellite communications in the last years. In the survey both
ground stations and satellites using SDR have been included. Furthermore,
a short discussion on SDR designs have been included.

A
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A.1 Introduction

The interest in small satellites (or SmallSats) is continuously growing, both
in CubeSats and other customised platforms. Many universities and other
organisations around the world are investing in this type of space technology
for various applications, such as space exploration and Earth observation.
When observing our planet there are two especially relevant areas to focus
on: oceans, as 71 % of the Earth is water [5], and Arctic monitoring,
because of the dramatic effect of global warming. In-situ monitoring of these
extremely harsh areas is difficult, expensive and they are not fully covered
by communication systems [6]. This is one reason why it is important to
research new solutions in order to improve ocean and Arctic monitoring. One
possibility is to deploy a coordinated infrastructure composed of different
types of vehicles and platforms, such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and small satellites [6].

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) together with
the Center for Autonomous Marine Operations and Systems (NTNU-AMOS)
have recently launched a new research programme. It has a concerted and
uniĄed cross-disciplinary focus on designing, building and operating small
satellites (or SmallSats) as parts of a system of autonomous robots and
agents for maritime sensing, surveillance and communication. These activ-
ities should contribute to fundamental and interdisciplinary research on
autonomous systems in marine applications. The programme is associated
with the Faculty for Information Technology and Electrical EngineeringŠs
strategic research area Coastal and Arctic Maritime Operations and Sur-
veillance (CAMOS) and has planned two missions. The Ąrst is to acquire
high quality images for oceanographic studies using a Hyperspectral Imager
(HSI) and the second one to provide Arctic researchers with easier and faster
access to scientiĄc data by using a Ćexible communications system.

One important aspect to consider when building any type of satellites is com-
munications. Communication systems enable data transfer between sensor
systems, satellites and end users. Most kinds of communications systems
are designed for worst-case scenarios, and satellite channel characteristics
are highly variable due to atmospheric and ionospheric effects, especially
in Low Earth Orbits (LEO). Designing for worst-case leaves an expensive
and overly designed system that does not maximise channel capacity. To
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compensate for this, there is a need to develop enhanced communications
systems that can adapt to variable characteristics, for instance changing
modulation, power levels or carrier frequency on-the-Ćy.

SDR is a Ćexible technology which enables the design of an adaptive commu-
nications system. This means that a generic hardware design can be used to
address different communication needs, with varying frequencies, modulation
schemes and data rates [95]. Applying this concept to small satellites can
increase data throughput, add the possibility to perform software updates
over-the-air and make it possible to reuse the hardware platform for multiple
missions with different requirements [96]. Therefore, development time for
future small satellite communication systems can be reduced, even though
the development time of the Ąrst implementation might be longer than for
a traditional radio system.

However, this idea of launching SDR into space is not new. There are many
universities, agencies and companies that are currently addressing this issue
and some have already launched their own designs. Various SDR platforms
and designs are analysed for use in small satellites in challenging scenarios,
data retrieval from diverse Arctic sensors or multi-agent communications,
for instance. This paper also studies the state-of-the-art of SDR both
for spacecraft and ground stations developed by different universities and
organisations.

A.2 Available hardware platforms

In addition to requirements for frequency, bandwidth and regulations found
in every communication system, SDRs are highly dependent on the hardware
platform used to run the software. In small satellites, the main design drivers
are size, mass, cost and power consumption.

In Figure A.1 an overview of some SDRs platforms is shown. The vertical
axis is cost whereas the horizontal axis is mass. These are two important
aspects to consider when choosing a radio suitable for a small satellite
mission. Ideally, the best platform would be the one on the lower left
corner of the graph: an inexpensive and light solution. In our comparison,
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power consumption is 3 W (idle).

Technical characteristics of AD9361 [80] are shown in Table A.1. The
frequency range of this component is what limits the GomSpace SDR to 70
MHz - 6 GHz. In addition, AD9361 has two channels for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (MIMO) and supports Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD).

Features AD9361

Transmitter frequency band 47-70 MHz

Receiver frequency band 70 MHz - 6 GHz

Channel bandwidth 200 KHz- 56 MHz

Noise Ągure 2 dB at 800 MHz LO

Operation modes TDD and FDD

Table A.1: AD9361 technical characteristics

A.2.2 USRP from Ettus Research

USRP E310 is part of the Embedded Series platform, which uses an
OpenEmbedded framework and can be programmed with GNURadio [18].
The transceiver is also AD9361 and the processing unit is the Xilinx Zynq
7020 SoC (including dual core ARM Cortex A9 processors and a FPGA).
The size of this SDR is 133 x 68 x 26.4 mm. The noise Ągure of the overall
receiver is 8 dB and power consumption ranges from 2-6 W.

USRP N210 from Networked Series has a higher performance, as the
Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) and Digital to Analogue Converter
(DAC) have higher resolution and sample frequency, at the expense of
increasing its mass and size (220 x 160 x 50 mm) [22]. It can also be
programmed using GNURadio. The RF frontend consists of a daughterboard,
and the processing unit is based on a Xilinx Spartan3-DSP. The frequency
range is from DC to 6 GHz and the receiver has a noise Ągure of typically
5 dB.
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A.2.3 EPIQ

EPIQ Solutions Matchstiq has a few SDR models, namely the S10-S12,
with similar cost and characteristics as the USRPs [82]. It uses Xilinx Zynq
7020 SoC and the same transceiver as most of the SDRs, the AD9361, so
it has same RF capabilities. The noise Ągure of the receiver is also 8 dB.
Moreover, the size is 112 x 50.8 x 36.3 mm and the power consumption
2-6 W.

A.2.4 Lime microsystems

Lime microsystems offers two transceiver chips similar to Analog Devices
one, the LMS6002D and LMS7002M. In Table A.2 both transceivers are
compared.

Features LMS6002D LMS7002M

Transmitter frequency band 47-70 MHz 30 MHz-3.8 GHz

Receiver frequency band 70 MHz-6 GHz 30 MHz-3.8 GHz

Channel bandwidth 0-28 MHz Up to 481, 962, 160 MHz3

Noise Ągure 3.5-10 dB 2-3.5 dB

Operation modes TDD and FDD TDD and FDD
1 Through digital interface (MIMO). 2 Through digital interface (SISO).
3 Through analogue interface.

Table A.2: Lime microsystems transceivers technical characteristics

LimeSDR-USB has a smaller frequency band than the previous mentioned
SDRs, from 0.1 MHz to 3.8 GHz, and a maximum bandwidth of 61.44 MHz
[97]. It uses an Altera Cyclone IV EP4CE40F23C8N and LMS7002M
transceiver chip (noise Ągure of 2-3.5 dB). The size is 60 x 100 mm. In
addition, it can be programmed using GNURadio framework. Compared to
the USRP embedded series and the Matchstiqs, this radio does not come
with an integrated processor.
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LimeSDR-mini is similar, also programmable with GNURadio, but has
fewer features [20]. The frequency range is from 0.01 MHz to 3.5 GHz and
the maximum bandwidth is 30.72 MHz. The RF transceiver is the same
chip but the FPGA is Altera MAX 10 (10M16SAU169C8G). The main
advantage is that is smaller, 69 x 31.4 mm and inexpensive.

A.2.5 FunCube

FunCube Pro is a very small SDR which uses a Silicon tuner as RF
frontend and a PIC24FJ32 GB002 as microprocessor. The transmitter
frequency range is from 0.64 MHz-1.1 GHz, whereas from receiving is from
1.27 - 1.7 GHz.

FunCube ProPlus is a similar SDR. It covers from 150 KHz-240 MHz and
from 420 MHz to 1.9 GHz and has a maximum bandwidth of 56 MHz. Both
FunCube models where made to support HAM radio satellite missions.

A.2.6 RTL SDR

RTL SDR is also a very small SDR, limited to receiving only. The
frequency band covered is from 0.5 MHz to 1.766 GHz, with a maximum
channel bandwidth of 2.4 MHz. It consists of a Rafael Micro R820T chip, a
transceiver chip with 3.5 dB noise Ągure, and a digital modulator.

A.2.7 Others

There are many other SDRs available. BladeRF uses an Altera Cyclone
IV and LMS6002D transceiver [78] and HackRF One uses an NXP micro-
controller MAX2837 transceiver [21], both programmable using GNURadio.
SWIFT has several SDR models with ongoing small satellites designs [74]
such as SWIFT-UTX, SWIFT-SLX, SWIFT-WRX. Finally, AstroSDR [19]
is a Space Plug-and-Play CubeSat SDR which uses Xilinx Zynq Z-7045 and
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A.3 SDR survey

This section showcases a survey of SDRs that all have been designed and
developed for satellite communications over the last years. We present an
analysis of various hardware and software platforms. In the survey both
ground stations and satellites using SDR are included.

A.3.1 Space Segment

The Aerospace Corporation and the University of Michigan-Flint have
described a SDR design for their pipeline of small satellites, the Aerocubes
[98]. The purpose of using this Ćexible technology was to increase the data
throughput by using Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) technique and
changing the error encoding characteristics and modulation depending on the
channel variation. Simulations were carried out for a typical AeroCube pass
over a ground station. By changing modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16APSK,
32APSK) and code rates (from 1/4 to no encoding at all) without modifying
the symbol rate, the throughput was increased by a factor of two if compared
to QPSK at 1/2-rate coding. Looking at the SDR design, they adapted
the Ąrmware from an earlier SDR implementation and used a Zynq7020
board as the processing unit. The LMS6002D transceiver was used as RF
frontend. The carrier frequency of the Ąrst generation design is 914 MHz
(1 MHz of bandwidth), whilst the second generation transceiver will work
on 26.1 GHz. The power consumption is 1.2 W when receiving and 2.5 W
when transmitting 30 dBm.

Istanbul Technical University has also contributed to the development of
space SDRs using Components Off-The-Shelf (COTS). In [99] two SDRs are
described: one for the ground station and one for a CubeSat. The SDR for
space is half-duplex and it is implemented in three boards: the transmitter,
the receiver and a FPGA board, containing an Altera EP3C25E144I7N.
It uses UHF Industrial ScientiĄc and Medical (ISM) band, 433.92 MHz,
and a 2FSK modulation. In addition, the power consumption is quite
low; 2 W when transmitting and 0.7 W when receiving. The ground
station SDR used two USRPs, a computer, one Low Noise AmpliĄer (LNA)
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and a power ampliĄer. Even though their project was carried out by
undergraduate students, components for the CubeSat SDR were tested
under space conditions. This small satellite is called HavelSat [100] and was
launched in April 2017 [101].

University of Vigo in Spain and University of Porto [102] have been
working for several years in the HumSat project, supported by the United
Nations office for outer space affairs (UNOOSA), the European Space Agency
(ESA) and the International Astronautical Federation (IAF). This project is
a collaboration between multiple universities and centres, and its objectives
are: to develop a data communications system for areas where there is
not enough infrastructure for humanitarian purposes and to have sensors
in remote areas. The SDR is a transmitter built on a board with a RF
stage, a control stage and a power stage. The frequency ranges used from
440-470 MHz, with GMSK modulation and the power consumption when
transmitting 30 dBm is 3.2 W. In stand-by mode the power consumption
is 0.14 W. The Ąrst version of this SDR was launched in 2013 in a 1 unit
CubeSat, called Xatcobeo. The next version is planned to be launched in
December 2018.

Applied Physics Laboratory from Johns Hopkins University has built
a TRL-9 SDR which has Ćown in the Van Allen Probes mission from
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) with an S-band
conĄguration (an X-band and Ka-band link can be possible too) [103], [104].
This SDR, called Frontier Radio, enables the possibility of changing to
multiple modulation schemes, such as, BPSK, QPSK, PM/subcarrier for
reception and up to 64PSK and 16QAM for transmission. Frontier radio is
and FPGA-based design that uses RTAX4000 for the processing part and
has different exciter slices depending on the frequency band used.

NASA has a huge interest in pushing SDR technology forward. Their
objective is that an SDR may provide a Ćexible transceiver platform that
can be tailored to several missions, just by changing software or hardware
logic [95]. This is one of the reasons that can explain why there are several
student satellites in the Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa)
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programme planning to launch SDRs. For instance, LinkSat from Buffalo
University; Space Hauc from University of Massachusetts; STF1 from West
Virginia University and other member of a consortium; VCC A, B, C
from Old Dominion University, Virginia Tech and University of Virginia;
and OPEN from University of North Dakota. In addition, in 2012 NASA
launched a Space Communications and Navigation (SCAN) testbed to
provide with an on-orbit SDR facility. Earlier than same year, NASA
published a paper which describes three different SDR developments for
CoNNeCT (Communications, Navigation, and Networking reConĄgurable
Testbed) project [105]. In the Ąrst two cases the waveform and platform
provider were General Dynamics and Harris. In the last case, JPL (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory) and Cinnati Electronics developed the platform.
Regarding frequency bands, Harris SDR was Ka-band and GD and JPL
developed an S-band SDR. All of them using at least one Xilinx Virtex
FPGA for the processing section and some radiofrequency (RF) converters
and power ampliĄer for the RF frontend.

A.3.2 Ground Segment

SDRs are not only being utilised in the space segment, but also as part of
ground stations.

University of Bologna built an SDR-based ground station suitable for
ESAŠs European Student Earth Orbiter (ESEO) project [106]. As previously
mentioned, SDRs enable the possibility of adding new waveforms by updating
the software. Therefore, it is easier to update all ground stations in a
network, just by sharing the updated software. In this development, the
USRP N210 with an RF daughterboard is used as the SDR platform and
the RF frontend. The ground station uses the UHF band, particularly radio-
amateur frequencies (437 MHz for downlink and 435.2 MHz for uplink).

University of Surrey has focused on SDRs for concurrent multi-satellite
communications. In [107] it has been developed a Ćexible system that can
receive different types of signals of different satellites on a ground station
using SDR technology. The transceiver board used is AD-FMCOMMS3-EBZ
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and for the processing part a Xilinx Zynq 7020 FPGA to achieve parallel
architectures. The frequency band covered is limited by the transceiver,
being 70 MHz - 6 GHz.

National Cheng Kung University is another university that has developed
an SDR-based ground station to track small satellites [108]. The hardware
used includes a ADLink PXI-3710 system controller and receiver blocks are
implemented on Matlab/Simulink. Frequency bands considered are amateur
VHF (140-150 MHz), UHF (430-440 MHz) and ISM band (2.4 GHz). Several
bands can be received at the same time due to the implementation of an
interference cancellation approach.

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology is also working
on a GENSO-compatible station [109]. In addition to having developed an
SDR-based ground station using a USRP2 and NGHam [110].

A.4 Discussion

This study of SDR state-of-the-art comes from the need to use this technology
to support several missions at the NTNU Small Satellite programme. In
addition to set up a versatile SDR ground station, the main aim is to
support science data collecting missions where there is poor communications
infrastructure, like in the Arctic. To provide Arctic researchers with easier
and faster access to scientiĄc data harvested by sensor nodes, the payload
should be Ćexible, so that physical retrieval of the data from sensors can
be less frequent. In order to make better use of the resources available (bit
rate, power, link properties, timing and delay, and the amount of data), the
payload should be re-conĄgurable and adaptable in-Ćight. This is where
SDR technology comes into play.

The SDR payload is meant to be an experimental system with two purposes:
The Ąrst is demonstrating re-programming of the SDR in-Ćight, the second
is to demonstrate simple ACM capabilities. Employing ACM, the bit rate
and modulation can change within one pass, or at least between passes,
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based on the predicted "quality" of the pass. The re-programmable features
can comprise a selection of frequency bands, channel bandwidths, bit rates,
modulation and power levels. Depending on available frequency bands
(for uplink and/or downlink), the payload should support at least two
frequency bands; for example VHF or UHF, and L-band or S-band. The
SDR alternatives available support two separate RX/TX paths, so each
antenna system can be individually mated to one RXTX interface. If more
than a frequency bands are required, then Ąlter banks/diplexer must be
used.

Three main options considered for the payload design are:

1. Buy and integrate space proven hardware platforms, such as GomSpace
SDR.

2. Buy and integrate no-space proven COTS hardware (URSPs, LimeSDR,
EPIQ Solution SDRs,...)

3. Make an in-house design and integration of a custom SDR. Based on
the AD9361 transceiver chip and an FPGA, for example.

On the one hand, the Ąrst option is safe for the mission. However, it is very
expensive. Also, buying a complete SDR implies less control of the mission.
On the other hand, making a custom design would increase the teamŠs
knowledge of SDR and enable full control of the SDR. Most universities in
this study have done that, but it is less reliable as the components are not
space-qualiĄed and the system has to be developed from scratch. It seems
like the second option is the best compromise. A trade-off study will be
carried out to help decide which design approach is going to be followed.

Another important aspect is how to design the RF front-end. In order
to be able to communicate using multiple bands, both the SDR hardware
platform and also the RF front-end must support the bands. More than
one antenna will be needed to receive both UHF and S-band. This means
that a diplexer is needed between the SDR and the antennas. The SDR
platforms usually have an internal LNA, but an additional one may be
needed. In this case, there are two possibilities: to use a broadband LNA
(designed for both bands) or two different LNAs, one for each band. Using
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multiple bands can add complexity and cost to the system but enhances
communication (enabling different data rates and providing redundancy, for
instance), therefore a trade-off analysis must be made.

Most of the radios presented in Section A.2 can be used as part of a ground
station design, as long as it Ąts the frequency bands of the mission. Since one
usually has access to computers at the ground station, the fully embedded
solutions (USRP E-series, Matchstiq and HackRF) might not be desirable,
as it will be easier to work on a regular computer both during development
and operations.

For the space segment, the opposite is true. In this case, both size and
power are major concerns. Therefore, highly integrated embedded solutions
are preferable. This can point in the direction for the USRP E-series or
the Matchstiqs. The Lime SDR could also be used, however it must be
integrated with a processor running Linux. These radios can be used in
a hybrid COTS solution. The processor is included in the USRP E and
Matchstiq. It is important that the radio chosen has a good quality, is
frequency stable and have good RFI (radio frequency interference) and EMC
(ElectroMagnetic Compatibility) properties.

A.5 Conclusion

This survey attempts to give insight into SDRs for small satellites and
ground stations. It became clear that it is not an easy task to compare
the platforms, because not all of them provide the information needed
for a coherent analysis. It is also challenging to Ąnd information about
university projects and Ągure out they have launched the satellites described
in their papers. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that a lot of research groups
have worked on developing space SDRs. There are already a lot of small
satellites using this technology for science applications, radio measurements,
navigation, communications and technology demonstrators.

Most of the university projects studied seem to use a custom SDR solution
based on FPGAs. The Zynq board and the AD9361 transceiver chip from
Analog Devices are very commonly used in these implementations. The
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transceiver chips from Lime microsystems has also been utilised a few cases.
This suggests to conclude that the AD9361 can be used to reduce the risk.
The component has been Ćown in space several times in different SDRs
implementations.

Choosing an SDR platform depends on many factors and the risk of com-
ponent failure is very important to consider. GomSpace SDR seems to be
the safest choice. Nevertheless, it is the most expensive one and the team
working with would not have so much control over the hardware nor software.
The URSPs can be a reasonable choice, especially for the ground station
segment. There are no requirements for size or weight, and experience with
these platforms are available.

EPIQ Solutions Matchtiq and LimeSDR could also be considered both for
the space and ground segments. However the LimeSDR must be integrated
with an external processor capable of running Linux. FunCube and RTL-
SDRs can be used for the Ąrst time because they are inexpensive, but may
be limiting the performance of a production system. HackRF and BladeRF
are interesting platforms but have not been used in space so far. SWIFT
SDRs seem very attractive, but there is no enough information about them
available. Finally, AstroSDR is an SDR designed for CubeSat but its power
consumption may be too much for a 3 unit (3U) or 6U CubeSat.

The need to develop Ćexible satellite communications systems, particularly
for small satellites, has been described. Different hardware implementations
of this technology have been highlighted and their technical characteristics
have been explained. In addition, a survey on SDR technology developments
by several universities was carried out. Their mission or goal was described,
as well as the main components used and the radio parameters of their design.
Finally, how to approach an SDR development for NTNUŠs communications
mission was brieĆy discussed.
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propagation and interference between

small satellites in LEO and Arctic sensors

The text of the following paper is added as a chapter and re-formatted for
better readability:

G. Quintana-Díaz, R. Birkeland, E. Honoré-Livermore and T. Ekman, ŚAn
sdr mission measuring uhf signal propagation and interference between small
satellites in leo and arctic sensors,Š in 33rd Annual AIAA/USU Conference
on Small Satellites, 2019

Abstract Enabling communication to sensor systems in the Arctic is a
challenge due to the harsh climate, limited infrastructure and its remote
location. In this paper a communication system for Arctic back-haul serving
low-power devices to complement existing services is discussed and two
small satellite missions are deĄned. The communication mission objective is
to provide Arctic researchers with faster access to scientiĄc data. However,
a precursor mission is needed to gather data about the UHF communication
channel and interference in the Arctic to design a reliable communication
system between Arctic sensors and LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellites. An
SDR (Software DeĄned Radio) payload is proposed to Ćy on a small satellite
as a secondary payload in order to carry out the radio measurements in a
Ćexible way. The challenges of being a secondary payload are also outlined.
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B.1 Introduction

The areas where global warming effects are most dramatic are the Arctic,
Antarctica and the Tibetan Plateau. Monitoring of these places is very im-
portant to the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) and International
Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) [3]. The speciĄc use-case addressed
in this paper is based on The Arctic ABC programme [111], working on the
deployment of sensor nodes in Arctic ice to measure various parameters,
such as temperature and light in the water column [30].

However, collecting data from those nodes is challenging as there is not
sufficient telecommunication infrastructure in this area [112]. Researchers
that make long and expensive expeditions to retrieve their data face the
dangers and the cold of this region. Thus, reducing the frequency of their
trips, and maintaining or increasing measurement data collection is beneĄcial.
Some satellite service providers can offer a communication service in the
Arctic depending on the requirements [113].

An emerging alternative to complement existing data retrieval methods is
to deploy a coordinated infrastructure. It can be composed by different
types of vehicles and platforms, such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and small satellites [6].

This paper describes how to approach the design of this Arctic communica-
tion system. First, identifying the stakeholders and their needs, deĄning the
problem statement and outlining the current alternatives to collect sensor
data in the Arctic. Second, two small satellite missions are deĄned: the
Communication Mission and the Precursor or Measurement Mission. Third,
since there may be a Ćight opportunity for the precursor mission, some
mission and design parameters have been adapted to it. The system archi-
tecture, the impact of the potential orbit, mass and volume considerations,
placement of antenna ad challenges as a secondary payload are described.
Finally, a short conclusion is included.
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B.2 Identification of stakeholders and needs

The stakeholder analysis is a vital part of developing a mission to ensure that
the system satisĄes the needs and requirements of the interested parties [114].
The stakeholders for the long-term goal of the Arctic communication system
have been identiĄed in Table B.1 and classiĄed as primary or secondary
according to their involvement in the project. The stakeholder analysis
is updated continuously through the project and is important especially
during critical design decisions to maintain a focused system design.

Table B.1: System stakeholders.

Stakeholders Involvement Needs

Arctic researchers Primary -Need frequency access to scientiĄc
data
-Affordable service

Sensor equipment Primary -Antennas and transceivers that Ąt
in the structure
- Low power transceivers

Environment Primary -Mechanical structures must be
Ąxed
-No solar energy during winter

Suppliers Primary Exchange of models and require-
ments in a simple format. Usually
a known, standardized format

Regulatory
organizations

Secondary Compliance

The Arctic researchers are the primary stakeholders in this system because
they are the ones who need the data. Furthermore, the Sensor equipment
inĆuences the type of system architectures and design parameters such
as frequency, data budget, mission and concept of operations (CONOPS)
design. The Environment and Regulatory organizations impose the limiting
constraints for the system, such as frequency band, operating temperature
range, maintenance limitations, etc. Researchers (communication research-
ers) need to learn about the communication channel to be able to develop a
feasible solution and to publish results. The needs of these researchers are
the reason why a precursor mission is suggested before the communication
mission.
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B.3 Problem statement

Communication infrastructure in the Arctic is limited [112]. The harsh
climate has a direct impact on system implementation. The equipment must
be designed for power efficiency as in the winter there is no sun to charge
the batteries with solar power. In addition, the structures must deal with
icing of mechanical parts which makes mechanical design challenging.

To achieve high data rate links in satellite communications, it is common to
use dishes as high gain antennas. They close the link and achieve high data
rates, but they are steered mechanically. Due to this issue, antennas need
to be either omnidirectional or steered electrically to track a satellite. Since
robust energy efficient high gain antennas are unavailable for sensor nodes
in the Arctic, lower frequencies bands such as Very High Frequency (VHF)
and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) are desired.

B.4 Current alternatives

The traditional ways of retrieving scientiĄc data are (1) to go on expeditions
to physically collect sampled data from the sensors, or (2) to use existing
satellite services. Expeditions are costly due to the harsh conditions of the
area. There is extreme cold and dangerous local fauna. In these remote
areas existing satellites services are also quite expensive and dependent on
service providers. Iridium is a satellite service that is commonly used. It
has coverage in the poles and offers services to transmit short data messages
from monitoring equipment to host computers. Data rates are quite low,
energy consumption for the data transmitted has room for improvement
and the cost per gigabyte is high. Iridium NEXT is meant to increase
the data rate with speeds of 22 Kbps to 1408 Kbps [115] with Iridium
Certus. It should be operational in 2019, but there is no publicly available
information about the speciĄcations of the transceivers, such as size and
power consumption. Low power consumption is an important constraint in
this scenario.

The use of a Ćexible communication system for heterogeneous network
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using small satellites and AUVs can complement expeditions and existing
satellite services [116]. This solution can be more tailored to the problem
using Arctic ABC as a use case. Currently, this Arctic programme uses
Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) messages and an airplane solution [30].
They rent a Dornier DO-228 (Lufttransport AS, Norway) and establish a
communication link between the radio of the sensor node and another radio
in the aircraft to retrieve large amounts of data. Both alternatives are costly.
Data requirements for Arctic sensors are shown in Table B.2.

Table B.2: System stakeholders.

Sensor nodes Data size per year Data size per month

AZFP 1 1 GB 83 MB

AZFP 2 2.84 GB 236 MB

Echosounder 100 GB 8,333 MB

B.5 Communication mission

The Communication Mission is described in the following section. It is
a mission that fulĄlls the problem with the architecture described in the
previous sections.

A Ćexible communication mission can be carried out using a Software-
DeĄned Radio (SDR) as payload. Measurement software can be upgraded
in-Ćight after analyzing results to maximize capacity when possible. Com-
munication parameters can also be modiĄed in-Ćight and Adaptive Coding
and Modulation (ACM) may be developed in software. The capability of
reprogramming the SDR both for measurements and communication makes
it a key component in the design of the mission.

The mission statement is: a space-based SDR system shall provide Arctic
researchers easier and faster access to scientiĄc data products. This mission
is a technology demonstrator. It will prove concept and system viability by
acquiring sensor data where there are harsh environments that induce high
operational risk and costs.
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Table B.3: Communication mission objectives.

MO-001 Spacecraft shall gather data of different types from
ground sensor nodes in the Arctic.

SMO-001 Reduce or eliminate the need of manned expedi-
tions, by enabling access to data from sensors in
the Arctic.

SMO-002 Maximize data throughput by using ACM depend-
ing on current channel characteristics

Satellite communication using UHF frequencies gives lower data rates than
S-band and X-band. In addition, there is a lot of interference in this band
due to the growing number of small satellites launched [117]. Thus, to
maximize data throughput both the channel and the interference should be
measured and characterized.

B.6 Precursor mission

The Ąrst part of the mission consists of channel and interference measure-
ments to be analyzed and considered for the design of the communication
system. The results obtained will narrow down possible communication
parameters (modulation, protocols, ...) to be used.

The second part of the mission will deal with the communication link to the
sensor nodes. This operational mode will include a technology demonstration
for retrieval of scientiĄc data from sensor nodes in the Arctic.

In Table B.4 user needs for the precursor mission are speciĄed as user
requirements. The Ąrst three requirements are related to the data products
needed to learn about the channel and the interference. The technological
demonstration aspect is reĆected on SDR-UR-004. The last two requirements
come from the Arctic use case, the area of interest and the target frequency
bands. Even though the communication mission is focusing on the Arctic,
measurement further south, starting from 60 degrees north (southernmost
part of Norway), are still relevant. The speciĄc band of 400-440 MHz is
selected because: there are bands for Earth Exploration Satellite Service
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(EESS) in 401-403 MHz for uplink, a band in 400.15-401 MHz for space
research and space operation for downlink, and amateur service within 430-
440 MHz [42]. Amateur band can be measured since many small satellites
are using for operations and the other bands can potentially be used for the
communication mission.

Table B.4: Precursor mission user requirements.

SDR-UR-001 Create spatial-frequency heat maps of radio inter-
ference.

SDR-UR-002 Estimate time and frequency statistics of radio
interference.

SDR-UR-003 Estimate downlink channel impulse response.

SDR-UR-004 Establish a communication link with a sensor node
prototype.

SDR-UR-005 The area of interest is north of 60 degrees north.

SDR-UR-006 The frequency band shall be UHF: 400-440 MHz.

The precursor mission objectives are less ambitious, as the main goal is
to learn. The new objectives are described in Table B.5. The Ąrst two
objectives are purely for measurements and learning, whilst the following two
are oriented towards the technology demonstration. In order to test different
communication schemes depending on measurement results, SDR-SMO-004
was added.

Table B.5: Precursor mission objectives.

SDR-MO-001 To measure radio interference and perform down-
link channel measurements for future communica-
tions in the Arctic.

SDR-SMO-001 To measure downlink channel in UHF using sensor
node antennas.

SDR-SMO-002 To establish a basic communication link to a sensor
node prototype.

SDR-SMO-003 To demonstrate communication in the Arctic.

SDR-SMO-004 The system shall allow for update in Ćight.
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To achieve the Ąrst objectives (SDR-MO-001 and SDR-SMO-001), three
types of measurements will be performed with the SDR payload. The
purpose of these measurements is to understand channel characteristics and
interference so that they can be used in future missions. Measurement types
are:

• Interference calibration. Reference signals will be transmitted from
our ground station to calibrate the measurements for real interference.

• Interference. SDR payload will sense the radio environment for inter-
fering signals.

• Channel measurements. SDR payload will transmit a speciĄc training
sequence that when received on ground is used for downlink channel
impulse response estimation.

• As stated in Table 5, a secondary objective (SDR-SMO-002 and SDR-
SMO-003) is to establish of a communication link between the satellite
and a sensor node. The sensor node can be a lab prototype or even
a buoy in the Arctic to demonstrate the whole system. An antenna
has been designed for the sensor considering the constraints imposed
by the Arctic environment. This objective is planned to be tested in
future updates of the SDR software.

B.7 Flight opportunity

The HYPer-spectral Smallsat for Ocean observation (HYPSO) mission [83]
will be launched in a sun-synchronous polar orbit to observe ocean color
along the coast of Norway. Its speciĄc mission is to detect and characterize
ocean color features such as algal blooms, phytoplankton, river plumes. etc.
The spacecraft will be a 6U CubeSat structure, provided by NanoAvionics
LLC. The CubeSat is equipped with a hyperspectral push-broom imaging
payload (hereafter called Hyperspectral Imager (HSI)) which has on-board
processing capabilities. The volume of the HSI payload, requires a 6U
satellite bus, but the HSI payload does not occupy the full space.
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The SDR payload can be a part of this CubeSat mission, where the SDR
functions as a secondary payload. The SDR can Ąt in the extra space of the
HYPSO mission to “Ąll in the whole spaceŤ and ensure maximum utilization
of the launch opportunity. The secondary mission of HYPSO can then be
the Precursor Mission.

The established HYPSO mission requirements will be considered constraints
and the SDR payload, including the antenna, will be adapted to Ąt HYPSO.
The chosen SDR platform is a design decision from which some of the
requirements are derived from. The requirements have been developed
through workshops using the software CORE9 from Vitech Corp, VA, USA
supporting Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE). The requirements
have gone through several iterations, with the focus of being lean by limiting
the number of requirements and making them usable to the designers. The
following gives a short background from the HYPSO mission parameters
that inĆuence the SDR mission.

B.7.1 System architecture

The system architecture of the SDR (Figure B.1) mission consists of the
ground segment and the space segment.

In the ground segment there will be a ground station network and sensor node
prototypes for the future Arctic communication system. The S-band ground
station will be used as main Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) for
the HSI, and to downlink interference measurement data. The UHF ground
station is a backup for TT&C and it is also used to perform downlink channel
measurements and transmit reference signals for calibration. Sensor nodes
prototypes for future Arctic communications will be used to do channel
measurements for the use case and to demonstrate a communication link.

The space segment is formed by the satellite. The SDR payload will
measure both radio interference and communication channel. It will also
demonstrate a communication link with sensor nodes prototypes. The S-
band communication components will be used for the same as the S-band
ground station. The UHF radio and turnstile antenna will be TT&C backup.
The SDR payload will use the UHF monopole antenna for the measurements
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Figure B.1: System architecture.

to avoid interfering with main communications or data link of the spacecraft.
The SDR payload must communicate with the payload controller of the
satellite bus to downlink data through S-band and get navigational data.

The main constraints for the design of the payload are cost and development
time. Schedule constraints are very important in the trade-offs for the
secondary mission to be compatible with HYPSO project.

A total of 21 SDR platforms have been analyzed and have been part of a
high level assessment in [94]. An extra alternative was found after that study,
TOTEM SDR from Alén Space. Power consumption is quite low compared
to the alternatives, it includes the Radio-Frequency (RF) front-end and its
noise Ągure is 2 dB. The transceiver chip has only one transmitter and one
receiver chain. Nevertheless, as cost is reasonable, and it provides high level
of Ćexibility it was decided that this platform will be the SDR payload of
the mission. Since SDR-UR-006 states that the frequency band should be
between 400-440 MHz, but the front-end Ąlters have a bandwidth of 10 MHz,
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a bypass was included. Signals in this branch (additional RF I/O in the
picture) will not pass through the Ąlters and ampliĄes of the front-end. This
was the only solution found to avoid connecting another front-end board.

More detailed characteristics can be found in Table B.6.

Table B.6: TOTEM characteristics..

Extra components required None.

Interface to CubeSat bus CAN.

Space readiness Space proven.

Power consumption TX: 5.1 W @30 dBm
RX: 2 W
Idle: 1.4 W.

Dimensions 22.93 x 89.3 x 93.3 mm (PC104).

Shielding Included.

Mass 150 g.

Frequency range 70-6,000 MHz.

Bandwidth 0.2-56 MHz.

Transceiver AD9364.

Noise figure 2 dB (front-end).

Processing unit Based on Zynq-7020 SoC
-Dual ARM Cortex-A9
-FPGA

SDR framework Access to low (VHDL) and high-level programming
(C, C++, GNURadio).

In Figure B.2 the architecture of TOTEM platform and how it can be
connected to the antenna is shown. This platform is formed by two boards:
RF front-end (analogue part) and SDR motherboard (analogue stage, ana-
logue/digital conversion and digital processing). The SDR motherboard
consists of an RF transceiver (AD9364) and a System on Chip (SoC) based
on Xilinx boards, which has a Zynq 7020.
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Figure B.2: SDR payload architecture.

B.7.2 Orbit

The orbit in the Ćight opportunity is the same as for the HYPSO mission.
The chosen orbit for HYPSO is a morning Sun-synchronous orbit (SSO)
at 500 km altitude because of a preferred observation area on the coast of
Mid-Norway, and ground infrastructure in Trondheim and Svalbard. It is
expected that the inclination will be 96-98°.

The area of interest of the SDR measurements are north of 60°. Having
a polar orbit is the only requirement needed to do so. Given the orbit
characteristics above, the satellite will Ćy over the area of interest 15 min
per pass approximately.

B.7.3 Mass/volume

The volume of the spacecraft is 6U, leaving room for the SDR payload in
conjunction with the HSI payload. Because the SDR payload radio does
not require much mass nor volume, the constraints imposed by the HYPSO
mission do not inĆuence the radio module itself. Except for the choice of
antenna and antenna placement, described in the next section. The SDR
radio has masses that inĆuence the spacecraftŠs moment of inertia and center
of gravity, but the internal conĄguration and the arrangement of subsystems
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within the spacecraft do not inĆuence the mission signiĄcantly.

In addition, a mechanical interface for TOTEM is required. The SDR
has a PC104 form factor, but due to the placement of the HSI and other
components in the bus, the SDR has no available space to be mounted on
stacking rings used for PC104. Therefore, an alternative mounting assembly
had to be designed. The custom hardware interface (Figure B.3) consists of:
mounting plate, base plate as a platform for mounting, cylinder spacers to
extend the support from the base plate to the SDR and provide a stable
base and a support plate to provide support for the rods and reduce the
moment that the SDR may impact on them.

Figure B.3: Mounting assembly for the SDR payload.

The SDR mission designers must work closely to ensure transparent and
up-to-date communication with the HYPSO spacecraft designers not to
compromise the main mission of the spacecraft. Thus, a mass budget for
the secondary payload is required. The payload mass budget of the SDR
payload is shown in Table B.7. The UHF monopole antenna is not included
in the payload budget as it is included in Nanoavionics satellite bus.
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Table B.7: System stakeholders.

Subsystem Nominal mass (g) Margin (%) Mass with
margin (g)

SDR front-end
(TOTEM)

20 20 24

SDR mother-
board
(TOTEM)

130 20 156

SDR mounting
assembly

299.7 20 359.64

Total (payload) 449.7 20 539.64

B.7.4 Antenna

The HYPSO mission is equipped with two imaging payloads that need a
speciĄc Field of View (FOV) to operate. These parameters give the main
constraint on the antenna design for the SDR: SDR antenna placement shall
not interfere with any of the imaging payloads. The FOV of the HSI is
assumed to be ±4.22◦ and the RGB camera has a FOV of ±35◦. The HSI
will be placed in the middle of the 2U side of the satellite (3U axis aligned
with Earth radius) and the RGB in the middle of one the 1U in the same
side.

The satellite bus has three antennas: one S-band patch antenna, one UHF
turnstile and one UHF monopole antenna. For channel measurements a
turnstile antenna with an omnidirectional pattern would be desired to easily
distinguish the effect of the antenna pattern from the channel or interference
effects. However, the turnstile antenna in the bus is used for communication
during Launch and Early Orbit phase (LEOP) and as a backup for TT&C.
Thus, the SDR can only utilize the UHF monopole which may only be
deployed if it does not interfere with the FOV of the imagers.

Figure 4 shows a placement of the antenna to get compromise between an
omnidirectional antenna pattern and camera FOVs. Assuming a 15 cm
monopole, the antenna must be placed so that ∆x1 > 1.1 cm and ∆x2 >
10.5 cm, shown in Figure 4. Monopole will be placed 11 cm from the center
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use the types of interfaces that the satellite bus can offer, reducing the
Ćexibility of operations.

Thermal analysis must be carried out both for the secondary payload
alone and the complete satellite. Turning the payloads on and off during
operations will have a high impact in the thermal analysis. The temperature
of a component that has no power supply will be very low. The contrast
with a payload that is transmitting signals, for example, can be drastic.
Thermal simulations should consider all payloads modes.

System budgets must be modiĄed to include another payload. Not only the
mass increases in the mass budget, but the center of gravity and moment of
inertia are also altered. The power budget is critical since both payloads
will consume power. The depth of discharge of batteries should not decrease
below the recommended threshold. Thus, idle power consumption may
become a problem. In HYPSO a solution that is under consideration is
to turn off the secondary payload during primary mission operations. Not
being capable of turning off secondary payload after operations or turning
it on by accident become new risks to the mission. The data budget is also
affected by adding a new payload, since more data must be downlinked.
Primary payload data will have priority, and this must be accounted for in
secondary mission operations. Furthermore, the pointing budget must be
revised. Mapping and pointing errors should be calculated again because
they depend on the spacecraft assembly, for example on thermal distortion
and mechanical jitter.

Operations should also be updated. The scheduling of operations, automatic
generations of commands and telemetry data must accommodate for both
payloads. Operations from secondary payload shall not interfere with
primary mission. In addition, the Mission Control Centre (MCC) must be
modiĄed. Its software must include a new database and new graphical user
interface for the secondary payload operations. New frequency Ąlings may
be required to control the new payload.

The main mitigation of all risks is for the secondary payload to undergo
thorough testing including environmental testing and Electro Magnetic
Compatibility (EMC) tests. Furthermore, automatic tests should be run on
all software. A proper Assembly Integration and Test (AIT) plan should be
developed including two payloads.
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B.8 Conclusion

To complement some expeditions and existing satellite services, a coordinated
infrastructure with different types of vehicles including small satellites is
proposed. The long-term goal is to provide Arctic researchers with easier
and faster access to scientiĄc data.

Through systematic stakeholder analysis needs and requirements for an
SDR-based communication system are established. Following this, a Com-
munication Mission aiming to Ąll the gap in the Arctic is described and
a Precursor Mission is required to learn more about the communication
channel.

A Ćight opportunity in HYPSO may be granted to the Precursor Mission
to characterize the UHF satellite channel and interference to enable the
design of the Arctic communication system. This is the Ąrst step to improve
data retrieval for Arctic researchers. The SDR-based communication system
can act as a secondary mission to the main HSI mission, and the mission
design must be adapted accordingly. HYPSO mission parameters and the
interactions with the SDR have been outlined. It is very challenging to
add a secondary payload in a mission, especially if it is not included from
the start. The secondary payload may impact the success of the primary
mission, thus more work must be carried out if the SDR payload Ćies on
HYPSO.

Future work will include a full system design breakdown of the SDR second-
ary mission, development of the software needed for performing measure-
ments, veriĄcation and validation activities, and AIT activities to integrate
the SDR platform with the satellite bus. It is assumed that there will be
more user requirements added as the prototype is being developed, in close
collaboration with the Arctic ABC project.
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C Development of a multi-purpose SDR

payload for the HYPSO-2 satellite

The text of the following paper is added as a chapter and re-formatted for
better readability:

R. Birkeland, G. Quintana-Díaz, E. Honoré-Livermore, T. Ekman, F. A.
Agelet and T. A. Johansen, ŚDevelopment of a multi-purpose SDR payload
for the HYPSO-2 satellite,Š in IEEE Aerospace Conference [accepted], 2022

Abstract Recent developments in Ćexible Software DeĄned Radio (SDR)
platforms provide researchers with a framework for small satellite missions
that combine several parallel objectives. A part of the mission for the
HYPer-spectral Smallsat for ocean Observation (HYPSO-2) satellite from
the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) is to provide
a responsive and agile service to the users where the on-board application
software can be updated in Ćight. The radio-oriented part of the mission
objectives spans radio frequency interference measurements and channel
characterization in the selected frequency band Ű 400 MHz UHF Ű as well
as a demonstration of communication services between the satellite and
terrestrial sensor nodes and robotic agents. Energy-constrained sensor nodes
in remote areas, such as the Arctic, is one of the application scenarios that
would beneĄt from a tailored communication service. Even with services
from emerging mega-constellations, traditional satellite communication
systems, and new Internet of Things (IoT) over satellite services, there
is a service gap for long-range-long-endurance robotic agents and Arctic
sensor networks. Therefore, a better understanding of the radio frequency
environment, including in-orbit interference as well as channel characteristics,
can aid the design of responsive and robust communication links connecting
individual assets of a larger System-of-Systems. Instead of just focusing
on average spectrum interference levels, the frequency monitoring software
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enables the estimation of the interference dispersion and temporal variability.
The HYPSO-2 is an evolution of the HYPSO-1 satellite, thus leveraging
an already implemented mission software framework. Parts of the SDR
payload have been tested on-board another satellite, and the in-orbit results
from those measurements will be used as input for the next generation of
the radio interference application.

C.1 Introduction

In this paper, we outline the research motivation and the design of a Ćexible
Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) payload for radio channel research and
communication experiments in the polar regions. The payload is based on
a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) SDR platform, the Totem from Alén
Space (Spain) and will be launched with the HYPer-spectral Smallsat for
Ocean observation (HYPSO)-2 satellite. The goal is a payload design that
can adapt to system requirements and environmental constraints, such as
varying radiofrequency (RF) propagation and interference environments. An
SDR payload can be designed for different sub-missions (radio environment
research and communication to robotic agents and remote sensor systems)
and fulĄll various mission objectives, including missions conceived after
launch.

Firstly, the research motivation is presented, then the mission design and how
this is linked to related work and background. Lastly, we describe how the
payload is integrated into the HYPSO-2 satellite, a CubeSat being developed
at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) together
with Nanoavionics. The HYPSO-2 satellite will also have a Hyperspectral
Imager (HSI) payload for ocean monitoring, which is described in detail in
[119], [120] and will not be covered in this article.

C.1.1 A need for more communication infrastructure

Monitoring the polar regions and the surrounding oceans is fundamental
for understanding the EarthŠs evolving climate. Despite their extreme
environment, several research cruises visit these regions to collect in-situ
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measurements [121]. However, due to the vast area and lack of infrastruc-
ture [2], it is difficult to obtain good sampling coverage of environmental
parameters.

The use of autonomous sensor agents with on-board processing capacity
and the emergence of System of Systems (SoS) [122] for environmental
monitoring [123], [124] may relieve this situation. In this context, the sensor
agent is either a remote sensing satellite, an in-situ stationary sensor buoy or
a moving vehicle, such as an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Unmanned
Surface Vehicle (USV). The UAV and USV may also perform remote sensing
tasks. The traditional approach to gather continuous in-situ sensor data
from remote areas with no communication infrastructure is to deploy a
sensor system and then, either collect the system after a given time or
relay raw data to an operations center for processing and analysis. Smart
sensors with on-board processing (edge processing) can do parts of the data
processing in real-time, and then make decisions based on processing results.
This includes selecting the most important information to relay to other
agents or to the operators [125], [126], saving bandwidth and decreasing
system latency and response time.

However, to enable utilization of edge processing and to realize a responsive
SoS, there must be a way for the different Constituent Systems (CSs) to
communicate with each other. Ideally, this communication should take
place in near real time, especially for delay critical systems. This is lacking
today, and motivates research on novel communication systems, both on the
network layer, but also on new enabling components such as UAV antenna
systems [6], [30], [116], [127], [128].

C.1.2 Emerging satellite services and service gaps

There are many new and emerging satellite based communication services
that enable connecting sensor systems together in remote areas. Some
examples are the operational systems such as Iridium NeXt, the emergence
of Starlink and OneWeb mega-constellations, in addition to the many
satellite based Internet of Things (IoT) services of various properties. The
properties and performance of those different systems vary, and may meet
user requirements for various scientiĄc missions.
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properties, sensing instruments and Ąeld of view can be combined together
to provide a more complete situational understanding. An overview can be
obtained using remote sensing satellites and UAVs, and slowly moving robots
with in-situ sensors can provide more detailed information. Effective and
efficient relay of sensor data and metadata between the various assets help
fusion of data from cameras and oceanographic sensors, such as temperature,
salinity and bio-optics to better understand the biological phenomena.

Sensor agents are typically constrained in several ways, such as range, dura-
tion, energy, and size. Such constraints limit the use of otherwise efficient
communication systems, as it is vital to adapt to the individual require-
ments for each asset. To meet the trade-offs between energy, physical size
and usable data throughput, the choice of the frequency band is essential.
Low frequencies, like VHF or UHF, provide better link budgets for simple
antennas and enable low power applications to close the link between the
satellite and the sensor agents. Higher frequency systems (broadband sys-
tems) require advanced antenna pointing and larger terminals [14], which
may not be suited for small sensors and UAVs. The emerging IoT constel-
lations target thousands or millions of sensor units, making the effective
throughput for each of the sensors too small to be practical in a scientiĄc
operational context. For all these reasons, we argue that research on tailored
communication services is needed, targeting the best possible utilization of
the RF spectrum.

In the next section, we describe the mission, its objectives and the pre-
liminary concept of operations. In Section 3, we explain the related work,
background and motivation for the research of the different sub-missions.
In Section 4, we describe the implementation and integration of the payload
into the HYPSO-2 satellite, as well as the hardware-in-the-loop setup for
testing the communication missions. Finally, the Ąndings and conclusions
are outlined.

C.2 Communication mission descriptions

Improvement of communication systems for harsh environments has been a
topic of research at NTNU for several years [46], [88], [129]Ű[131]. At the
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NTNU SmallSatLab1, the development of a Ćexible communication mission
is an important objective [13].

This mission will be carried out through the second satellite from NTNU
SmallSatLab. The main objective of the HYPSO-2 mission is to demonstrate
a Ćexible in-orbit platform for near real-time oceanographic observations in
coastal areas. It builds on the knowledge generated through the HYPSO-1
mission. The satellite will be an edge computing node. Autonomously
processed data will be shared between assets in an SoS, seeking to enable a
concert of robotic agents through different communication architectures [123].
The Ćexible communication platform will also be used to characterize the RF
environment, and to provide communication links between the satellite and
other assets. In this paper, we will only address the communication-related
parts of the HYPSO-2 mission.

The Ąrst satellite, HYPSO-1, will be launched in Q1 2022. The satellite
is part of a science oriented mission featuring an HSI instrument that will
observe ocean color. Analyzing the data will derive the presence of algal
blooms [119]. Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) can cause dramatic loss of
live-stock in Ąsh pens. Data from hyperspectral satellites can be a part of
a monitoring and warning system alleviating this problem. For HYPSO-1,
on-board processed data will be transmitted to the ground segment of
the system, where data will be further processed and distributed to end
users. Further improvement of this system is possible by allowing direct
communication between the sensing satellite and sensor agents on or in the
ocean [123], which is part of the objectives for HYPSO-2. A system-of-
systems [132] consisting of multiple levels of sensor systems will be able to
investigate the nature of an algae bloom more closely, compared to utilizing
only Remote Sensing (RS) or in-situ measurements. As discussed above,
the UHF band at 400 MHz is selected for this study.

C.2.1 Communication mission objectives

From the start, the communication payload on HYPSO-2 supports three
main objectives, in a consecutive step-wise approach, where the Ąnal object-

1http://ntnu.edu/ie/smallsat
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ives build on the Ąrst two. Due to the Ćexible nature of the mission, new or
changed objectives may be added at a later stage. The Ąrst objective is the
most mature, and the last two will be further developed before and after
launch of the satellite:

• MO1: Spectrum monitoring in the UHF (400 MHz) band.

• MO2: Characterization of the satellite channel for the UHF (400 MHz)
band.

• MO3: Demonstrate two-way communication with sensor nodes (sta-
tionary or moving) in remote areas, including the oceans and the
Arctic.

– MO3a: Relay sensor data from remote sensor networks through
the satellite.

– MO3b: Forward Earth Observation (EO)-data from the satellite
to autonomous in-situ sensor agents.

Spectrum monitoring

With HYPSO-2, we will be able to measure the time and frequency variability
of the interference to contribute to the public state-of-art and use this
information to design better communication systems.

A low complexity algorithm to measure the time and frequency character-
istics of interference in the UHF radio amateur band has been designed,
implemented and executed on-board the LUME-1 satellite in 2020 and
2021 [88]. An algorithm designed to detect opportunity windows in between
interference events has been tested in the lab [92]. This is planned to be
tested on-board a satellite in the near future. These two algorithms will be
the Ąrst radio applications to run on HYPSO-2. The long-term goal is to
implement an adaptive system capable of: 1) sensing the radio environment,
and 2) perform Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) to maximize the
data throughput.
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Channel characterization

While MO1 considers measuring in-orbit RF interference, it is also important
to characterize the channel from the satellite to the ground stations and
sensor nodes. The Ąrst step is to estimate the impulse response of the
communication channel by transmitting a known pseudorandom sequence
to the different sensor nodes and correlating it with the received signal at
the nodes. This will enable a characterization of the individual links in the
system.

Direct communications to sensor assets

The Ąnal mission objective (MO3) is to enable direct communication
between sensor agents and the satellite, either stationary sensors or moving
robotic agents. There are two cases, the Ąrst one (MO3a) is where a
terrestrial sensor has data to be distributed or relayed through the satellite.
The second (MO3b) is where the satellite, HYPSO-2 as an example, makes
observations that should be forwarded to in-situ sensors.

Since the communication payload is co-hosted with an HSI instrument,
MO3b is given more consideration in this project. Distributing recent
satellite sensor data to in-situ agents will aid real time planning of responsive
in-situ measurements in the same area that the satellite observed. In
order to reduce the response time and ease the requirements for terrestrial
infrastructure (e.g., dedicated RF links, 4G, 5G or similar), the satellite
should have a direct link to sensor agents. The agents can be informed
by the satellite without Ąrst having to send satellite data to the Mission
Control Centre (MCC) through a ground station. This can reduce latency
and increase the responsiveness of the system [123]. The mission research
challenge is to design a robust and efficient communication link between the
agents, based on the actual interference and channel characterization from
MO1 and MO2. This communication link needs to be implementable on
the in-situ agents, within the constraints of a CubeSat and complying with
the limitations on energy, mass and volume for the sensor terminals.

Suitable packet structures, modulations, effective error correction coding
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and interleavers will be implemented and tested. Furthermore, sensing
the RF environment and adapting the communication to the channel and
interference will enable the increase of the data throughput using ACM
techniques.

The aim is not to create a generic IoT service, but rather show the possibility
of making a mission-tailored communication system to support projects
in need of responsive communication. This, within a reasonable cost and
lifetime, compared to the overall project. A small satellite launched into
an orbit of 500-550 km altitude will have an orbital lifetime of a few years,
on the same order of a research project and expected lifetime of COTS
electronics in space.

C.2.2 Operational concept

The operational concept for the different mission objectives are presented
in the following:

Frequency monitoring and channel measurements

A simpliĄed sequence for the frequency monitoring mission is shown in in
Figure C.2. The steps are:

1. Upload measurement parameters: When a ground station is
within reach of the satellite, measurement parameters will be uplinked
or added in the satellite schedule using a S-band communication link.

2. Measurements: The communication payload performs the sched-
uled spectrum monitoring measurements, pre-processes and saves the
results.

3. Downlink results The satellite will downlink the measurement results
to the ground station using the S-band link.

For channel measurements the concept will be similar. First, a schedule
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5. In-situ measurement: Based on the plan received from the satellite,
the in-situ agent navigates to the area of interest and performs in-situ
data collection

6. Send data to operations: The in-situ agent sends data about
the observation to the mission operations (either through the satellite
again, or through its designated network for command and control).

C.3 Research motivation and related work

The two research areas that the communication payload will address are
radio environment measurements and communication with robotic agents.
The Ąrst area includes both channel measurements and in-orbit frequency
monitoring. The term frequency monitoring refers to interference signals
and channel measurements refers to other degradation in the signal quality.
Each research area has a different motivation and background, which are
explained in this section.

C.3.1 Radio environment research

Link budgets are used in satellite communication system design to estimate
the performance of the system. Depending on the frequency band selected,
different effects must be considered. For frequencies below 1 GHz, iono-
spheric effects become more important than effects in other parts of the
atmosphere [35]. These ionospheric effects are: Faraday rotation due to the
Total Electron Content (TEC), time delays and excess rotations caused by
ionospheric irregularities, dispersion because the effects mentioned above
are not linearly dependent with frequency, and ionospheric scintillation that
affects the amplitude, phase and angle-of-arrival of the signal [35]. There
are models to estimate the ionospheric losses for satellite systems [35], but
ionospheric physics are complex phenomena. Satellite measurements are
important to validate and improve models. The TEC and radio scintillation
can be measured by transmitting radio beacons from Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellites, as in the Coherent Electromagnetic Radio Tomography
(CERTO) constellation [36], [37] and analysing the signal received [38]. More
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general LEO satellite channel measurement campaigns in the UHF band
were carried out in the end of the 20th century at 435.128 MHz [40] and
435 MHz [39]. In the second study, the measurements were used to model
the channel and simulate the performance of different error correction codes.
This approach can be taken a step further by testing the error correction
codes in-orbit after measuring the channel to improve the system design.

In addition to the channel effects, interference signals can degrade the system
performance further. Measuring interference through in-orbit frequency
monitoring is important for several reasons. There has been an increase of
satellite missions in the last years, such as the IoT-over-satellite constellations
[133], [134], and the satellites from these missions need to communicate with
the Earth not only for operations, but also to provide their service in the
case of communication missions. In most cases, this communication uses the
RF spectrum and requires frequency coordination with the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and with the International Amateur Radio
Union (IARU) for radio amateur purposes [46]. However, not all satellites
apply to these organizations for frequencies and therefore, it is difficult to
know the real availability in the frequency spectrum unless it is measured.
In addition, satellite operations in certain bands have been challenging due
to unexpected interference [46], [48], [60], [88].

Both universities and companies working with small satellites have identiĄed
the need to perform spectrum measurements. University of Würzburg, Uni-
versity of Berlin, University of Vigo and NTNU have published interference
measurements in the UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) in the last
years [46], [48], [60], [88]. The European Space Agency (ESA) launched the
OPS-SAT satellite, a Ćying laboratory capable of supporting many on-board
experiments, including interference measurements [54]. In 2020, University
of Berlin launched a satellite to continue spectrum monitoring activities.
Companies like HawkEye 360, Aurora Insight, Kleos Space, Umbra and Ho-
rizon Technologies also work with RF spectrum monitoring and geolocation
of interfering emitters.

Knowing the current status of the channel and interference characteristics
allows for ACM, increasing the throughput of the system. This is especially
useful for narrow-band communication where the bandwidth is already
limited. In an SoS, where there are several communication nodes, the
channel can differ from node to node, thus a system that can measure the
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status and adapt the link to that speciĄc channel would be also be beneĄcial.
The individual CSs in the SoS thus can be able to share information and
adapt and re-conĄgure in response to events [132], [135].

C.3.2 Communication with robotic agents and remote sensor
systems

In-situ data obtained by different robotic agents is important for environ-
mental monitoring, as RS has limited use in some cases. RS may not be
able identify the signatures, or measure concentration, of all biological or
chemical components in the water column, or measure under the ice. In
addition, comparison of in-situ data and EO satellite data is important to
validate the EO-data from satellites. A combination of both RS and in-situ
measurements is beneĄcial to enable the scientiĄc community to better
understand environmental phenomena.

Kodheli et.al [136] and other studies discuss the various roles satellites may
play in current and future heterogeneous communication systems, including
5G and beyond. Kodheli et al. discuss multiple use cases like back-haul of
data from IoT networks. It is also discussed how new technologies including
edge computing and prototyping based on SDRs may allow for Ćexible
platforms where functionalities can be updated when needed. This also
plays a role for creating enabling technologies for connecting UAVs and
satellites [127], [128].

Enabling a near real-time integrated sensor agent concept as shown in
Figure C.1, depends on a communication link between the agents that
currently is not available. In this case, real-time means that there is a link
between the different assets so sensor data can be forwarded between CSs
directly, not relayed through other ground systems. By exploiting existing
communication systems to maintain a near real-time communication link
latencies down to 30 minutes or below are possible [123]. Currently, there are
no turnkey solutions for enabling the direct connection between a satellite
and an in-situ robotic agent. The architecture shown in Figure C.4 does
currently not exist, and thus, is one of the research lines we pursue.

In the case of remote sensors (on ground, in water or on ice), they operate
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Figure C.4: A flexible small satellite: The satellite can relay data
from sensor nodes to a ground station, or it can direct
an autonomous agent to an area of interest, based on ob-
servations made by, for example, a camera on-board the
satellite.

in energy-constrained environments with batteries that may or may not be
recharged by solar energy. Sensor nodes in the Arctic will not get any solar
energy during the winter. Hence, they must consume as little energy as
possible to maximize sensor operational time. A direct link to satellites will
enable relaying of sensor data back to the researchers (or other end-users of
the data). Such sensors generate a varying amount of data [29], [30]. In some
scenarios on the order of a few megabytes per day. Further environmental
constraints for sensors deployed in extreme environments, such as Arctic
areas, call for no moving parts, i.e., mechanically tracking antennas. To
summarize, there are common constraints to consider when mounting radio
terminals on constrained sensor platforms (both stationary and moving):

• No moving parts (excludes terminals with mechanical tracking anten-
nas).

• Moderate battery capacity (excludes high power and broad-band
solutions).

• The communication link must support a moderate data volume, on
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the order of megabytes per day [30].

Usability of existing or planned systems

For relaying sensor data from remote sensor (networks) to the operators
or end-users through a satellite, there exist several solutions with different
characteristics. These can be classiĄed into three types (systems not covering
the polar regions are excluded, and the list is not exhaustive2):

1. Broad-band

• Existing examples: Iridium, Inmarsat

• Emerging examples: Kepler, Starlink, OneWeb

2. Narrow-band (stream of data)

• Existing examples: Iridium

• Emerging examples: VDES

3. IoT-over-satellite (single messages)

• Existing examples: Iridium

• Emerging examples: Astrocast Nanosatellite Network, Lacuna
Space, Myriota, OQ Technologies, Swarm

The broadband solutions operate on higher frequencies, requiring higher
transmit power or high gain tracking antennas. Therefore, they are of little
use for many robotic agent applications and also individual sensors. The
IoT constellations may trigger a revolution in accessing environmental data,
health data for livestock and various forms of tracking data directly from a
small sensor, by sending the data through a satellite network and deliver

2Information about the systems has been found on company web-pages or community
databases such as [101], [137], [138].
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this information to the customer in near real-time. However, one of the
common features of those systems, is the low data volume allowed for each
sensor, which is on the order of 100 bytes a few times per day [32], [33].
This means that none of the IoT systems seem suitable if it is desired to
transmit several megabytes per day.

Iridium has been used for stationary sensors and drones, both for command
and control and to relay small amounts of sensor data [30]. Thus, Iridium
can fulĄll mission requirements in some cases, but more energy-efficient
solutions operating on VHF or UHF bands may be desired [14]. These
solutions represent a viable trade-off between energy requirement, non-
moving antennas and the possibility of a large enough throughput if used in
a dedicated, tailored system.

C.4 Payload Implementation and Integration

The following sections describe the mission implementation, including the
satellite platform, the selected communication payload, and the framework
for development and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing.

C.4.1 The HYPSO-2 spacecraft

The HYPSO-2 satellite is based on a similar platform to HYPSO-1, namely
the Multipurpose 6U Platform (M6P) satellite bus from NanoAvionics
(Lithuania) [119], and features the SDR communication payload in addition
to a similar HSI payload as on the HYPSO-1.

The subsystems of the satellite include a Flight Controller (FC) for onboard
data handling in cooperation with the Payload Controller (PC), that also acts
as a router between the subsystems and the payloads. The FC also manages
the pointing and orientation of the satellite through hosting the Attitude
Control and Determination System (ADCS) functions. One important part
of that system is a SatLab Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) for
orbit determination and time synchronization. Furthermore, the satellite is
equipped with an Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) for power management
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and a UHF radio for Telemetry and Telecommand (TM/TC) and basic
communications. The internal communications bus is based on CubeSat
Space Protocol (CSP) over Controlled Area Network (CAN), where each
subsystem is a network node with its dedicated CSP address. The satellite
will be equipped with a SatLab SRS-4 S-band transceiver, capable of up
to 4 MBps downlink and up to 200 kbps uplink transfer rates. Compared
to HYPSO-1, there will upgrades of the power system, such as deployable
solar panels providing extra power and energy for the payloads. In addition,
there will be an upgraded communication link between the HSI payload
processor and PC and a higher downlink speed.

In order to enable Ćexible missions, the payload itself must be adaptive and
re-conĄgurable in-Ćight. Hence, an SDR is the best payload implementation
for this type of missions. The key feature with an SDR is that it is re-
programmable and can be used to run very different radio applications. The
payload shall be a platform and framework suitable for ensuring mission
success for different communication missions using the same payload but
acting as different virtual payloads. Also, this Ćexibility enables re-organising
and changing mission objectives throughout the full spacecraft lifetime,
adapting to in-Ćight experience and newly discovered to research needs.

C.4.2 Selected communication payload

An SDR survey was performed in 2018 [94] and complemented in 2019 [13]
to choose the right platform for the HYPSO satellites. The most suitable
SDR was the Totem SDR from Alén Space (Spain).

The Totem physically consists of two main parts: 1) the motherboard with
the processing system, based on the Xilinx 7020 Zynq System on Chip (SoC),
which includes both ARM processors and an Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) [139]; and 2) a radio front-end with Ąlters and ampliĄers
for the selected frequency band. The system runs an embedded Linux
operating system. Radio applications on Totem can be developed on different
abstraction levels from high-level Python, C programming to low-level
FPGA-implementations. In addition, the SDR has Ćight heritage through
the LUME-1 mission [87] and frequency monitoring research activities carried
out from the same satellite [88].
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C.4.3 Payload software architecture

The HYPSO software stack mainly consists of two parts: an operator inter-
face named hypso-cli and the payload service program called sdr-services.
The operator interface is run on ground on a computer with a communica-
tion interface to the satellite. This may be either directly through the CAN
bus for testing in the lab, or through the mission control system including
a radio link. For the operator, this connection is nearly transparent. The
service part runs on the payload processor as a normal program.

The HYPSO-1 payload software architecture is described in [140]. For
HYPSO-2 this architecture is expanded so that the architecture supports
multiple payloads. Much of the basic on-board software services share a
common base code, with some adaptations and tailoring to the speciĄc
payload systems. In practice, this means that each payload hosts its own
Linux-based operating system, and individual services related to the payload
functions, such as operation of cameras or the radio applications for the
SDR. Other common services, such as telemetry, Ąle transfer, CSP interface
and Operating System (OS) service are similar and share a common base
code. Through this architecture, it is easy to add different types of payloads
to future satellites with a high degree of code reuse with little effort. The
SDR software payload architecture is shown in Ągure C.5. The Radio service
serves as the interface to the SDR functions, and is used as an interface layer
between an operator and the SDR. Strictly speaking, the SDR interface
may be directly accessed through the use of the File Transfer Service and
the OS service, but the Radio service wraps functionality and operations
into a more user-friendly environment.

C.4.4 Payload functions (radio applications)

The main advantage of an SDR payload is its Ćexibility and re-programability.
Programs can be uploaded in-Ćight as soon as they are developed and tested.
There are two radio applications for frequency monitoring that have been
developed for the LUME-1 satellite that will be used as a base for the Ąrst
applications in HYPSO-2. These applications were designed to conform
with the constrained downlink data rate from LUME-1, but the program
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analysing how the m2 varies depending on the length of the window, the
time variation of the interference can be estimated. The number of time
windows can be four, six or eight, and the length of the Ąrst window and the
step between them can be speciĄed. The center RF frequency, bandwidth,
sampling rate, duration of measurements and number of frequency bins
can also be conĄgured. By doing this processing in orbit, it is possible
to measure over a larger area while still keep the generated data volume
manageable for download.

Opportunity window algorithm

The second application has a similar software architecture and focuses on
the time characteristics of the interference. A shell script controls the
timing of execution of the measurement program, and then, compresses the
resulting processed Ąles. The program is written in C++ and estimates
when there are time windows with low interference level. The power of the
received signal is calculated from raw IQ samples. An opportunity window
is detected when the power is below a certain threshold continuously for
a deĄned time (conĄgurable). The signal will spend time in opportunity
windows of different lengths, and these windows can be grouped in intervals.
Furthermore, the opportunity windows can be estimated for different power
thresholds. The output of the program is the opportunity distribution that
estimates how long the signal is in windows of opportunity of different
lengths for different power thresholds. The opportunity windows indicate
time slots where transmissions can be performed to avoid loss of packets
due to high power interference.

C.4.5 Testing and Hardware-in-the-loop

The development and testing of the radio application followed a step-wise
methodology. First, the applications were developed in a high-level program-
ming language (Matlab). Interference signals were generated in software
and the algorithms were tested in the simulation framework. Second, the
software was ported to C++, and executed on a computer. The program
collected raw IQ samples from the Totem using a remote connection over
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Internet Protocol (IP). The third step involved porting the software to the
Totem platform and run it on the Totem itself. The full testbed for func-
tional testing consisted of two SDRs (see Figure C.6). A USRP-2901 SDR
was connected to a computer to transmit simulated in-orbit interference
(different test signals). This was achieved by running GNURadio programs
on the USRP. The USRP is connected to both the Totem SDR to receive
the input test signals for the radio applications, as well as to a spectrum
analyser for debugging purposes. At this stage, the Totem SDR operated
independently of the rest of the satellite system, remotely controlled via
Secure SHell (SSH) and powered by a stand-alone power supply.

At a later stage of the project development, the Totem SDR was integrated
into the FlatSat for HYPSO-1, to aid sub-system integration. This was
achieved by replacing the external power supply and connecting Totem
directly to one of the EPS output channels. The CAN interface of the
Totem was connected to the payload CAN bus of the FlatSat, as shown in
Figure C.6. In addition to the sub-systems physically in-house at NTNU,
the FlatSat has a network connection to the satellite suppliers site, giving
remote access to other subsystems, such as the FC. For all subsystems and
the operator, the physical location of the subsystems does not matter, as in
the end they are all connected to the same physical CAN network. This
setup enables parallel system integration and a full hardware-in-the-loop
testbed, where SDR applications can be run from the FlatSat. Furthermore,
multiple students can work with the same system at the same time. This
process builds on, and extends, the work described in [141].

C.5 Main findings and discussion

In this paper we have described the development of a Ćexible smallsat
communication platform that can enable multiple missions, spanning three
main mission objectives. The selection of a COTS SDR platform and
the preparation of the implementation for the Ąrst mission objective are
described. Furthermore, we show how the SDR was integrated into an
existing satellite platform and software framework with little effort.

The main advantage of an SDR, reprogrammability, is exploited to deĄne
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in-orbit interference measurement data in the 400 MHz band. It will also
make a framework for incorporating channel estimation into an adaptive
radio link that can bind sensor agents, such as the satellite itself and in-situ
agents, together to deliver a more complete picture of environmental factors
in selected areas. This is a vital enabler for resilient and responsive SoS
for environmental monitoring. The 400 MHz UHF band is selected as
non-moving antennas and low power devices can be used while still closing
the link between a remote agent and a satellite. We argue that the emerging
IoT constellations do not Ąt the use case of relaying moderate amounts of
data from remote sensors, nor enabling connectivity between an EO-satellite
and an in-situ agent. A tailored communication service, adapted to the
speciĄc needs of a mission should be the goal, and this can be realized by
utilizing the Ćexibility of an SDR platform to maximize the system data
throughput using limited RF spectrum.
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Abstract Traditional tools and methodologies for mesoscale observation of
oceanographic phenomena are limited by under-sampling and data latency.
In this article we evaluate three different scenario variants of an architecture
for how heterogeneous sensor nodes can be integrated with satellite remote
sensing. Independent space and marine sensing platforms are interconnec-
ted either directly or by means of a ground-based mission control center
responsible for data processing, relay, and coordination of the assets. A
wave-propelled unmanned surface vehicle (USV) persistently collects in-situ
data of the targeted phenomenon. In two variants of the architecture, a
dedicated small satellite acts as a sensor node, a data processing facility
and a communication node. We have used a System-of-Systems (SoS) mod-
eling approach coupled with operational simulations in different locations
on Earth, in order to support the proposed methodology and investigate
quantitatively the reduction the data latency to end-users. Through a com-
bination of Ąeld experiments and simulations we estimate how the different
scenarios perform with respect to providing remote sensing data that are
used to create a measurement and navigation plan for the autonomous
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vessel.

D.1 Introduction & Motivation

Human activity near and in oceans is strongly affecting our environment
through the warming of the planet and increased eutrophication, causing
substantial loss of sea-ice in the Arctic region [142] and represents a pro-
found threat to biodiversity. With a focus on the ocean as the primary sink
for greenhouse gases, ocean science, and the study of climate change has
become critical to understanding our planet [143]. In particular, continuous
observation of oceanographic phenomena as a stepping stone for under-
standing the impact of human activity on the worldŠs oceans is hampered
by under-sampling and data latency. Unlike the atmosphere, the ocean
is not continuously monitored or sampled, so the only way to learn its
dynamic processes is to collect measurements with boats or diving platforms.
However, such systems are expensive, and by only providing a glimpse of
large phenomena cause short-term events to remain undetected. Current
monitoring methodologies rely on both terrestrial and space-based remote
sensing platforms. While most common terrestrial platforms and sensors
are often constrained by proximity to ship or shore and by limited on-board
energy, ocean color remote sensing based on optical imagery from space is
limited by cloud coverage and weather phenomena.

The frequency of Harmful Algae Blooms (HABs) is increasing in step with
increased human activity and eutrophication, and depending on the type of
bloom, in some cases with the increased temperature of the oceans ([144],
p. 17). HABs occur in oceans and lakes and can be highly toxic to aquatic
and non-aquatic life, or cause harmful effects by anoxia (oxygen depletion).
These effects reduce the water quality that leads to signiĄcant recreational,
economic, and ecological impacts [144]. Because the HABs typically occur
in dynamic and optically complex water systems, and space-based remote
sensing systems are desired to provide radiometry services multiple times a
day [145]. Accordingly, the International Ocean Color Coordinating Group
(IOCCG) state that “it is necessary to take a multi-layered approach to
HAB studies, amalgamating information from multiple satellites, multiple
sensors, and multiple adjunctive data sources to form a multidimensional
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understanding of the nature and dynamics of HABs ([144], p. 11).Ť Global
environmental changes happen at large temporal and spatial scales. The
study of phenomena evolving at smaller scales can provide valuable insights
and enhance our understanding of the global, slow-changing dynamics of
our planet.

The mesoscale variability (<1000 km2) can be best observed with mobile
platforms that can sample a wide range of properties such as chlorophyll
concentration, oxygen concentration, biomass, anthropogenic runoffs, tem-
perature, salinity, vertical current structure, seaĆoor topography, and turbu-
lence. Unmanned vehicles (such as Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV),
Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)) are
Ćexible assets that can individually observe and acquire data from various
target areas [146]. However, no single platform is ideal for full coverage
of oceanographic mesoscale phenomena [144]. Furthermore, to gain useful
insights based on observations from different assets, they should be coordin-
ated to observe the same patch of the ocean near-simultaneously, within
time scales that Ąt the observed phenomena, i.e., synoptic observations [147].
The physical and operational diversity across such mobile platforms may
result in complementary spatial and temporal sampling capabilities.

Figure D.1 from [7] shows spatial and temporal scales of the most common
marine and aerial systems employed in ocean studies. Small satellites and
gliders operate at scales that mostly overlap in space and time and can as
such enable synoptic measurements of the same phenomena. The cooperation
of both systems indicates coverage of phenomena in the range of 100 m
to 1000 km in space, while from hours up to one year in time. Ship-based
ocean observation also involves similar scales and points to well-consolidated
methods ocean studies have relied on in the last decades. However, these
involve higher operational cost and risk (for example, personnel costs,
humans exposed to harsh environments) and, most importantly, they cannot
scale across space and time and are therefore not suitable for the study
of slow-changing oceanographic phenomena. Combining multiple different
autonomous agents in a heterogeneous ocean sampling network has been
demonstrated [8], [148], [149] to increase the amount of information and,
therefore the observation quality of physical phenomena beyond what each
platform can achieve individually.

Sea gliders, both on the surface and sub-surface are extensively employed as
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Figure D.1: Temporal and spatial scales of marine systems. Figure modiĄed
from [7].

ocean observation platforms [150]Ű[152] because of their extended operational
autonomy. Some works show the possibility to utilize such platforms to
validate satellites measurements [153], [154]. Nevertheless, the current state
of the art lacks detailed modeling of marine operations in which the science-
driven objectives for unmanned assets are based on processed data from
small satellites.

In this paper, we discuss how to enhance the study of oceanographic phenom-
ena using satellites together with in-situ terrestrial assets, as compared to
using each platform independently. The proposed architecture is composed
of a space segment with a mission-speciĄc small satellite and “traditionalŤ
Earth Observation (EO) satellite data, a ground mission control center and
a long-endurance wave-propelled USV, as shown in Figure D.2. The satellite
offers an overview of an area where the sea glider collects detailed in-situ
measurements and transmits them to shore. In one variant of the system
architecture, we make use of EO-data from existing satellites, whereas in the
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Figure D.3: NTNU AutoNaut during operations in Trondheimsfjord.

(CS) have different development lifecycles, individual objectives, and a
need for coordinating interfaces and operations to achieve the common
goals. The authors postulate that architectures promoting tight cooperation
between satellites and surface marine vehicles can improve the observation
of oceanographic mesoscale phenomena and contribute to increasing the
data available on HABs, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and provided
data of a higher value and timeliness to end-users. Our analysis shows
that while integrating existing systems will provide added information with
little effort, making use of new tailor-made assets such as small satellites
will improve the timeliness and the adaptivity of the observational system
because the users can select their Area of Interests (AoIs) to a greater extent
than currently possible.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section D.2 we describe approaches
for persistent observation of oceanographic phenomena, in Section D.3 the
constituent systems and scenarios are presented, followed by the methods
applied in Section D.4. In Section D.5 we present the results. We present a
discussion in Section D.6. Finally, in Section D.7, we summarize our Ąndings
and suggest areas for future studies.
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D.2 Using Robotic Platforms to Support the

Persistent Observation of

Oceanographic Phenomena

The oceans are continuously surveyed on a global scale by remote sensing
satellite systems like Copernicus [159], [160], and even systems like Landsat
provide data products, including monitoring of inland waters [161]. In
addition, oceans are populated with measurement buoys (drifters) that
continuously sample their surrounding environment and transmit collected
data to shore for further analysis and processing [162]. Constrained by Ąxed
position, short sensor range, lagrangian motion or limited payload energy, the
network created by remote sensing buoys is expanded by remotely controlled
platforms able to exploit the environment to achieve an intended navigational
behavior [150]Ű[152], [163]. These platforms are usually equipped with a
wide-range sensor suite [164] that samples both near-surface atmospheric
parameters (such as wind speed, pressure, temperature) [165] and features
of the upper water column (for example, water salinity and temperature,
sea currents, oxygen concentration) [166]. From ecological and biological
perspectives, such systems are able to quantify natural phenomena related
to animal primary productivity (by collecting chlorophyll and Dissolved
Organic Matter (DOM) concentration), to assess the health of the ecosystem
[167] (such as algal blooms, toxins concentration) or to study Ąsh behavior
and migrations via acoustic hydrophones [168], for example. Enhanced
endurance and bigger payloads come, however, with a number of challenges
related to the maneuverability and operational capabilities of such platforms,
as described in Section D.3.4.

The control of such robotic systems and the communication with them are
challenging tasks due to the unpredictability of the environment. Goal-driven
intent for scientiĄc measurements will require careful balancing between the
value of information related to the observed phenomenon and the ability to
be at the right place at the right time. Moreover, communication challenges
such as the limited bandwidth of satellite links inĆuence the ability to
provide valuable data to shore.

In Ref. [154], a Wave Glider is used to persistently collect chlorophyll
data for several months and validate satellite measurements. This work
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demonstrates that in-situ measurements provided by long-endurance marine
systems can be used, in combination with satellite observations, to provide
a better understanding of the natural phenomena and climate changes of
the planet. The Wave Glider was also used to validate winds measured
by satellites in orbit[153] that use microwave sensors to observe the sea
surface backscatter. Despite the important contributions of these works,
their main objective was to validate quantitatively and qualitatively the
existing satellite-based ocean monitoring methods. In Ref. [169], a HAB
detection system is proposed using existing satellites (MODIS Aqua and
Terra, NASA) and gives some indications on how predictions of HAB can
be carried out. The 2021 IOCCG report [144] provides more examples of
HAB warning systems and how the data can be collected.

Our work addresses the observation of mesoscale phenomena in the short time
range, i.e., phenomena detection from satellite and its in-situ observation
using terrestrial assets within the time scale of the phenomenon itself.
Communication latency is assessed with simulations that provide insight on
the spatial and temporal coordination that is needed among the involved
assets. This coordination can increase the quality and amount of collected
data, and contribute to our understanding of the targeted phenomena.

D.3 System and Scenario Description

To overcome the limitations affecting current ocean observation systems,
we advocate the development of integrated systems harvesting the speciĄc
beneĄts from each sensor platform. One of the current limitations in space-
based remote sensing is that several maritime areas of scientiĄc and economic
interests are not covered well enough. Examples are the Norwegian sea and
Arctic areas, the coast of Chile, Canadian waters, and areas in Scotland
because of aquaculture installations [144]. Small satellites in Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) equipped with instruments selected for each mission and use-
case can target speciĄc AOIs with greater spectral and spatial resolution
than large EO satellites at higher altitudes. The temporal resolution can also
be determined by the user to a greater extent, by scheduling observations
on-demand and by selecting an orbit suitable for the AOI, such as polar
orbits for Arctic areas.
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The following sections describe the constituent systems in our SOS shown
in Figure D.2 and the scenarios foreseen to support the collection of HAB
data and other oceanographic data.

The system consists of a space segment and a ground segment. The ground
segment includes the wave-propelled USV AutoNaut, ground stations to
communicate with the satellite, and a Coordinated Mission Control Center
(CMCC). Note that there is a clear distinction between the ground stations
and the CMCC; the ground stations encompass the antenna and infrastruc-
ture needed to establish the radio link to the satellite, while the operator is
located at the CMCC.

D.3.1 The HYPSO Satellite and Ground Segment

The small satellite HYPSO is a 6U CubeSat equipped with a HyperSpectral
Imager (HSI) payload featuring onboard processing of hyperspectral data
based on a push-broom acquisition of data to support coordinated missions
with unmanned vehicles [119]. The HSI telescope uses a Commercial-Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) image sensor, COTS optical components, and in-house
designed machined interfaces [120]. The design results in an unbinned Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 180, detects wavelengths between 400Ű800 nm with
a Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of approximately 4 nm. The
onboard processing unit is built on a Zynq-7030 Xilinx PicoZed System-
on-a-Chip with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a two-core
ARM processor. This processing unit provides a conĄgurable platform for
onboard processing and software, which can be tailored to suit the missionŠs
needs while in orbit. The FPGA enables rapid processing of large datasets,
such as the hyperspectral data, and utilizes CCSDS-123 lossless compression
for image processing [170]. The conĄgurable onboard processing of images
can provide target detection and classiĄcation services to direct unmanned
asset data collection. In addition, the HYPSO-1 CubeSat features an S-band
radio link, a UHF radio link, and an Attitude Determination and Control
System (ADCS) that allows for slew maneuvers to increase the SNR and
improve the ground sampling distance [119].

While HYPSO-1 features a high spectral resolution, its spectral range and
observations are limited by cloud cover, and payload operating time is
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limited by energy constraints. There is a plan to complement HYPSO-1
with more satellites carrying an upgraded payload to improve operational
availability.

The space segment also includes commercially available communication
systems that may be compatible with those onboard the AutoNaut. The
ground segment supporting the HYPSO-1 spacecraft consists of commercially
available ground communication services and an in-house ground station
that communicates with HYPSO-1 and can be conĄgured for other asset
communication. These systems are interconnected through a CMCC and
cooperate to deliver the requested data to the end-users. When operational,
the HYPSO-1 satellite can deliver two types of data products: “rawŤ HSI
data and “operationalŤ data. The former can be downloaded to the CMCC
for further processing, see Figure D.2. However, transmitting raw data to the
CMCC involves some challenges. The large data volume each observation
generates, combined with a limited downlink capacity, leads to a time
needed for data download spanning several Ground Station (GS) passes.
Thus, the resulting age of data will add up to hours and may limit the
operational utility of the data itself. Instead, operational data derived by
onboard processing can be tailored to different uses, such as information
about the location and characteristics of a current or future phenomenon.
The data budget for HYPSO-1 can be found in [119], and the assumptions
and constraints for the communication links are discussed in Sections D.3.3
and D.3.3.

D.3.2 AutoNaut: A Wave-Propelled USV

The AutoNaut is a wave-propelled long-endurance USV equipped with a
wide-range scientiĄc payload, whose typical speed over ground (SOG) is in
the range of 0Ű3 knots depending on the sea state and the ocean currents
and wind. We employ a version of the AutoNaut, shown in Figure D.3, in
which navigation, communication, and payload control systems are publicly
documented (http://autonaut.itk.ntnu.no) and are designed and developed
by NTNU as described in [164]. The AutoNaut operates according to nav-
igation and scientiĄc plans containing one or multiple destinations and an
indication of what sensors and data to collect and when. The choice of
employing the AutoNaut in this work is motivated by its ability to perform
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sustained operations in the ocean without the need for human interven-
tion. This unique feature makes the USV suitable to sample persistently
oceanographic phenomena. Moreover, the AutoNaut is equipped with radio
and satellite communication links, allowing the operators to retrieve data
from remote locations and therefore assess the evolution of the targeted
phenomenon.

D.3.3 Operational Concept

To illustrate how satellite observations can aid in-situ observations from
unmanned vehicles like the AutoNaut, we explore three scenarios that model
the information Ćow between the assets. Scenario 1 makes use of data from
existing EO-sources, while Scenario 2 and 3 rely on a dedicated satellite,
represented by HYPSO-1. Furthermore, Scenarios 1 and 2 involve the
CMCC as a coordinating entity, whereas Scenario 3 does not, until the Ąnal
collection and presentation of collected data from both the satellite and
the AutoNaut. In Scenarios 2 and 3, HYPSO-1 monitors an area and uses
the onboard detection algorithms to determine whether the observation is
a natural phenomenon of interest or not. If the retrieved information is
classiĄed as such, the satellite forwards directives to the USV. Depending
on the scenario and communication mode, the information may be either
relayed through an existing ground segment to the CMCC (Scenario 2),
or directly to the AutoNaut employing a dedicated communication system
(Scenario 3). Despite that direct communication between the satellite and
the USV could decrease latency and enable faster in-situ response; it comes
with challenges related to employing a communication link and the amount of
data transmitted. The downlink capabilities onboard the USV might depend
on the sea state and the amount of data to be downlinked. Those limitations
are negligible if data are Ąrst downlinked to ground, post-processed, and
then transmitted to the USV in the form of a navigation and data collection
plan. This process means that the data forwarded to the AutoNaut by the
satellite in the second scenario must be processed operational data including
a navigational plan. Once data are received onboard the AutoNaut, the
onboard software modiĄes the goals of its current mission to steer the vehicle
towards the desired location and sample the targeted phenomenon.

The three different scenarios, shown in Figure D.4, describe how the inform-
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ation Ćow above can be achieved:

• Scenario 1: the CMCC retrieves data from existing space assets, like
Copernicus Sentinels and other EO-satellites, and processes them to
detect phenomena that should be investigated in-situ. The age of data
and the predicted behavior of the phenomena must be included in the
processing. In case of detection, the CMCC creates a navigation and
sensors usage plan and forwards it to the AutoNaut.

• Scenario 2: a dedicated satellite such as HYPSO-1 monitors a selected
AOI and forwards (processed) data to the CMCC. If processed data
indicate an ongoing or potential phenomenon of interest, a dedicated
mission is built and dispatched to the USV from the CMCC.

• Scenario 3: following an observation from the AOI, a dedicated
satellite like HYPSO-1 processes the acquired data onboard and com-
municates a mission plan directly to the AutoNaut.

Physical events in the oceans are dynamic and constantly changing, and the
timelines of information delivery and data latency are important metrics to
consider to assess the utility of the system. The lowest data latency and
age is achieved through scenarios where onboard processing extracts the
important information from the data at an early stage to minimize the data
volume to downlink, and hence the time for this data transfer. Scenario
3 has the potential of providing data with virtually no delay between the
satellite and the AutoNaut, given some assumptions that are discussed in
detail in Section D.3.3. The three data distribution strategies are explored,
compared and discussed in this paper.

Scenario 1: Satellite Imagery from Existing Infrastructures

In the Ąrst scenario, we exploit existing technologies and infrastructures to
gather satellite imagery of a selection of AOIs and commanding in-situ assets
for data collection, as shown in the top path of Figure D.5. SpeciĄcally, in
the spring of 2021, we used the Sentinel database [171] to retrieve processed
imagery of Frohavet in mid-Norway and coordinate in-situ observation
and sampling of coastal areas typically affected by HABs, as discussed in
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CMCC. This means that the data age is determined by the service level of the
data provider, tdataage. Assuming a well-programmed processing pipeline, the
time for processing selected data, tprocessing, will be very short compared with
the data age. Furthermore, since this scenario uses existing infrastructure
the communication delay, ttransmit, can be approximated to zero, since
the communication delay through a 4G network or Iridium is negligible if
compared to the time scale of the USV navigation capabilities (the distance
covered in time) and to the time scale of the observed phenomenon. Hence,
the only factor determining the freshness of the data product is the age and
availability of EO data. A typical value for this parameter is in the range
of 6 to 24 h.

Scenario 2: Dedicated Small Satellite—CMCC—AutoNaut

Small EO satellites, such as the HYPSO-1 satellite [119], enable more agile
and customized operations. The use of such systems enhances the Ćexibility
of the operations, such as the choice of the area to be monitored and use of
reconĄgurable and adaptive algorithms for compression and processing of
the data to be downlinked. The satellite can transmit processed information
directly to the CMCC obtained from single or multiple observations. The
CMCC is responsible for the deĄnition of the mission plan that should be
communicated to the AutoNaut, and hence their communication to the
USV, as shown in the middle path of Figure D.5.

After making an observation, the satellite must transit from the AOI to the
next available ground station until it can transmit data to the CMCC. Similar
to the previous scenario, the data product latency is a sum of response time
needed for image processing, downlink, ground data processing and the
time relaying the connected data and mission plan to the AutoNaut. The
response time of the image processing includes uplinking to the satellite, the
time it takes for the target to become observable and processed on board.

Assumptions for Scenario 2 For Scenario 2, we use a model simulated in
Python utilizing the PyOrbital library for propagating the satellite that is
set to observe a selection of AOIs. For each AOI pass, we compute the time
until the satellite passes over a ground station and use that as an estimate
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for when processed data can be delivered to the AutoNaut. The AOIs are
deĄned by their center location to simplify simulations. In this case too,
ttransmit can be neglected as the navigational plan data is assumed to be
around 100 bytes transmitted over either 4G or Iridium, with a minimum
bitrate of 1200 bytes per second for Iridium.

1. Since the HYPSO-1 is not launched yet, LUME-1 is used as a repres-
entative model. Two Line Elements (TLEs) are automatically obtained
from Celestrack.

2. Minimum elevation for optical target observation: 20◦.

3. Minimum elevation for radio communication to ground station: 0◦.

4. Only daylight passes are considered: from 8:00 to 19:00 local time.

5. Only onboard processed data are considered to reduce the data size
needed for downlinking.

6. Ground station locations from the KSAT Lite network are considered,
see Figure D.7. Two simulations are compared; either using one station
only, or the full network.

7. The downlink is based on S-band with 1 Mbps raw data rate.

The impact of assumption 2 is that the most extreme slant range passes
are ignored, so every target is only observable one to three times a day. If
omitting assumption 5, transmitting raw data from the satellite, we would
need multiple passes to download the relevant data, which may take hours
or days to complete ([119], Table VII), heavily affecting the tdataage. The
total time to download data will depend on the length of the observation.
Transmitting on-board processed data, such as a target position, will take
only seconds under the same conditions. The satellite used for simulations is
LUME-1, built for the European project Fire RS from the joint efforts of the
University of Porto (Portugal), LAAS-CNRS (France), Universidade de Vigo
(Spain), and Alén Space (Spain) [87]. This satellite is in a representative
orbit for HYPSO-1, thus simulation results are expected to be similar to
what HYPSO-1 will experience.
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For some targets, the satellite will see both the target and a ground station
simultaneously. The simulations take this into account. Cases where the
ground station contact ends at least four minutes after the observation ends
to allow for processing time and downlinking are included in the simulation
results. For these occurrences, both maximum, minimum and mean delays
are set to zero. This also assumes that booking and scheduling of ground
station passes are available so that the satellite can transmit data to the
Ąrst ground station it passes over.

Scenario 3: Dedicated Small Satellite—AutoNaut

In the third and last scenario (shown in the bottom path of Figure D.5), we
envisage a Ćow of information that makes no use of ground communication
infrastructure. After a small satellite, such as the HYPSO-1, makes an
observation, data is processed onboard, and instructions and a navigation
plan are communicated to the terrestrial assets such as the AutoNaut directly.
For example, target detection can be used to create a map showing the
most likely locations of a particular spectral signature [172], [173]. Either
the map can directly inform the path planning or be expressed in a simpler
form, such as the most probable location of a bloom. HYPSO-1 plans to
use the Adaptive Cosine Estimator for target detection, but Constrained
energy Minimization and the Matched Ąlter have also been developed.

The response time and data latency will, in this case, be the sum of the
response time for imaging of the selected area, the processing time, the
downlinking time, and sampled data transmission to shore. A central topic
in this scenario is how to enable the communication infrastructure between
the assets. This brings forth challenges with both the physical infrastructure
needed (radios and antennas) and network management. This scenario
requires that both assets know their location and the location of the other
so that communication can be scheduled accordingly.

Assumptions for Scenario 3 We are considering the same target list and
simulations as for Scenario 2. In addition, the satellite must reach the
AutoNaut in a time-window that both allows on-board data processing and
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transmission of the navigation plan to the AutoNaut before the satellite is
out of view.

The data preparation (on-board processing) time after observations is as-
sumed to be less than one minute. Furthermore, the resulting data volume
is assumed small enough to be transmitted over a 10Ű100 kbps link for
less than one minute. The size of the navigational plan and other needed
information is assumed to be similar to what is the case today, which is
around 100 bytes (see the assumptions for Scenario 2 above). The complete
speciĄcation of this link is the topic of future work. This requires the
AutoNaut to be in the AOI and within satellite coverage for at least one
minute after data preparation for downlinking.

D.3.4 Constraints

Optical sensors operating in the visible range are affected by cloud coverage
and, therefore, may have limited detection capabilities. The AutoNaut can
be impacted by storms or other weather conditions that both can degrade
the data quality and the maneuverability and response time of the AutoNaut.
The encompassing system and services must consider CS constraints when
deĄning the SOS operational scenarios and CS requirements.

In this section, we describe the high-level constraints that affect all archi-
tectural variants of the proposed system, namely, general constraints that
affect the execution of the information Ćow and that are common to all
scenarios.

Wave-Propelled USV Constraints

As most of the marine vehicles whose propulsion is produced by environ-
mental forces, the AutoNaut capabilities depend on the sea state. The
velocity of such vehicles is not controllable and therefore, to predict future
locations, one must rely on estimates based on present and forecasted sea
state. Situational awareness is achieved via onboard sensors that sample
physical environmental properties and provide the vehicle control system
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an estimated present sea state used to adapt the navigation control para-
meters. Stable course control can also be a challenge whenever the forces
exerted by the environment dominate on steering and propulsion mechan-
isms, preventing the vehicle from following an intended path. The USVŠs
speed and course are affected by waves direction, height, and frequency,
and by surface currents and winds. This has a considerable impact on the
AutoNaut capability to monitor oceanographic phenomena that occur far
from its current location, as the time needed to reach a destination depends
on the surrounding environments.

A second major limitation is the onboard energy available. The onboard
battery bank is constantly harvesting solar energy produced by deck-mounted
solar panels providing the necessary power to sensors and electric steering.
SigniĄcant power limitations are experienced in winter at high latitudes,
where light is not sufficient to recharge the batteries, and the time span
of the mission may be reduced. This impacts the possibility of observing
speciĄc phenomena as too little energy might prevent the activation of a
speciĄc sensor. Moreover, power should not only suffice for sampling speciĄc
features but also to allow data transmission to shore (e.g., via Iridium, 4G
or VHF) and navigation control.

Communication is the third constraint that affects operational Ćexibility.
The USV is equipped with three communication links that are used de-
pending on the type and amount of information to be transmitted and
the location of the vehicle. Satellite communication (for example, through
Iridium) constitutes a reliable link proven to work in most areas of the
globe. However, this is costly and limited by the amount of data that can
be transmitted. 4G/LTE communication allows transmitting a much larger
amount of data even though it is limited by distance to shore. Finally, the
VHF radio link, mainly used for telemetry and emergency situations, has
a range of tens or hundreds of kilometers depending on the sea state and
antennas location.

Data acquired onboard can be stored and transmitted over the mentioned
links depending on the type of data and the vehicle location. For example,
sea current information for the whole upper water column involves a large
amount of data that can be easily transferred over Internet or WiFi, but can-
not be sent over satellite. It is thus possible to transfer only key information
over Iridium or, alternatively, let the USV navigate close to shore within
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4G/LTE coverage. For example, key information about a speciĄc water
property could be the temporal average of the collected numeric values over
predeĄned time periods.

Based on Ąeld experience, it is observed that the USV speed in the ocean
Ćuctuates between 0 and 3 knots, depending on the sea state. Therefore
we can safely assume that the vehicle is capable of traveling in average 30
km per day. Based on the time period of the phenomenon to be observed,
the vehicle proximity to the targeted area is a constraint that must be
considered during the mission planning phase.

Constraints for Small Satellites

Small satellites can be an agile tool since they are relatively cheap and have
a short development time [174]. As satellites such as HYPSO-1 are small,
they are inĆuenced by physical constraints leading to system constraints
impacting the power/energy availability due to a limited solar array area.
Moreover, the size of the satellite may restrict antenna sizes, especially in
the VHF and UHF-bands.

The power constraint comes into play in the sense that only a limited part of
the Earth can be actively covered at the time because there is limited energy
for payload operation and data downlink. A dedicated small satellite has
the agility to accept any area of interest deĄned by the mission operators
on short notice. Additionally, in EO missions that generate a large volume
of data, both energy for operating the downlink radio leading to a time
limitation, and data rates are constrained by physical antenna sizes and the
availability of ground stations limits the amount of data possible to download
every day. The challenge of data volume is mitigated by performing onboard
payload processing, thus compressing the data and effectively reducing the
data volume by several orders of magnitude. The limitations in coverage,
the revisit time over a given area, is a function of the number of satellites
in the network and can be mitigated by increasing the number of satellites
and orbital planes.

For single satellites, there are some limitations in coverage and agility. The
coverage area and accessibility at a given time of day are constrained but
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well known and deĄned by the satellite orbit. This can be mitigated by
adding more satellites, for example, in different orbital planes. The selection
of the AOI must also be done in due time before the satellite passes over
a ground station prior to a target pass, so the satellite can prepare for
the observation. Initially, operators will determine the AOI by selecting
a coordinate for the center of the image, but the development of more
sophisticated AOI geometries is a topic of future research. Moreover, adding
more ground stations at suitable locations will improve agility.

The integration of autonomous sensor agents into heterogeneous networks
together with satellites either as independent sensors or communication
relays has been studied in several surveys and proposals [102], [116], [124],
[175], [176]. Networking principles enabling the network integration en-
compassing a multitude of agents, by employing standard toolchains and
efficient network protocols as well as location-aware smart routing principles
are discussed in [131], [177], [178].

Communication Technologies and Analysis

Scenario 1 will only make use of existing communication infrastructure;
both between the EO-satellites and ground systems, as well as between the
CMCC and the AutoNaut.

For Scenario 2, we can utilize existing radio links between the satellite
and the ground stations. Correspondingly, the existing infrastructure for
command and control for the AutoNaut can be used. To bind these two
constituent systems together, a middleware layer with a messaging protocol
must be developed and implemented.

For Scenario 3, the direct communication between the satellite and the
AutoNaut must be based on new infrastructure. This is a research topic
that should be further explored. It should be mentioned that the recent years
have seen an increase in deployments of new satellite-based communication
infrastructure, such as IoT-constellations [133] and megaconstellations such
as Starlink, OneWeb or Kupier. However, the use of the megaconstellations
is considered not relevant for our scenarios, as their ground terminals will
be too big for the AutoNaut. Moreover, the available IoT solutions may
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still not Ąll the gap created by low throughput, one-way data traffic, and
their method of dealing with multiple access, like providing channel access
for users at random time intervals. A limited number of communication
channels suitable for each proposed scenario exists.

D.3.5 Other Architecture Variants

In addition to our suggested architectures discussed as Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2; there are options for how the satellite and robotic agents such as
the AutoNaut can be interconnected. The satellite could be equipped with
equipment creating an Inter-Satellite-Link (ISL) between the small satellite
and other space-based infrastructure instead of transmitting its observations
to a GS. Possible options include “traditionalŤ satellite phone/Machine-
to-Machine communication (M2M) systems such as Iridium, Globalstar
and OrbComm, “traditionalŤ broad-band satellite systems as Inmarsat and
Intelsat based on Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellites, in addition to the
new megaconstellations as well as new IoT-satellite constellations. The work
behind this paper does not aim to evaluate and compare these options in
full, but a brief discussion on the alternatives follows.

Previous studies encompassing mostly Iridium and Globalstar options have
shown that such methods will allow for the transmission of a small amount
of data, most likely to be adequate to direct the AutoNaut to an area of
interest. Rodriguez et al. [179] have summarized several studies in their
paper. Several activities are supported by NASA, for example, through
their PhoneSat series. In 2021, Riot et al. presented results from an on-orbit
experiment which found that an LEO satellite equipped with an Iridium
transmitter will be able to deliver low volumes of telemetry within a 30-min
delay, for about 90% of the time [180]. This result is comparable to our
results for sparse ground stations, see Section D.5.2.

Making use of networks meant for terrestrial use on-orbit, also means
that we will have similar constraints for parameters as Doppler shift and
maximum usable range, limiting the usable service area from, i.e., the Iridium
satellites [180]. In addition, more constraints follow from the combination
of orbits, where the inclination has the largest effect. This leads to the case
that ISL to low-inclined services (such as OrbComm, Globalstar) are not
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The system model enables the representation of the architecture with dif-
ferent viewpoints, such as “exchange scenariosŤ, “context diagrams,Ť and
“architecture diagrams.Ť There are also possibilities for integration with
domain-speciĄc tools such as System Tool Kit (STK), that can be used to
demonstrate the quantitative performances of the proposed SOS.

The simulations have been performed using Python, in particular using the
pyorbital library. This library calculates orbital parameters and computes
other astronomical parameters from satellitesŠ TLEs. The TLEs are collected
from Celestrak [183].

D.4.3 Selection of Areas of Interest

The objective of the SOS is to detect but also sample in-situ oceanographic
phenomena remotely. We choose to observe areas that have historically
been affected by phenomena such as HABs. Since HABs can result in the
death of farmed Ąsh; the targets selected for our simulations are areas where
Ąsh farming is common. The selected targets are popular areas for Ąsh
farming, and where HABs may occur (see [184] for an overview). These are
the Norwegian Atlantic coast near Frøya, the coast of Chile south of Puerto
Montt, the coast of Canada near Vancouver Island, the coast of Tasmania
in Australia and Lake Erie [185], a fresh-water lake in the US where HABs
are common. These locations and the considered ground stations are shown
in Figure D.7.

D.4.4 Communication Delay Estimation

One of the key metrics for evaluating the performance of the data Ćow and
utility of the SOS is the data delay, meaning the time from observation
to the data is available for the AutoNaut. In this case, the “dataŤ is the
navigational plan and all information needed for the AutoNaut to perform
its operations. The time for returning samples and analysis from the
AutoNaut will be the same for all three scenarios, so this duration is omitted
in further discussion.
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D.4.5 Simulations

Based on the above assumptions, a short Python program was implemented
to generate a set of times for when the satellite can observe the targets,
and deliver the observational data either to the CMCC through a ground
infrastructure (Scenario 2), or directly to the AutoNaut (Scenario 3). For
Scenario 2, two different simulations were performed, one with only one
ground station, and one with all the ground stations of the KSAT Lite
network available.

The function called get_next_passes from pyOrbital library was used to
estimate when the satellite was over the ground stations and the target areas.
The main parameters speciĄed for the simulations are: start date [exact date
and time to start the simulations], number of hours to simulate, coordinates
of observation location [longitude and latitude] altitude above sea level and
minimum elevation for contact between location and satellite [minimum
elevation for a pass]. The simulation start date was set to 2021-06-09 16:00
and the time to simulate for a week. First, all possible passes over the
targets and the ground stations are computed. The passes over the targets
are limited to those during daylight [between 8:00 and 19:00 local time]. For
each target pass, the delay is estimated as the difference between the start
time of each ground station pass and the end time of the target pass. When
the difference between the end of a ground station pass and the end of a
target pass is longer than a minimum communication window, the delay
is saved. The ground station whose pass offers the minimum delay after
an observation of a target is considered the Ąrst ground station used. The
maximum delay and the mean delay are calculated for each target pass. The
simulations are performed both for a sparse ground station network [just
one ground station] and dense ground station network [where six ground
stations are used].

D.5 Results

In this section, the different scenarios and their utility are explored.
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D.5.1 Scenario 1: Coordinated Observation of HABs

The information Ćow described in Scenario 1 was tested in the Ąeld in
Spring 2021, in the context of HAB coordinated observation involving both
aerial and terrestrial platforms. This experiment involved several manned
and unmanned robotic assets for a duration of over one month and the
objective of the Ąeld campaign was to study the algal bloom at different
space and time scales, from satellite observations of the whole Frohavet
region down to the underwater sampling of the epipelagic (upper) water
column. In particular, satellite-based imagery was acquired from Sentinel-3,
Terra and Aqua (MODIS data) and PRISMA (https://www.asi.it/en/earth-
science/prisma/) when available. The imagery, see Figure D.8, recorded
on 14 March was used to monitor the growth of the algal bloom in the
operational area and assist with high-level mission planning and coordination
of the involved robotic platforms gathering in-situ measurements.

USV track

Figure D.8: Sentinel-3 imagery of chlorophyll-a concentration in Frohavet (mid-
Norway) on 14 March 2021. The AutoNaut track in Frohavet is
shown in red. In the top left corner the location of Frohavet in
Norway is depicted.

Among the assets, the AutoNaut was the Ąrst deployed, and it provided
the overall mission insight into how algae grew and multiplied in the period
leading up to the bloom. The wave-propelled AutoNaut was at sea for a
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The simulation is run for one week starting from 9 June 2021. The satellite
orbit is based on TLEs for the LUME-1 satellite, received from Celestrack.
LUME-1 moves south-to-north over Western Europe during daylight hours.
In both cases it is assumed that the AutoNaut is within 30 km of the center
of the AOI, as this is the range the AutoNaut may navigate during the
day.

Sparse Ground Station Coverage

For Scenario 2, the satellite will acquire and process the data, before it
needs to reach a GS to forward the data to the CMCC for Ąnal processing
and forwarding to the AutoNaut.

With ttransmit in this case being similar to Scenario 1, tprocessing is similar to
Scenario 3, it is again tdataage that will be the driving factor for ttotal.

From the column named Delay stats for single GS in Table D.1, we can
see that for a single ground station, the delay (meaning the duration after
an observation until the satellite can reach the ground station at Svalbard)
varies from about 0 minutes for the Frøya target to about a half hour for
Chile and Tasmania targets. This duration/delay corresponds to the value
for the parameter tdataage in Equation (D.1).

Table D.1: Statistics for dense and sparse ground station coverage
(mm:ss) for one week, showing the delay from end of an
observation to the first available ground station.

Delay Stats for Single GS Delay Stats for GS Network
min max mean min max mean

Lake Erie
06:38 07:59 06:59 01:53 03:34 02:31

(USA)

Western coast
29:58 31:08 31:08 05:56 10:40 07:42

of Chile

Tasmania
27:46 28:28 28:09 12:25 15:01 12:22

(Australia)

Vancouver
05:40 06:59 06:08 00:00 00:00 00:00

(Canada)

Frøya
00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00

(Norway)
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Dense Ground Station Coverage

Column Delay stats for GS network in Table D.1 shows the results for the
minimum time after an observation until the satellite reaches a ground
station, given the availability of the full KSAT Lite ground station network.
From the simulations, we see that the mean time to reach a ground station
varies between 0 and less than 13 min, depending on the target location.
For all targets with a delay larger than 0, there is a reduction compared
to the sparse ground station setup. Tasmania and Chile targets get their
mean delays more than halved.

The number of instances for when a ground station was the closest after a
target observation is shown in Table D.2. Such mapping can also be used
to derive and plan which stations should be utilized, and which stations
can be removed to reduce cost, for example. Since the satellite is in an
Sun-Syncronious Orbit (SSO) type orbit, where we only are interested in
daylight passes, the same ground stations will be utilized every time. From
the table, we observe that maximum two stations are needed for each target.
In this particular case, we observe that Inuvik is the station that may collect
data from the highest number of targets.

Table D.2: Count of first ground station used after each target for the
simulated period.

Inuvik Panama Tokyo Fairbanks Vardø Tromsø

Lake Erie 7 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 0 8 0 0 0 0

Tasmania 0 0 7 0 0 0

Vancouver 3 0 0 6 0 0

Frøya 0 0 0 0 4 10

D.5.3 Scenario 3: Direct Communication between Satellite and
USV

For Scenario 3, the observation time, including on-board processing, repres-
ents the value for tdataage, and is in the range of one to two minutes [119].
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The short on-board processing time, tprocessing, (about one minute) allows
for transmission of a short message to the AutoNaut immediately after an
observation is made, given that the AutoNaut is in the vicinity of the AOI.
The observation time is set to 2 min for all occasions, starting when the
satellite is at Acquisition of Signal (AOS). This is following the operational
concept of the HYPSO-1-mission [119] plus a one-minute margin. This
scenario is depicted in Table D.3. In this case, the value for ttransmit will
be in the order of seconds for transmission of navigation coordinates and
instructions. The total delay, ttotal is then within two to three minutes, near
real-time operation is possible.

Table D.3: Simulations of target observations and communication win-
dows to the AutoNaut.

Target Target Target Target Max Target Autonaut Avail. Time
AOS LOS Duration obs. End LOS for Comms

Lake Erie 15:16:35 15:21:15 00:04:40 15:18:35 15:24:34 00:05:59
Chile 13:20:37 13:23:01 00:02:24 13:22:37 13:27:14 00:04:37
Chile 14:53:50 14:56:43 00:02:53 14:55:50 15:00:42 00:04:52

Tasmania 00:44:48 00:48:53 00:04:05 00:46:48 00:52:29 00:05:41
Vancouver 18:50:53 18:55:16 00:04:23 18:52:53 18:58:42 00:05:49

Frøya 07:32:35 07:34:46 00:02:11 07:34:35 07:38:54 00:04:19
Frøya 09:04:29 09:09:19 00:04:50 09:06:29 09:12:35 00:06:06

Table D.3 shows all daylight passes for the 16 April 2021, with times in
Universal Time Coordinated Orbit (UTC). The columns indicate when the
target is visible which is the time between Target AOS and Target LOS. This
gives a total possible observation time. Furthermore, 2 min was chosen as
the actual observation time, leaving a given duration available for processing
and communication between the observation end and the AOS-event for the
AutoNaut.

D.6 Discussion

We consider the three different architecture variants as introduced, and
through simulations and analysis, we present the main Ąndings that were
focused on satisfying a HAB use-case. The architecture variants are generic
but are exempliĄed and evaluated through simulations employing properties
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of the HYPSO-1 satellite and the AutoNaut as example implementations.
The main advantage of the proposed solution is that the multi-asset and
multi-sensor approach can enable near real-time coordinated oceanographic
observations of HABs, which are challenging to detect and classify.

Main results:

• In Scenario 1, the ttotal is expected to be 3Ű24 h, based on the “pub-
lishing timeŤ for traditional EO-data. This limits the operational
real-time use of this type of data. In addition, the AOIs cannot be
selected by the end-user.

• For Scenario 2, the mean value of ttotal is less than 16 min for a dense
ground stations network, and less than 30 min for all selected targets
if only a single ground station is used.

• For Scenario 3, the ttotal is estimated to be on the order of 1Ű3 min,
given the assumptions listed.

Even without direct contact between a satellite and a USV, it is possible to
transmit fresh EO-data from a remote sensing satellite to an in-situ vessel as
the AutoNaut within 30 min for most cases. The use of on-board processing
and existing infrastructure will make this scenario possible with little cost
and effort. Depending on resources and delay requirements, one or more
GSs from a commercial ground station supplier can be used to enable this.
Which GS to use can be decided based on simulations, as shown in this
paper. A CMCC must be in place, integrating the communication satellite
and the USV(s) through a common middleware layer.

D.6.1 Scenario Evaluation

The three scenarios are analyzed and discussed in the following.
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Scenario 1

In Scenario 1, no efforts are needed to ensure periodical delivery of the
required imagery. Moreover, several EO data sources are accessible for no
cost. Despite these advantages, the chosen services and infrastructures are
not conĄgurable, so the end-user cannot select the AOI the EO-satellites will
observe and have instead to rely on historical data and a “best-effortŤ revisit
time. Moreover, the age of the observational data is arbitrary and near
“real-timeŤ operation with a data age requirement of less than 6Ű24 h cannot
be supported. This would affect the in-situ observation and sampling of
targeted phenomena which are commonly deĄned in a limited time frame.

A processing pipeline for selecting/Ąltering and processing of the EO data
must be created, and can be based on existing frameworks and technologies.
In addition, a middleware layer integrating the processing pipeline and
the commanding software for the AutoNaut must be developed, but no
other infrastructure will have to be developed. An example of this scenario
is provided in Section D.5.1, where satellite imagery from existing infra-
structure is used to command marine and aerial assets with the purpose of
observing a HAB.

Scenario 2

In Scenario 2, we estimate the time from when a dedicated satellite makes
an observation until this data can be for instructions and navigation plans
for the AutoNaut. Similar to Scenario 1, this scenario also relies on existing
infrastructure, except for the need of an CMCC with a processing pipeline
and middleware layer able to integrate messages between the satellite and
the AutoNaut. A dedicated satellite that can be commanded to observe
selected AOIs may deliver information to the AutoNaut 30 min later, even
if only one ground station is used (this time will vary depending on the
target locations.) If a full GS network is used, this time can be further
reduced, down to about 15 min. As shown, targets within Arctic/sub-Arctic
areas are close to existing GSs; thus the time between an observation and a
downlink pass may be close to zero.
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Even with using only one ground station, we see that for the case of Frøya
(Norway) the satellite will see both the target area (Frøya) and the ground
station (Svalbard) at the same time for part of the observation pass. This
means that the data can be downloaded immediately after processing. For
the simulation, useful communication passes must end at least 4 min after
the observation ended. This in order to have time to do both processing
(limited to one minute, similar to Scenario 3) and perform downlinking in
a reasonable time. All passes in this simulation leave more than 5 min for
downlinking.

When making the full GS-network available for the simulation, the simulator
will choose the closest usable ground station in each case. For example, we
see that the assumed best station (Svalbard, as it is seen from all satellite
orbital passes) is then not used since other stations can pick up the signal
from the satellite earlier. In addition to utilizing existing infrastructure, the
main advantage of Scenario 2 is that satellite data can be requested and
retrieved on-demand. On-board data processing will reduce the size of data
to be transmitted to ground, thus reducing energy for operation of the radio
system as well as the time to download the data. Selecting the number and
locations of GSs will impact the response time of the system, and possibly
also inĆuence the cost of ground station lease, depending on the commercial
model of the ground station provider (if accessing more than one GS costs
more than one, or if it only is the time of access that determines the cost).

Scenario 3

The main advantage of Scenario 3 is that, depending on the communication
delays between the satellite and the USV, the closed-loop from space ob-
servation to in-situ sampling and data analysis on shore observation of an
oceanographic phenomenon can be achieved with lower data latency and
time responses compared to Scenarios 1 and 2. Despite such beneĄts, this
implementation comes with some limitations concerning the data processing
capabilities on-board both assets, the need of resilient algorithms for hu-
man supervision/intervention and a robust communication link between the
assets. The possibility of adding onshore processing and data from other
sources in Scenario 2, as the CMCC can make use of larger computational
capabilities to run complex metocean models on the base of satellite ob-
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servations, may outweigh the gain of a faster response in Scenario 3. This
could help to optimize the missions commanded to terrestrial assets and
thus the quality of data retrieved to shore.

D.7 Conclusions

Our analysis indicates that an architecture like the SOS presented in this
paper can be used for tailored and adaptive observation systems, adapted
to their speciĄc target areas. The commonality of a generic architecture
consisting of satellite(s), a CMCC, and in-situ agents can be utilized to
observe a great variety of oceanographic properties and geographic regions.
The speciĄc satellite and in-situ platform and instrument can be adapted
to season or other properties.

The speciĄc properties of the different architecture variants can be exploited
to match different purposes, and they come with different costs for imple-
mentation and resources for realization. Scenario 1 is available today, as
demonstrated in our Ąeld experiment. The real-time constraints of this
scenario as well as the limitation in an active selection of AOIs, motivates
the exploration and development of Scenarios 2 and 3. Like Scenario 1,
Scenario 2 is available with existing technology, or technology available in
the near future. Scenario 2 can provide fresh data, both for a dense and
sparse ground station topology. The cost of using more ground stations
has to be traded against the gain of getting data up to 1 to 20 min earlier.
Optimal ground stations can be chosen based on target selection and similar
simulations, as shown in this paper. Even though the difference in data
delivery times between those scenarios is on the order of 30 min. in favor of
Scenario 3, the architecture variant of Scenario 3 represents the possibility
of tighter integration between sensor agents, without the need of inclusion
of a CMCC.
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The text of the following paper is added as a chapter and re-formatted for
better readability:

G. Quintana-Diaz, D. Nodar-López, A. González Muíĳo, F. Aguado Agelet,
C. Cappelletti and T. Ekman, ŚDetection of radio interference in the uhf
amateur radio band with the serpens satellite,Š Advances in Space Research,
vol. 69, no. 2, pp. 1159Ű1169, 2022, issn: 0273-1177. doi: https://doi.

org/10.1016/j.asr.2021.10.017. [Online]. Available: https://www.

sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0273117721007778

Abstract High packet losses when uplinking commands to small satellites
have been reported in the UHF amateur band (430-440 MHz) since late
2013. Measurements of the uplink radio environment have shown high levels
of in-band interference in previous works, but public measurement results
are limited. Average interference levels are usually measured over some
time to build heat maps. In this paper, the analysis is focused on sustained
interference over a 24 ms time window using a maximum-minimum method.
New heat maps and interference power distributions over Europe, Africa,
the Middle East and the Americas were obtained using this method on
measurements from the Serpens satellite . One of the missions of Serpens
was to test an in orbit store-and-forward communication system to exchange
short messages with ground sensors for disaster monitoring. The satellite
operators had difficulties commanding the satellite due to interference,
causing bit errors in uplink packets. Interference power of up to -70 dBm
was detected during in-orbit measurements over Europe and North America,
while expected received power from the ground stations was not more than
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-80 dBm. High power space-object tracking radars on the ground operating
in the 420-450 MHz band could be the cause, but further measurements are
required to verify this. Characterizing this interference can help develop
mitigation techniques for future satellite communication systems.

E.1 Introduction

Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) operations of small satellites
have traditionally been performed in frequency bands below 1 GHz [186].
Most of these satellites have used VHF and UHF amateur radio bands
with limited bandwidth (typically 25 kHz) [187]. Operators of this type of
satellites experience difficulties when communicating with their satellites
using the UHF band, especially when uplinking commands [48], [60]. At
Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin), loss of commands was experienced
with the TUBSAT satellites over certain regions [48]. Uplink of commands
to the UWE-3 satellite by the operators at Universität Würzburg was also
challenging [60] due to interference in the 435-438 MHz band. In 2014, the
average uplink failure rates for UWE-3 were 90-95% and reached 98-100% for
some passes. Strong interference levels can prevent the correct demodulation
of commands on the satellite receiver leading to limited satellite capabilities
and loss of communication on some occasions.

Similar problems were experienced during the Brazilian Serpens mission by
the University of Vigo (UVigo) team. The Serpens satellite had two missions:
Ąrst, to serve as a technological demonstrator in the VHF band, and second,
to test a UHF communication system as part of the Humanitarian Satellite
constellation (HumSat) project. The latter offered a data store-and-forward
system for ground sensor terminals [188], enabling exchange of short messages
with a packet-based Machine to Machine (M2M) communication system.
The shorter revisit time of small satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is
useful for disaster monitoring efforts and data collection from ground sensors
in remote areas [84], both of which beneĄt from frequent observations to
track environmental change over time.

Communicating with the Serpens satellite was challenging due to high packet
loss rates on the uplink. In-orbit radio measurements were performed to
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investigate the cause of these difficulties. Strong interference signals affecting
the uplink were detected over certain areas of the world. Short interference
events can cause a high packet loss rate, even if the interference varies
over time. Therefore, exploring the duration of the high-power interference
signals is important for knowing the usable length of the communication
packets. Analysing only average interference levels provides a superĄcial
measure of the impact of the interference in a packet-based system. Strong
and short interference bursts can have low average power but can cause
enough packet error loss to prevent communication.

The focus of this paper is to estimate the severity of interference for satellites
in LEO using the UHF amateur band 430-440 MHz and identify which
geographical areas are affected by analyzing in-Ćight measurements from the
Serpens satellite. The next section summarises the radio regulations in the
frequency band and the state-of-art of radiofrequency (RF) spectrum meas-
urements in the UHF amateur radio band from space. In Section E.3, the
system architecture of the Serpens satellite and the measurement algorithm
are described. The measurement results are presented in Section E.4, fol-
lowed by the discussion and a simple link budget in Section E.5. Conclusions
can be found in Section E.6.

E.2 Related work

The frequency spectrum is a scarce resource for radiocommunication and
its use is regulated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
Satellites use space radiocommunication services, and thus, the operators
should send an Advanced Publication Information (API) to notify the ITU
of the frequency assignment. If the satellite is part of the radio amateur
service, the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) should also be
involved in the frequency coordination process for the amateur radio part
of this band [41].

Small satellites are not considered a separate class of satellites with regards
to frequency Ąlings, but they are referred to as short-duration mission
satellites. The number of satellites with a mass between 1-10 kg launched
during the past ten years has dramatically increased and is expected to keep
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increasing in the next years [49]. However, not all satellites have applied to
the ITU for frequencies. Between 2003-2014, there were 341 nanosatellite
and picosatellite launches, but only 31.4% had Ąled an API [41]. Therefore,
knowing the real use of the frequency spectrum in space without measuring
it is challenging.

The UHF spectrum is divided into many bands and each band is dedicated
to one or more types of services depending on the ITU region [42]. In the
430-440 MHz band, there are three services: amateur radio (430-440 MHz),
radiolocation (420-450 MHz), and Earth exploration-satellite (432-438 MHz)
[42]. Amateur radio and radiolocation are primary services in ITU region
1; Earth Exploration-Satellite service is a secondary service. Secondary
services may not create harmful interference to primary services and are not
protected from interference generated by primary services. In ITU regions 2
and 3, amateur radio is a secondary service, while radiolocation is a primary
service.

The radiolocation service includes high-power ground, airborne and ship-
borne radars. Some characteristics of the ground radars are described in
the ITU-R M.1462-1 recommendation [44]. There are three types of ground
radars: type A (space object tracking), type B (high altitude surveillance),
and type C (surface and search). The characteristics of the radar types are
summarized in Table E.1. Type-A radars have transmit power of up to 5
MW and could cause interference in satellite uplinks since they are used
for space-tracking. These radars operate all year round, scanning the sky
from 3◦ to 60◦ of elevation and in 120◦ azimuth sectors. In Figure E.1, the
locations of identiĄed type-A radars according to ITU recommendations,
are marked with red dots.

Due to the communication problems when uplinking commands to small
satellites and the lack of knowledge of the real frequency usage and envir-
onment of the UHF band in space, a few universities and companies have
started to measure the spectrum using satellites in the last few years [48],
[55], [56], [60], [61]. However, there is still a need for continuous spectrum
monitoring because of the increase of small satellite launches, the fact that
not all satellites Ąle the required API to the ITU, and that public meas-
urement data is limited. So far, the focus of most measurement studies
has been to estimate heat maps and average interference values without
considering the duration of strong interference or its power distribution.
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The operators of the UWE-3 satellite at Universität Würzburg (Germany)
experienced difficulties in the uplink in 2013-2014 and carried out in-orbit
measurements in the 435-438 MHz band to investigate the problem. Using
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) levels, the measured interference
over central Europe was higher than over the PaciĄc. During a pass over
Würzburg, the interference reached powers of -70 dBm at 437.385 MHz
but was not detected at 436.6 MHz. The authors suggested that in-orbit
reconĄguration of the carrier frequency could improve the link quality [60].

At UVigo (Spain) some preliminary measurements were performed after
detecting strong interference in the test phase of the HumSat-D satellite
in 2014. The communication system was based on the HUMsat PayLoad
(HUMPL). Strong, pulsed interference was detected over the northern
hemisphere in the 430-440 MHz band. The interference source was identiĄed
as one of the ground radars operating in the 420-450 MHz band from a
site in the United Kingdom (UK) [48]. However, the measurements were
limited to predeĄned frequencies and small areas, so the authors suggested
the need to carry out further measurement campaigns and compare results
with other satellites [61].

There have also been two projects at TU Berlin (Germany) to monitor the
frequency spectrum. In May 2018, a Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) payload
was sent to the International Space Station (ISS) as part of the MarconiSSta
project [189]. The goal was to measure received signals in space for the VHF,
UHF, L-band, and S-band frequencies. The resulting heat maps made for
the UHF band showed high average interference over both North America
and Europe [48]. The payload was removed from the ISS in February 2019.
As of the writing of this paper, the data is still being analysed. The use of
an ISS-type orbit constrains the area of the sub-satellite points to between
-51.6° and +51.6° latitude. In order to carry out measurements without this
limitation, TU Berlin launched a small satellite called Spectrum AnaLysis
SATellite (SALSAT) in September 2020 [48].

Over the past six years, new businesses have emerged to address the in-
creasing need for spectrum monitoring. Hawk Eye 360 [55] and Aurora
Insight [56] are two companies that offer frequency spectrum data services
by measuring the radio environment with their satellites. Hawk Eye 360
launched their second cluster of small satellites to geolocate RF emitters on
the ground in January 2021, after demonstrating proof-of-concept with their
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Ąrst cluster [190]. Aurora Insight has also begun commercial measurements
of the frequency spectrum with small satellites. Their Ąrst satellite was
launched in 2018 as an in-orbit demonstration mission and their second
satellite was put into orbit in January 2021 [56].

The contribution of this paper is to present a measurement methodology to
detect strong sustained uplink interference and radio measurements from
the Serpens satellite to complement existing measurement results. New heat
maps and the power distribution of measured consistent uplink interference
for areas in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and the Americas are estimated.
Regions with low levels of consistent uplink interference are identiĄed; these
are better suited for M2M communication for collection of ground sensor
data compared to regions with higher interference levels. Furthermore, this
paper provides lessons learnt from these interference measurements that
can be used to tailor future measurement and analysis methods to improve
interference characterisation.

E.3 Interference measurements with the Serpens
satellite

The Serpens satellite was a Brazilian 3U Cubesat, launched on 17 September
2015 in an ISS-type orbit. The project was led by a consortium of Brazilian
universities, with the participation of UVigo and several other international
universities [84]. The satellite was divided into two different sectors for
the different missions and payloads. Sector A was an educational project
to demonstrate technology developed by a group of Brazilian universities.
Sector B was developed by UVigo (Spain) and was part of the HumSat
system. The HumSat project is an initiative from the United Nations
Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA), the European Space Agency
(ESA) and the International Astronautical Federation (IAF) to provide a
communication system for remote areas or natural disaster areas. The idea
is to provide the service by means of a constellation of small satellites with
a store-and-forward communication system [85]. In this paper, the focus is
on the UHF communication mission in sector B.

Previously, the HumSat-D satellite was developed by UVigo as part of the
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Table E.2: Measurement parameters.

Parameter Value

Measurement duration (s) 2-12
Bandwidth of receivers (kHz) 4 or 7.25
Bandwidth overlap (kHz) 1.25
Power sampling rate (samples/s) 333
Power sampling period (ms) 3
Length of power meas. buffer 8 samples (24 ms)

measurement duration, L = 666. Longer measurements were carried out for
12 s, L = 4000, as a comparison.

The power samples P [n] were added to a circular buffer of length M = 8,
vector P̄ [n] with n ∈ ¶1, ..., L − (M − 1)♢. The algorithm estimated the
maximum received power of sustained interference that lasted for at least
the length of the buffer. The power samples P [n] were added to the buffer
as

P̄ [n] = [P [n] P [n + 1] ... P [n + M − 1]]T (E.1)

The Ąrst vector, for n = 1, was P̄ [1] = [P [1] P [2] ... P [8]]T and the
next one was, P̄ [2] = [P [2] P [3] ... P [9]]T . These column vectors can
be seen as the result of applying a sliding window of length M to the power
samples. These column vectors can form an M × (L/M) matrix like

(E.2)

¯̄P

=
[

P̄ [1] P̄ [2] ... P̄ [L − (M − 1)]
]

=















P [1] P [2] ... P [L − (M − 1)]
P [2] P [3] ... P [L − (M − 1) + 1]
P [3] ... ... ...
... ... ... ...

P [M ] P [M + 1] ... P [L]















The smallest entry (minimum) in each column formed the vector P̄min, where
the kth element was P̄min[k] = min



P̄ [k]
)

. The output of the algorithm
(PD) was the largest (maximum) of all smallest power detected (minima),
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were more affected by the interference were the northern regions (R5, R7
and R9). Around 27% of the points in region R5 and R7 experienced
an interference level higher than -94 dBm and in region R9 higher than
-78 dBm. Furthermore, in region R9 two different behaviours were observed:
75% of the points experienced interference levels above -109 dBm, while
25% of points did not. Satellites Ćying over this region will receive an
interference power higher than -82 dBm for 50% of the time, reaching levels
of -70 dBm on some occasions. In the southern regions R6, R8 and R10,
where there were no known strong ground radars (Figure E.1), the power
distributions were similar with a signiĄcantly lower mean as compared to
the northern regions. These distributions were closer to the noise Ćoor
distribution (dotted black line).

The variation in interference power over the region was not due to measure-
ments at different frequencies. In Figure E.8c and Figure E.8d a comparison
between received power of two close carriers and two distant ones was
plotted. The symbols for the regions were consistent with the ones used in
Figure E.8a. The black dashed line showed the behaviour if the power in
one carrier was completely dependent on the other and the red dashed lines,
a difference of ± 3 dB. In the left corner, the power of the carrier 435.4 MHz
was plotted against the power in 435.6 MHz. It can be seen that when
there was high power in one carrier, there was also high power in the other
one. Hence, the interference seemed to have at least 200 kHz bandwidth.
The difference in behaviour of the points in region R9 and R10 was highly
visible. Most points in R9 were in the high interference area; the power in
one frequency was strongly dependent on the power in the other frequency.
In contrast, most points in R10 detected power at the noise level for both
carriers. In Figure E.8d, the distribution of power was between a carrier at
435.4 MHz and another at 437.8 MHz. In this case, there were more points
that were outside the ± 3 dB region. This means that while high power
was detected in one carrier, the other one did not detect as much because
these points experienced narrow band interference. This interference may
be caused by radio amateurs since the maximum bandwidth recommended
for those services is 20 kHz.

The communication payload in Serpens was designed for M2M communica-
tion but was adapted to perform interference measurements. Despite the
limitation in the measurement algorithm to determine signal time structure,
there were some measurements that were compatible with the behaviour of
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radar sources. An example of a pass over the ground station in Vigo (Spain)
suggested that a radar in the UK could be the cause of high interference. In
Figure E.9a the power levels measured by the four receivers were mapped to
the sub-satellite points where measurements were carried out, and plotted
against the corresponding elevation towards the radar located in Fylingdales
Moor. The measurements were 2 seconds long and the bandwidth of each
receiver was 7.25 kHz. The PAVE PAWS radar in Cape Cod was used
as a reference due to the public availability of speciĄc information about
its behaviour. The power levels measured follow the expected behaviour
of a space-tracking ground radar changing from surveillance mode (lower
elevation) to tracking mode (higher elevation), which is similar to the way
the PAVE PAWS radar works [47]. When the satellite was above 10◦ el-
evation with respect to the radar, the measured power increases about 40
dB. The cross in the map was where the measured power experienced the
Ąrst peak of interference. Furthermore, the measured power at the different
frequencies was similar in this particular example. The separation between
the centre frequencies of the receivers was around 18 kHz. If the interference
was from a radar, it would be wide band (1-5 MHz for a type A radar), so
all observed frequencies would be affected in a similar way.

Figure E.9b shows another example of a satellite pass over the same region
with a different direction. In this case, the satellite was moving towards the
south-east and the elevation of the pass with respect to the radar in the
UK was below 10◦, which means that the radar would not enter tracking
mode. Still, an interference event can be seen 25 dB above the noise for a
shorter period. This could be due to the radar operating in surveillance
mode, where it searches for potential targets and switches between them.

The regions with high interference in the 430-440 MHz band were consistent
with occurrences of type-A ground radars in Europe and North America
(Figure E.1). However, there could also be other interference sources, such
as amateur radio operators and communication with other satellites.
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• Antenna gain: 18 dBi.

• Minimum elevation of pass: 10◦

• Maximum elevation of pass: 90◦

• Propagation loss: free space and polarisation.

The Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) is: EIRP = 14 − 2 + 18 =
30 dBW = 60 dBm. The free space loss is between approximately 137 dB
(90◦ elevation) and 148 dB (10◦ elevation). Polarisation loss is 3 dB for a
linearly polarised satellite antenna. The power received at the satellite is
between -80 dBm and -91 dBm. If the interference power is -70 dBm, it
would mean a (C/I) between -21 dB and -10 dB. It is very difficult for a
communication system to cope with such a negative (C/I), as it leads to
high packet loss in the uplink.

These (C/I) levels are not valid for average interference, but are instead valid
for high sustained interference. The measurement method used enables the
analysis of the probability that a sample will be over a certain power level
for events 24 ms long in the 430-440 MHz band. The power levels measured
over non-populated areas were considerably lower than in the rest of the
world. Low interference power was detected over South America, making
M2M communication for collection of sensor data from equipment on the
ground possible. Over the higher latitudes in the European-African-Middle
Eastern map, about 20% of the points were 16-24 dB above the noise floor
and 18-35 dB for the higher latitudes of North American regions. Half of
the points in the regions in Figure E.7a were 5 dB above the noise floor,
and all points in Figure E.8a were 6 dB above the noise floor. This reflects
how crowded the frequency spectrum is, based on real measurements, and
gives an indication of why all the ground stations in Europe will experience
difficulties when communicating with their satellites in the UHF-band. In
North America, there was also a high level of interference in the higher
latitudes shown in Figure E.8a. However, R9 is not a highly populated area
and interference power was still 33 dB above the noise floor for 50% of the
points. It can be an indication that the radar in Massachusetts (Figure E.1)
makes a considerable contribution to the interference power such that ground
stations in the area will experience an undesirable uplink quality. Due to
the low interference levels detected over South America and the African
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regions, uplink communication performance will improve considerably if
collaboration with ground stations in these areas is established.

Some lessons learnt from this study of interference can help plan future work.
Plannning the measurement campaigns based on which parameters will be
calculated and the relevant areas of interest is extremely important. When
repeating measurements over the different regions, the conĄguration should
be kept the same for a better comparison of results. Noise and interference
measurements over non-populated areas are useful to establish the noise Ćoor
of the environment, including system noise. Building a hardware-in-the-loop
setup that resembles the RF satellite architecture would make noise Ćoor
comparisons easier.

Future measurement missions to assess temporal properties of the interfer-
ence environment could provide valuable information for the proper design
of communication systems for small satellites operating in the 430-440 MHz
band. Estimating the frequency and time structure of in-band interference
from other small satellites in LEO is necessary to improve satellite com-
munications. The results from this analysis can help other research groups
to plan future measurements, since they have shown the areas with high
consistent interference. The coasts of North America and central Europe,
especially Vigo (Spain), are areas of interest for measurements since high
interference has been detected. In addition, measurements above 51.6°
and below -51.6° latitude should be pursued to get a global view and not
be limited to the ISS orbitŠs constraints. In general, more measurement
campaigns are needed to characterize interference thoroughly in both time
and frequency to enable proper interference coping communication system
design for this band. Spread spectrum techniques can protect from narrow
band interference and interleavers can be useful for strong wide band inter-
ference. Error-correction algorithms, such as Reed-Solomon, are reliable for
burst-noise channels [191].

E.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a method to detect strong consistent uplink
interference from satellites and used it in the Serpens satellite. We created
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new heat maps and interference power distributions plots in the 430-440 MHz
amateur radio band over Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and the Americas.
The results show that the regions over South America and speciĄc areas over
Africa have low uplink interference levels. Thus, data collection of ground
sensor equipment for disaster monitoring over these regions is possible in
the 430-440 MHz band.

The results also showed that there is strong interference affecting the uplink
over Europe and the coasts of North America, reaching power levels of
-70 dBm for at least 24 ms duration. Measurement results support and
complement the Ąndings in the works of TU Berlin [48] and Universität
Würzburg [60]. The Serpens satellite measured at least 5 dB more power over
populated areas than in non-populated areas in half of the measurements,
reaching differences of up to 35 dB more power in 20% of the measurement
points in some areas of North America. One possible source of interference
may be the ground radars used for radiolocation in the band, since high
interference was found in scarcely populated areas in regions with type-
A radars. Interference counter-measures would not be needed in South
America and Africa, thus, uplink communication to small satellites in the
430-440 MHz band can be achieved by establishing cooperation with ground
stations in those areas.

In order to better understand the properties of UHF band uplink interference
that a satellite can suffer in a LEO orbit in the UHF band, it is necessary
to carry out more interference measurements with higher spatial, temporal
and frequency resolution. Such measurements can be used to design an
optimal communication system that can cope with interference events and
increase the link quality.
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F In-Orbit Measurements and Analysis of

Radio Interference in the UHF Amateur

Radio Band from the LUME-1 Satellite

The text of the following paper is added as a chapter. Some typos introduced
by the editorŠs office of the journal (change of milliseconds to seconds)
have been updated in this thesis. The paper is re-formatted for better
readability.
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Abstract Radio interference in the uplink makes communication to satel-
lites in the UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) challenging for any
satellite application. Interference measurements and characterisation can
improve the robustness and reliability of the communication system design.
Most published results focus on average power spectrum measurements and
heatmaps. We apply a low complexity estimator on an SDR (Software-
DeĄned Radio) to study the interferenceŠs dispersion and temporal variation
on-board a small satellite as an alternative. Measuring the Local Mean
Envelope (LME) variability with different averaging window lengths enables
the estimation of time variability of the interference. The coefficient of
variation for the LME indicates how much the signals vary in time and the
spread in magnitudes. In this article, theoretical analysis, simulations, and
laboratory results were used to validate this measurement method. In-orbit
measurements were performed on-board the LUME-1 satellite. Band-limited
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interference with pulsed temporal behaviour and a high coefficient of vari-
ation was detected over North America, Europe, and the Arctic, where
space-tracking radars are located. Wide-band pulsed interference with high
time variability was also detected over Europe. These measurements show
why operators that use a communication system designed for Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at power levels obtained from heatmaps struggle
to command their satellites.

F.1 Introduction

Communication with satellites is required to operate any spacecraft and offer
the service planned, no matter what type of service (telecommunication,
Internet of Things (IoT), remote sensing, etc.). The choice of communication
parameters should be based on the communication channel properties and
the actual interference and noise environment [15]. For radiofrequency (RF)
communication, the radio environment can be measured on-board satellites
and provide information to improve the design of the communication sys-
tem and increase the data throughput. In-orbit spectrum monitoring is
paramount for satellite communication systems and has been supported by
the European Space Agency (ESA) [50]. Spectrum monitoring is especially
important for IoT-over-Satellite networks and for small satellite communica-
tion, where uplink interference levels will rise due to the increasing number
of IoT devices deployments [192] and small satellites launched [137]. Actual
in-orbit interference measurements can complement existing system models
for IoT-over-Satellite systems [192]Ű[195] to improve their real performance
and help to design interference mitigation techniques. Spectrum monitoring
can help to solve some of the challenges of future satellite systems, such as
efficient spectral usage and interference mitigation capabilities [196].

The UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) is a popular frequency band for
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) of small satellites [187]. Several
operators of small satellites have experienced poor uplink performance in
this band and have performed interference measurements to analyse the
problem [46], [48], [60], [61]. In 2014, the University of Vigo carried out
a set of preliminary measurements with the HumSat-D satellite, where
pulsed interference was detected [61]. In the same year, the University of
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Würzburg registered high interference levels over central Europe in certain
frequencies within the UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) with the
UWE-3 satellite [60]. Additional measurements were performed by the
University of Vigo using the SERPENS satellite in 2015 and 2016. Strong,
consistent uplink interference was detected over North America, Europe,
the north of Africa, and the Middle East. Low levels were measured over
South America and some regions of Africa [46].

Moreover, Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin) has worked on spec-
trum monitoring in the same band (in addition to VHF, L-band, and S-band)
and detected high power interference over North America and Europe using
a Software-DeĄned Radio (SDR) on the International Space Station (ISS)
in 2018 [48]. In 2020, TU Berlin launched the SALSAT, a CubeSat to con-
tinue their spectrum monitoring activities without the ISS constraints [117],
but no results have been published yet. There are also companies, such as
Hawk Eye 360 and Aurora Insight, that have started to monitor the spec-
trum in the last years and are building a constellation to provide frequency
spectrum data services, such as geolocation of interference sources [55], [56],
[190].

Most of the published results focus on the average interference power
over a certain measurement duration [48], [60], [61], omitting the time
structure of the interference. In addition, the sub-satellite points of some
measurements are limited between −51.6◦ and +51.6◦ latitude, speciĄcally,
the measurements performed by TU Berlin from the ISS [48] and the
SERPENS measurements [84]. Satellite orbits with higher inclination can
extend sub-satellite points further north as in Reference [60], [61], [197].
Heatmaps have been the traditional way of showing the average power of
interference [48], [60], but they do not show the variability.

The temporal characteristics of the noise/interference impact what type of
error correction coding is needed. For example, turbo-codes have a good
performance in the presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN),
but they are weak codes for burst-noise channels [15]. Reed-Solomon error
correction coding performs better in burst-noise channels than in AWGN
[15]. Channel interleavers can be used in combination with error correction
codes for burst noise. A window covering the full temporal dynamics of the
interference can be used for the interleaver length since the burst length will
be shorter. Moreover, if the interference has a speciĄc time structure, such
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as pulsed signals, windows of opportunity could be estimated to transmit in
between pulses.

To understand the current issues experienced in the TT&C links to small
satellites using the UHF radio amateur band, new measurements that
combine time and frequency information are needed. Furthermore, the time
variability characteristics of the interference can be exploited to improve the
communication system design in the band. Ideally, a continuous spectrogram
and the probability density function of the interference should be measured
to obtain accurate frequency and temporal dynamics. Due to the limited
downlink rate of small satellites using the UHF amateur radio band (430Ű
440 MHz) and their power constraints, a low complexity algorithm is desired
to measure time and frequency characteristics.

The UHF amateur radio band (430Ű440 MHz) is shared with other ra-
diocommunication services, such as radiolocation and Earth Exploration
Satellites [42]. As a part of the radiolocation service, there are different
types of ground radars (type A, B, and C) in the 420Ű450 MHz band that
transmit up to 5 MW of power [44]. Radar type A is used for space object
tracking and could be the source of interference of satellite communication
in the amateur radio band. In Reference [48], a strong pulsed interference
was identiĄed as the ground radar operating in the United Kingdom (UK).
Measurements from the SERPENS satellite [46] also suggest that these
ground radars can be interfering in the satellite uplink since high power
interference was detected over scarcely populated areas.

These type A radars transmit pulse frequency modulation in the form of
linear chirps. For the search mode (when surveying space objects), the chirps
have a bandwidth of 100Ű350 kHz, while, for tracking, the bandwidth is
1 or 5 MHz [44]. The pulse width can be 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 ms,
the average duty cycle is 25%, and the pulse repetition frequency is up to
41 Hz [44]. In Reference [47], the characteristics of the Precision Acquisition
Vehicle Entry (PAVE) Phased Array Warning System (PAWS) early warning
radars in the United States (US) are described for an environmental impact
statement. These radars are located in Cape Cod (Massachusetts), Beale
(California), and Clear (Alaska). For these radars, the pulse width for
tracking mode can be 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 ms, and, for surveillance,
0.3, 5, and 8 ms. The pulse repetition rate can be between 18 and 72
pulses per second. The 3 dB antenna beamwidth is 2.2◦, the same as
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in Reference [44]. The PAVE PAWS radars also transmit high power
(around 0.5 MW peak power), so they are an expected source of interference
in space.

In this article, we present measurements of the radio environment in the
435 MHz band for satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) using the LUME-1
satellite in the spring of 2021 to support interference characterisation. This
satellite has an approximately 98◦ inclination orbit allowing measurements
over the polar areas. The LUME-1 is a CubeSat with limited on-board
data processing capabilities and low data rates for communication. This
called for the development of simple on-board estimation procedures to
obtain the time-frequency interference statistics with low downlink data
rate requirements. We performed spectrum measurements over Ąve seconds
and estimated the time variability of the interference over windows between
0.21 ms and 27.3 ms, measuring the Ąrst-order stationarity by estimating
the variance of the Local Mean Envelope (LME) with different lengths of
averaging windows.

The contributions of this article can be summarised as: (1) development
of a low complexity algorithm to measure time-frequency behaviour of
interference to be used in low data rate links, (2) validation of the method
through theoretical analysis, simulations, hardware-in-the-loop testing and
in-orbit measurements on-board a small satellite, and (3) analysis of the
in-orbit interference environment measured in the UHF radio amateur
band.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section F.2, the LUME-1
satellite and its constraints are introduced. The software architecture
and measurement algorithm are explained in Section F.3, followed by the
description of the setup for simulations, laboratory (Ćatsat), and satellite
measurements in Section F.4. The theoretical, simulation, lab, and in-
orbit measurement results are presented in Section F.5 and discussed in
Section F.6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section F.7.
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F.2 LUME-1 Satellite

LUME-1 was launched on 27 December 2018 from Vostochny in Russia into
a 510 km Sun-synchronous orbit. This 2U Cubesat was part of the European
project Fire RS, where the University of Porto (Portugal), The Laboratory
for Analysis and Architecture of Systems (France), the University of Vigo
(Spain), and Alén Space (Spain) collaborated together [87]. The mission
ended in June 2019, but the satellite is still operational and available for
other research. LUME-1 has a TOTEM SDR on-board [87], allowing the
upload of new software with new functionality.

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) collaborates
with the University of Vigo and Alén Space to develop and perform new
communication experiments with the satellite. The objective is to estimate
the in-band radio interference environment in the UHF radio amateur band
(430Ű440 MHz). New software to estimate the time-frequency characteristics
of this radio interference was developed at NTNU during 2020. This software
was designed considering the constraints of the LUME-1 satellite. The main
limitation is the data throughput and communication window. The default
gross data rate conĄguration is 4.8 kbps, extendable to 9.6 kbps, over the
UHF amateur radio band at 437.060 MHz, but the obtained net data rate
is signiĄcantly lower. When using the 4.8 kbps conĄguration, given the
few daily passes over the Vigo ground station due to latitude (42◦) and the
high level of interference experienced in the uplink, a continuous 1 kbps
downlink rate for 5 min per day is a realistic estimate. For the uplink,
the communication is degraded, and the estimated actual data throughput
is 200 bps for 5 min per day.

In addition, the satellite is tumbling (at approximately 1 rpm), since the
Attitude Control and Determination System (ACDS) is planned to be
activated at a later stage. The UHF antenna used is the ANT430 antenna
from GomSpace, whose antenna pattern is not completely omnidirectional.
According to the total gain measured on the GOMX-1 satellite [198] (a 2U
CubeSat), the gain can vary between −1.5 to 1.6 dBi, depending on the
pointing. The antenna is circularly polarised only when seen from the top
(left-hand) and bottom (right-hand). Additional losses can be experienced
when pointing differently.
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The measurements were planned so that operations were as simple as possible.
The TOTEM SDR on-board can have a maximum duty cycle of 50% due
to power budget limitations. The RF front-end can be tuned within the
435Ű438 MHz band, and the dynamic range is approximately 66 dB. The RF
bandwidth can be adjusted between 200Ű56,000 kHz [17], and the ideal
sample frequency can be conĄgured within 521Ű56,000 kSps. In order to
use sample frequencies higher than 2 MSps, some digital signal processing
must be ported to the Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), requiring
extra development. The interference measurement software was developed
using GNURadio libraries in C++ and shell scripting.

If the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) was activated, the gain of the Ana-
logue to Digital Converter (ADC) would adapt to the dynamic range of
the signal. As the gain cannot be read in real-time, the AGC was deactiv-
ated, resulting in a Ąxed gain for the measurements in this article. Thus,
strong signals may saturate the ADC, and weak signals may be below the
resolution threshold.

F.3 Software Architecture and

Measurement Algorithm

F.3.1 Software Architecture

The software consists of two different parts: a shell script controlling the
measurements, and a C++ program using GNURadio libraries. The Ąrst
script starts the measurements with the correct parameters and is responsible
for the timing of measurements and Ąle storage. The second programme
performs the measurements.

F.3.2 Measurement Algorithm

The goal of the algorithm is to measure the time-frequency characteristics of
the interference received by the LUME-1 satellite. The window of Ąrst-order
stationarity of the interference is the shortest time window long enough
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to include a sufficiently varied selection of samples to form a local mean
close to the mean envelope in that region. For the stationarity window
length, the LME has a low coefficient of variation, and it indicates the
length over which an interleaver has to spread information to obtain average
interference behaviour.

The In-Phase and Quadrature (IQ) samples x[l] are acquired from the
ADC at an sample frequency fs. A Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
with M frequencies is calculated every M samples of x[l], forming the
time frequency representation Xk[n] of the signal. The frequency bin is
k ∈ ¶0, 1, . . . , M −1♢, and the time index n denotes that the DFT is applied
to ¶x[nM ], x[nM +1], . . . , x[(n+1)M −1]♢. To estimate the time variability,
the magnitude of the DFT, zk[n] = ♣Xk[n]♣ , is used [91].

The LME statistics are estimated for each frequency bin. For simplicity,
zk[n] is deĄned as the time series of the values of the magnitude of the DFT
for a particular frequency bin k and n ∈ ¶0, 1, . . . , T − 1♢, with T being the
total number of DFTs in a single measurement.

The Ąrst moment of a distribution is the mean m1. In the discrete domain,
the mean of series zk[n] with T samples is calculated as the time average

m1k =
1

T

T −1
∑

n=0

zk[n]. (F.1)

The second moment (m2) can be seen as the average power of the signal.
This can be calculated as

m2k =
1

T

T −1
∑

n=0

z2
k[n]. (F.2)

In order to measure the stationarity of the signals in the traditional way,
it would be necessary to acquire all IQ samples and process them on the
ground. However, the downlink data throughput is limited, as described in
Section F.2, so an on-board processing method was developed to reduce the
data to be downloaded.

A simple method to measure stationarity that generates little data is to
compare local statistics using different time windows. In this article, we
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analyse the Ąrst-order stationarity by measuring the variability of the local
mean of the envelope (LME) for different time windows. Short-time windows
generally create highly variable local means for stochastic signals. For longer
windows, the variability decreases and approaches the mean of the region.
If the signal is non-stationary in the region where the data is collected,
then no window size smaller than the entire data set gives a LME with
small variability. The shortest length where the LME has converged to the
regional mean with sufficiently low variance is considered the window of
stationarity (Ąrst-order). This window length covers the temporal dynamics
of the signal. The measures calculated for different time windows are, thus,
the Ąrst moment m1, and its variability is calculated using the second
moment m2. Due to software implementation constraints (block coding
in GNURadio) and the limitation in the data throughput, the maximum
number of windows is Ąxed to eight in the implemented estimator. Each
of the eight time windows (T1, T2, · · · , T8), has a corresponding time series
of local means mTi

1k[l] and local second-order moments mTi

2k[l]. Figure F.1
depicts the hierarchy of mTi

1k[l]. The index l indicates the block we consider,
where l ∈ ¶0, 1, . . . , T/Ti − 1♢. Equation (F.3) shows how to calculate the
values.

mTi

1k[l] =
1

Ti

Ti−1
∑

n=0

♣zk[n + l · Ti]♣ . (F.3)

Doubling the window length in each step Ti+1 = 2Ti and using square aver-
aging windows allows for a very efficient implementation of the algorithm.

To analyse the variability of mTi

1k[l], the second moment is used. There is a
mTi

2k for each time window calculated as

mTi

2k =
1

T/Ti

T/Ti−1
∑

l=0

♣ mTi

1k[l] ♣2 . (F.4)

Substituting mTi

1k[l] in (F.3), we have:

♣ mTi

1 [l] ♣2=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

Ti

Ti−1
∑

n=0

zk[n + l · Ti]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
1

T 2
i

Ti−1
∑

n=0

Ti−1
∑

m=0

zk[n+ l ·Ti] ·zk[m+ l ·Ti].

(F.5)
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F.3.3 Coefficient of Variation

The coefficient of variation (CV) is a standardised measure of dispersion
deĄned by the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean. The CV for
the envelope for frequency bin k is

ck =

√

m2k − (m1k)2

m1k
. (F.7)

To estimate the window of Ąrst-order stationarity, the CV is calculated to
analyse the variability of the LME. This standard measure of dispersion
is deĄned as the ratio between the standard deviation of the LME and its
mean. Using the output parameters of the algorithm presented, the CV for
frequency bin k and time window Ti can be calculated as

cTi

k =

√

mTi

2k − (m1k)2

m1k
. (F.8)

For sufficiently long windows (large T ), the coefficient of variation cT
k

converges to zero as mT
2k → (m1k)2. The CV is here used to Ąnd the

required window length to obtain a local mean sufficiently close to the true
mean of the envelope. This window length Ts is considered the window of
stationarity in this paper. The limit of convergence is set at −10 dB; thus,
if (cTs)2 < 0.1, then each Ts long local average is considered long enough to
include a sufficiently varied selection of samples to form a consistent mean.

For a constant envelope signal, c = 0. Then, each observed sample is a
good representation of the mean. For independent samples (white noise),
the coefficient of variation for a window of length T is obtained in Equa-
tion (F.9) by inserting the second-order moment mT

2k from Equation (F.20)
into Equation (F.8).

cT
k =

√

√

√

√



(m1k)2 +
m2k − (m1k)2

T



− (m1k)2

m1k
=

1√
T

·
√

m2k − (m1k)2

m1k
=

ck√
T

.

(F.9)
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For a complex AWGN, the envelope is Rayleigh distributed and the re-
lationship between the moments, m1 =

√

π
4 m2, renders a coefficient of

variation of

ck =

√

m2k ·
(

1 − π

4

)

√

m2k · π

4

=

√

4

π
− 1 ≈ 0.52. (F.10)

Hence, for AWGN, an average window of just three samples is sufficient
to obtain a CV below −10 dB, and only 27 samples to obtain it below
−20 dB.

F.4 Measurement Setup

In this section, the setup for the simulations, hardware-in-the-loop (Ćatsat),
and satellite measurements is explained, including the conĄguration of the
measurement software.

One measurement is deĄned as one C++ programme execution, and a
measurement set contains a group of measurements. Each measurement has
a duration and generates a Ąle with date and time as Ąlename. The meas-
urements within a set have a periodicity (time between the start time of
two consecutive measurements).

The conĄguration of the measurements is presented in Table F.1. The center
frequency was chosen based on the lowest frequency in the UHF amateur
radio band measured in Reference [48], [60]. In addition, the frequency 435
MHz is in the middle of the ground radar band 420Ű450 MHz. To reduce
software computational power, the sampling frequency was 600 kSps, round-
ing up the minimum value (521 kSps). To satisfy the Nyquist criterion and
avoid aliasing, the RF bandwidth shall be, at least, half of the sampling
frequency [91]. The bandwidth setting was chosen to be 200 kHz so that
there is a margin with regard to Nyquist; the sampling frequency is then
three times the bandwidth.

The measurement duration should be long enough to Ąnd stationarity,
but short enough not to measure the spatial variability due to the satelliteŠs
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Table F.1: ConĄguration parameters for simulations, as well as Ćatsat and in-
orbit measurements.

Parameters Values

RF centre frequency (MHz) 435.00

RF bandwidth (kHz) 200.00

Sampling frequency (kSps) 600

Duration (s) 5

Period between measurements (s) 60

Frequency bins 128

Time windows (ms)
0.21, 0.43, 0.85, 1.71,
3.41, 6.83, 13.6, and 27.3

Number of outputs 10

Number of bits 32

movement. The duration was Ąve seconds as a trade-off. This interval
corresponds to a movement of a 0.3◦ angle from nadir (center of Earth).
The time between measurements is one minute, which deĄnes the spatial
resolution. To resolve the 3◦ beamwidth (rounding up) used by type A
space-tracking radars, a corresponding spatial sampling is performed. Thus,
measurements were one minute apart.

There is no maximum bandwidth for the 435 MHz according to the Interna-
tional Amateur Radio Union (IARU) band plan [199], but the Norwegian
band plan recommends between 12Ű20 kHz [200]. Therefore, the frequency
resolution should be higher than these values and traded-off against the
data size to downlink since the number of frequency bins is proportional to
the data size. The number used was 128 to obtain a frequency resolution
better than 5 kHz. The resolution for time variability is determined by the
Ąrst time window, chosen to be 0.21 ms, since it is lower than the shortest
pulse width of the radars mentioned in Section F.1. The smallest step
between windows, which is 2, was chosen for this Ąrst round of measurement
campaigns. The maximum number of outputs and number of bits was
conĄgured to obtain better temporal variation resolution and reduce bit
quantisation errors.
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To verify the implementation of the proposed estimator, it was Ąrst tested on
a set of simulated signals describing different possible interference scenarios
using the same conĄguration. The same scenarios were then tested on the
TOTEM SDR in the Ćatsat setup, generating the signals with another SDR
to verify the hardware.

F.4.1 Simulation Setup

The algorithm was developed and tested using an iterative approach. Sim-
ulations were the Ąrst step to verify the software implementation of the
measurement algorithm. The simulations were developed in C++ using
GNURadio libraries. The setup consists of a transmitter and a receiver
implemented in software. The transmitter sends simulated interference (test
signals) and the receiver runs the measurement algorithm.

The test signals used to validate the algorithm were based on the interference
environment that can be encountered by a satellite in LEO using the UHF
band (430Ű440 MHz). The four types of signals that were used in testing and
validation are: AWGN, Continuous Wave (CW), pulse wave, and a chirp
signal. When there are many independent random processes, an AWGN
model can be used. A CW is a stationary signal; thus, it can be used
to measure full stationarity. Pulsed signals and chirps are chosen because
radiolocation is a primary service in the 420Ű450 MHz band and are expected
to be found.

F.4.2 Flatsat Setup

The next step for veriĄcation and validation was to include target hardware
in the loop. The main components of the Ćatsat setup were two SDRs:
the Ettus USRP-2901 SDR and the TOTEM SDR. The USRP was used
as a transmitter of the test signals. The transmitter software was run on
GNURadio companion which is controlled by a desktop computer remotely
via Secure SHell (SSH). The version of the TOTEM SDR used in the lab is
an upgraded version of the SDR in LUME-1. It was used as the receiver, and
it ran the measurement software. The TOTEM SDR encompasses a Xilinx
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F.4.3 Satellite Setup

In this article, we present the Ąrst measurement results using the algorithm
described on-board the LUME-1 satellite. The measurement areas were
decided based on where interference has previously been reported in the
UHF amateur radio band (America, Europe, north of Africa, and the Middle
East) [46], [48], [60]; over areas where there are known radar sources and
can be of interest to Norway (the Arctic) [44]; and areas in the ocean (South
PaciĄc and South Atlantic). All measurements are referred to as interference
over populated areas, except for the last category. The latter are named
noise measurements over non-populated areas because the spectra measured
had lower power and because there are lower population concentrations.

The Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for the measurement campaigns is
as follows:

1. Plan schedule. The date and time of passes where the satellite is over
the areas of interest are estimated using the Python library pyorbital
and the corresponding Two-Line Element (TLE) from Celestrak [183].

2. Upload schedule. When there is availability over the ground sta-
tion, the schedule for the measurements is uploaded to the satellite.
The schedule includes the date and time to execute the command to
run the measurement software, the command, and its parameters.

3. Run measurement. TOTEM is turned on and the measurement
software runs for Ąve seconds every minute for 10 min. Afterwards,
TOTEM is turned off until the next measurement set.

4. Downlink data. After all measurements are carried out, the UHF
transmitter is turned on to downlink the measurement Ąles.

The size of each data Ąle depends on the number of frequency bins (M),
the number of bits per sample (nb), and the number of outputs of the
software (nu): M · nb · nu.

In Table F.2, the data budget for the measurement algorithm described
in this paper, with the conĄguration of Section F.4, is compared to raw
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spectrum monitoring with the same parameters for Ąve seconds and for one
minute continuously. By raw spectrum monitoring, we refer to a spectrogram
(commonly known as waterfall plot), which is a representation of the power
spectrum of a signal as it changes in time. The on-board processing software
provides a data reduction of 203,400 times compared to the 10 min waterfall
and 1920 times compared to the Ąve-second waterfall.

Table F.2: Data budget to show how the on-board processing software dramatic-
ally reduces the data size to be downlinked compared to standard wa-
terfalls.

(A) Our Software (B) 10 min Waterfall (C) 5 s Waterfall

Sampling
600 600 600

frequency (kSps)

Number of
128 128 128

frequency bins

Freq. resolution
4.7 4.7 4.7

(kHz/bin)

Number
32 32 32

of bits

Number of
10 - -

parameters

kBytes per
51.2 11,520,000 96,000

measurement

MBytes per
0.05 11,520 96

measurement

Assuming an available downlink rate of 1 kbps, the time estimated to
downlink one set of 10 measurements is shown in Table F.3. The number
of days to downlink is estimated assuming an average of one pass per day
with average Ąve minutes for the 4.8 kbps conĄguration.

Table F.3: Downlink time for the data output of the on-board processing software
compared to standard waterfalls.

(A) Our Software (B) 10 min Waterfall (C) 5 s Waterfall

Net time (h) 0.11 3200 26.6

Effective days 1.4 38,400 320

F
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F.5 Results

First, the validation of theory, simulations, and Ćatsat results are presented.
Second, the in-orbit results obtained from measurements during the Ąrst
half of 2021 are presented.

F.5.1 Validation of Theory, Simulations and Flatsat Results

The test signals described in Section F.4.1 are used to validate the meas-
urement algorithm. The results analysed are: average power (m2k); the
variation of m2k from the smallest time window to the largest normal-
ised, referred to as normalised LME second moment; and the difference of
m2k between consecutive windows normalised (mTi

2k − m
Ti+1

2k ), named bin
difference.

The results obtained when measuring different input signals: AWGN; a CW;
a pulsed signal with pulses 5 ms long and repetition period of 16.67 ms;
and a chirp signal with pulses 5 ms long, repetition period of 16.67 ms, and
300 kHz bandwidth are shown in Figure F.3ŰFigure Figure F.5, respectively.
All results are measured with the conĄguration in Table F.1. The average
power spectrum (m2k) is plotted for AWGN (Figure F.3a), a CW (Fig-
ure F.3b), a pulsed signal (Figure F.3c), and a chirp signal (Figure F.3d).
The signals generated are the same both for simulations and measurements
with the Ćatsat.

The main differences between the simulation results (blue lines) and the
Ćatsat results (red lines) are the Ąlter, whose frequency response can be
seen in Figure F.3a, when transmitting AWGN, and the measured noise.
In the simulation, the spectrum is Ćat because the noise transmitted is
white (all frequencies are affected in the same way). When the noise is
transmitted in the Ćatsat setup, the spectrum measured is not completely
Ćat because of the receive Ąlter. The Ąlter is conĄgured to have a bandwidth
of 200 kHz for the AD9364 transceiver chip. Nevertheless, the measured
3 dB bandwidth is larger (from 434.75 to 435.25 MHz), so this is the band
analysed in the remainder of the paper (indicated by vertical black dotted
lines). The TOTEM in the lab setup was calibrated for the spectral power
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a chirp signal with 300 kHz bandwidth can be seen in Figure F.3d. The chirp
was directly modulated onto the RF carrier at 435 MHz, without shifting it
100 kHz, so that it could Ąt in the 3 dB bandwidth of the receiver.

To detect at which time window a signal becomes stationary, the time
statistics of the moments can be analysed. In Figure F.4, the normalised
LME second moment, for different signals, is shown. It compares theoretical
results (blue dashed lines), simulation results for all frequency bins (blue
circles), and Ćatsat results (all frequency bins in black asterisks, and the
bin with the highest power with a red cross). It shows that the time
variability of the local averages decreases when the window size increases.
In the AWGN case (Figure F.4a), the normalised second moment for LME
decreases following the result in Equation (F.23) and converges to π/4 after
some time for all frequency bins. For the CW (Figure F.4b), the values are
stable and do not change signiĄcantly with the time windows since a CW is
a stationary signal at all time scales for the bin with the carrier, which is
the bin with the highest power. The rest of the bins are the sidelobes of
the signal. The lower the sidelobes, the lower signal to noise ratio, and the
signal approaches the properties of an AWGN.

The pulsed signal curve (Figure F.4c) changes the behaviour considerably,
depending on whether the time window is smaller than the pulse length (Tp)
and/or the pulse repetition period (Tr). When the time window is larger
than the pulse repetition period, the curve Ćattens out. The last two data
points in the curve correspond to 13.6 ms and 27.3 ms, and, since the curve
is converging, it indicates that the pulse repetition period is in that range.
The indication in the graph is validated since the pulse repetition period is
16.67 ms. To be able to obtain a better estimation of the period, more time
windows would be needed.

In Figure F.5, the difference between the values of consecutive windows
normalised is shown. For the AWGN, the curve has a decreasing exponential
trend, and, for the CW, the values are zero for the highest frequency bin.
There should not be any variation between time windows for a continuous
signal. In the case of the pulsed signal, the peak is in between the Ąfth
(T5 = 3.4 ms) and sixth point (T6 = 6.8 ms). Since the pulse transmitted was
5 ms long, the curve is as expected. Furthermore, all theoretical, simulation,
and Ćatsat values in Figure F.5 are similar, validating the algorithm.
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at least in half of the measurements. Furthermore, the 90% percentile
spectrum has around 7 dB higher power than the median in the centre
frequency and there seems to be a wide-band signal in addition to the
band-limited signal.

The dispersion of the spectra can be analysed using the CV in Figure F.8c.
The 10% percentile is close to the median of the CV for noise measurements.
The CV for the signal median and the signal 90% percentile have a different
tendency to that of the noise measurements. The CV in these cases is higher,
which means the dispersion is higher and the probability for communication
to be hit by interference signiĄcantly larger than the average power is higher
than for AWGN. In the CV for the median, we observe that the increase
of the dispersion is band-limited, as seen in the average power spectrum
(Figure F.8b), while, for the 90% percentile, the band-limited signal is
combined with other wide-band signals with even higher dispersion.

The Empirical Cumulative Density Function (ECDF) of the measured
interference power of all frequency bins shows the probability of getting
hit by an interference no larger than a certain power. The ECDF for the
interference is estimated for three regions R1ŰR3 covering West and East
Europe and northern Africa, together with the Middle East (Figure F.9).
In the map shown in Figure F.9a, the northern parts of the plot are between
35◦ and 70◦ (marked with crosses in the map and with dashed lines in the
plot), and the southern part is between 0◦ and 35◦ (circles in the map and
a blue continuous line in the plot). Each of the northern regions represents
35◦ of longitude, while the southern region represents 70◦ of longitude.
The points in the map represent the sub-satellite points where the satellite
measured received power. The power of all frequency bins within the 3 dB
bandwidth is included to estimate the ECDFs (Figure F.9b). As a reference,
the red curve is the distribution of all regions.

There is a clear difference between the interference experienced in the regions
in the north (R1 and R2) and south (R3). The region R3 is affected in
less than 20% of the points by signals with a power higher than −38 dB.
The power increases about 7 dB for regions R1 and and 6 dB in R2 for 20%
of the points in relation to region R3. In general, the sub-satellite points
with lower latitude experience less interference because they were acquired
over less populated areas. Nevertheless, their distribution is different from
the noise distribution (dotted black line).
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For the rest of the regions, the window of stationarity increases for more
measurements. About 29% of the Arctic measurements have a window of
stationarity longer than 27.3 ms. For America and Europe, it is around 9%
and 31%, respectively. There is a considerable difference for measurements
over America between Figure F.12b,c, since the largest window of stationarity
in Figure F.12b is 6.83 ms, and, in Figure F.12c, it is longer than 27.3 ms.

Interference with Time Structure

In the measurements performed, interference with time structure was ob-
served in different areas. Figure F.13a shows the sub-satellite points where
different types of interference were detected visually. There are two types of
interference with time structure: band-limited (red crosses) and wide-band
(black circles). Interference with no time structure is marked with blue stars,
and the position of the type A ground radars in the 420Ű450 MHz band,
according to Reference [44], is marked with black triangles and numbers.

The band-limited interference was observed where the radars are present,
and the bandwidth is consistent with the chirp bandwidth of these radars
for the search mode (100Ű350 kHz for radar type A [44]). The bandwidth
of the interference was estimated automatically based on two different
parameters: the average power spectrum (m2k) and the ratio of moments,
(m1k)2/m2k. Both show similar results as depicted in Figure F.13b. Where
the algorithm did not detect a signal, the bandwidth was set to zero. It
can be seen that the m2k approach has slightly lower performance when
the interference has low power compared to the noise. In these cases,
the estimation of the bandwidth has a better performance when using the
ratio of moments approach. Figure F.13c shows the CV of the envelope
for the cases where band-limited interference was visually detected. It was
estimated by calculating the median of ck over the bandwidth where the
band-limited interference was detected. The cases where the ratio is zero are
due to the same reason as before, i.e., where the bandwidth was not detected
automatically, the CV was set to zero. The CV gives an indication of the
spread and dispersion of the envelope. For AWGN, the CV is 0.52 since the
spread in envelope is low. In Figure F.13c, the CV is higher than the AWGN
and up to 2.6. This means that the dispersion of the envelope is higher, and
the probability of getting hit by stronger than average interference is higher
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than if it was an AWGN with the same average power.

F.6 Discussion

The interference measured over non-populated areas has similar behaviour
to the AWGN behaviour both in frequency and time. The in-orbit spectrum
measured (Figure F.6b) shows the frequency response of the system that was
measured in the lab (Figure F.3a). The measurements over non-populated
areas can be used as an in-orbit relative noise Ćoor and justify the use of
heatmaps over these areas since the behaviour is close to Gaussian. In the
power spectrum, there is a variation that can be caused by the tumbling of
the satellite that introduces a variation in antenna gain and polarisation, as
well as a variation in internal temperature. On several of the measurement
tracks, the satellite moved from daylight (highest internal temperature) to
eclipse (lowest internal temperature). This could also be the explanation
why the temporal behaviour is not completely Gaussian; perhaps there is a
slow variation of internal temperature causing this difference.

For the populated areas, the power levels of the interference are higher
than the noise Ćoor. In these areas, there can be a lot of interference
sources, such as ground stations for different satellites and amateur radio
activity. The results show that the measured interference over different
regions has different frequency and time behaviour. There are different types
of interference: some have AWGN statistics, others show CW temporal
behaviour, and the last type has a pulsed tendency (both band-limited
and wide-band). The AWGN is predominant on the edges of the frequency
response where no other signals are present. The narrow-band signals (CW)
can be beacons from radio amateurs and would be possible to locate with
more measurements.

The interference that has roughly 300 kHz bandwidth has higher power
than the noise Ćoor and different statistics than CW and AWGN. This
signal requires a longer time window to obtain a consistent estimate of the
average envelope than the AWGN. It is consistently present over the areas
where there are known type A radars. The frequency band measured in
this paper is 435 MHz and is exactly in the middle of the band for ground
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radars (420Ű450 MHz), so it is expected to see some of that behaviour.
The bandwidth also matches the chirp bandwidth for the search mode of
type A radars used for space-tracking (100Ű350 kHz) [44].

There was also another type of interference with time structure detected
over central Europe. However, this interference has a bandwidth higher
than what can be seen with the conĄguration of these measurements (higher
than 500 kHz). This interference could be caused by the radar chirps from
the tracking mode (1 MHz wide), but it can also be a different source.

The time behaviour measured shows high variability within Ąve seconds.
Average power is a useful measure to design a system that works for the
average interference environment, but it does not take the temporal structure
and dispersion of the interference into account. The CV can be helpful to
estimate how much time variability the signal has. The CV is a measure
of dispersion. So, if a band has signiĄcant power above the general noise
Ćoor and the CV is high, the peak power is much higher than the average
power. The high CV observed over Europe, the Arctic, and the coastlines
of North America indicates a much larger spread in amplitude than for
AWGN. A communication system designed to cope with AWGN at the noise
levels given by a heatmap fails under these circumstances. The stationarity
measurements and the CV show that the interference is not AWGN over
populated areas.

The window of stationarity can be used as the required length of an inter-
leaver to obtain average coding performance for each interleaved interval.
Even though a lot of measurements are required to increase the reliability of
the estimation of the length of this window, we can identify regional trends.
For frequencies in the range 434.75Ű434.83 MHz and 435.19Ű435.25 MHz,
the length could be less than 14 ms for most cases and regions. For the
Arctic and Europe, longer lengths are needed for more reliability. In the
band 434.83Ű435.19 MHz, there is a signiĄcant portion of measurements
over America, Europe, and the Arctic, where window lengths longer than
27 ms are needed.

The results presented are part of the measurement campaigns performed
in the Ąrst half of 2021. Calibration measurements to estimate absolute
power levels are planned for the next phase. A ground station will transmit
test signals, such as a CW, with a known power to calibrate the in-orbit
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power results. Furthermore, global measurements will be performed to
obtain an overall view of the interference environment. These measure-
ments will have a lower frequency resolution to decrease the data size of
the campaign. The center frequency will also be modiĄed to observe the
frequency variability. It is important that future measurements include
ECDF measurements of the interference IQ samples, as well as temporal
characteristics to enable the choice of the right countermeasures to obtain
robust uplink communication.

F.7 Conclusions

In this article, we have presented an algorithm that can measure frequency
and time characteristics of in-orbit interference with low downlink data rate
requirements. The method is validated through theoretical analysis, simula-
tions and hardware-in-the-loop testing, and executed in-orbit measurements
on the LUME-1 satellite. The studied frequency band was the UHF amateur
radio frequencies commonly used for TT&C of small satellites. The in-orbit
interference measurements were carried out over the South PaciĄc, South
Atlantic, North America, Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, and the
Arctic during the spring of 2021.

As expected, higher interference levels were generally detected over populated
areas. Three different time behaviours were distinguished: AWGN, narrow
band CW, and pulsed. The pulsed behaviour was seen by analysing the
variation of the local mean of the average envelope as a function of window
length. High values of the coefficient of variation were estimated in regions
with band-limited interference that have signiĄcant power over the general
noise Ćoor. For that interference, the peak power is much higher than
the average power. This interference was observed over areas with known
type A ground radars in the UHF band around 435 MHz, and the observed
bandwidth of 300 kHz is consistent with the chirp bandwidth for radar search
mode [44]. Furthermore, wide-band interference with pulsed behaviour was
measured over Europe, but the bandwidth could not be estimated due to
the limited bandwidth of 500 kHz in the measurements.

A global measurement campaign is planned to provide a world overview of
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the interference environment in the selected band. Calibration measurements
using a ground station transmitting to the satellite will enable the use of
absolute power levels. Furthermore, different centre frequencies will also
be studied, and ECDF measurements of the IQ samples will be planned
to obtain the proper interference statistics to design the counter-measures
required to improve the reliability of the satellite uplink in the UHF amateur
radio band.
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Appendix. Properties of Local Mean Envelope of a

Stationary Stochastic Process

A discrete-time envelope z[n] is generated by a stationary stochastic process
with mean µz and variance σ2

z . The Ąrst-order moment is m1 = E¶z[n]♢ =
µz, and the second-order moment is m2 = E¶z[n]2♢ = σ2

z +µ2
z. The length T

(T ∈ ¶0, 1, 2, . . .♢) sliding local average of the envelope z[n] can be obtained
as

u[n] = h[n] ∗ z[n], (F.11)

where h[n] is the square window Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Ąlter
normalized with the length T to get the average,

h[n] =

{

1/T, for n = 1, . . . , T

0, else.
(F.12)

The LME is obtained as u[n] sub-sampled by a factor T . The moments of
u[n] are hence the moments for the LME. The Ąrst-order moment (mean)
of the LME is the mean of u[n], which is µz. The second-order moment
depends on the length T . To obtain it, we study the correlation function
for u[n], the Ąltered stochastic signal

ru[k] = E¶u[n] · u[n + k]♢ = rh[k] ∗ rz[k], (F.13)
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where rz[k] is the correlation for the envelope z[n], and

rh[k] = h[k] ∗ h[k] =







T − ♣k♣
T 2

, for − T ≤ k ≤ T

0, else.
(F.14)

As z[n] is real valued and z[n] ≥ 0 then rz[k] = rz[−k] and ru[k] ≥ 0. The
second-order moment for u[n], denoted mT

2 , is obtained as ru[0]

mT
2 = ru[0] = rh[k] ∗ rz[k]♣k=0=

∞
∑

k=−∞

rh[k] · rz[0 − k]

=
1

T

{

rz[0] +
2

T

T
∑

k=1

(T − k) · rz[k]

}

. (F.15)

For T = 1, we obtain m1
2 = m2, which is the power of the signal. Hence,

the LME has the mean µu = µz = m1 and the variance σ2
u = mT

2 − (m1)2,
where the second-order moment is given in Equation (F.15).

By normalising the LME second-order moment by the power of the signal,
we obtain the moment ratio as

mT
2

m2
=

1

T
+

2

T 2

T
∑

k=1

(T − k) · rz[k]

rz[0]
. (F.16)

The ratio starts at 1 for T = 1 and converges to
(m1)2

m2
for large T , as for

a sufficiently large T the LME is equal to the mean of the envelope. How
fast the ratio converges depends on the correlation function rz[k]. If the
correlation function falls off fast, the mT

2 will converge fast. We use the
coefficient of variation to evaluate the convergence of the LME.

Example Signal: Constant Envelope

A signal with constant envelope z[n] = a, as a CW, has a constant envelope

correlation rz[k] = a2. The ratio in Equation (F.16) is then
(mT

2 )2

m2
= 1,

for all T .
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Example Signal: Square Pulse

For a square pulse wave that is on with magnitude a for a duration Tp with
a period Tr, the envelope correlation is periodic rz[k] = rz[k − Tr]. For
Tp < Tr/2, the correlation is:

rz[k] =











a2 · Tp − k

Tp
, for ♣k♣< Tp

0, for Tp < ♣k♣< Tr − Tp.
(F.17)

The moment ratio, Equation (F.16), of a pulse converges to the duty cycle:

lim
T →∞

mT
2

m2
=

(m1)2

m2
=

(

Tp

Tr
· a

)2

Tp

Tr
· a2

=
Tp

Tr
. (F.18)

Example Signal: White Signal

For a signal with independent but equally distributed samples, the correla-
tion is

rz[k] = E¶z[n] · z[n + k]♢ =

{

E¶z2[n]♢ = m2, for k = 0

E¶z[n] · z[n + k]♢ = (m1)2 for k ̸= 0
.

(F.19)

Inserting this correlation into Equation (F.15), the second-order moment
for the LME for a white signal is obtained as

mT
2 = (m1)2 +

m2 − (m1)2

T
= µ2

z +
σ2

z

T
. (F.20)

For large T , the second-order moment mT
2 converges to the squared mean

of the envelope.

For an AWGN, the samples are zero mean complex normal distributed,
and the envelope has a Rayleigh distribution. The E¶z2[n]♢ = m2 is the
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power of the signal. The mean of the envelope is

m1 = µz = E¶z[n]♢ =

√

π

4
· m2, (F.21)

and the variance is

σ2
z = m2 − µ2

z = m2 ·
(

1 − π

4

)

. (F.22)

The normalised second moment given in Equation (F.16) is then

mT
2

m2
=

π

4
+

1

T
·
(

1 − π

4

)

, (F.23)

which converges to

lim
T →∞

mT
2

m2
=

(m1)2

m2
=

π

4
(F.24)

for large T .
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G In-orbit Interference Measurements and

Analysis in the VDES-band with the

NorSat-2 Satellite

The text of the following paper is added as a chapter and re-formatted for
better readability:

G. Quintana-Díaz, R. Birkeland, L. Løge, E. Andersen, A. Bolstad and
T. Ekman, ŚIn-orbit Interference Measurements and Analysis in the VDES-
band with the NorSat-2 Satellite,Š in IEEE Aerospace Conference [accepted],
2022

Abstract Maritime activity in the Arctic is increasing, triggering a need for
better communication infrastructure. With limited terrestrial infrastructure
available, satellite services are essential for distributing maritime safety in-
formation, such as ice and weather information, navigational augmentation
data, and basic communication to vessels operating in the vulnerable Arctic
environment. The VHF Data Exchange System (VDES) is a new commu-
nication system for ships, extending the successful Automatic IdentiĄcation
System (AIS). VDES has a satellite component (VDE-SAT) which will
extend the terrestrial-based coastal coverage to global coverage. Measure-
ments and analysis of the in-orbit radio environment are needed to improve
the robustness and reliability of the VDE-SAT system. Knowledge and
understanding of the in-orbit interference will allow the development of
appropriate interference mitigation techniques. This paper presents prelim-
inary in-orbit measurement results and analysis of the radio environment
in the VDE-SAT frequencies in the 157.2875 Ű 157.3375 MHz band. The
measurements were carried out using the VDE-SAT payload on-board the
Norwegian NorSat-2 satellite. We analyze the time-frequency characterist-
ics of interference by studying two types of statistics on the raw in-phase
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and quadrature samples: the general temporal dynamic of the interference,
characterised using the Local Mean Envelope (LME) for different averaging
window lengths; and the interference duration and periodicity. Both these
views play a role when choosing suitable countermeasures to get robust
communications. The coefficient of variation on the LME is used to study
the dispersion. Data from two measurement campaigns over the Arctic area
from May 2021 are analysed using these two methods, and the initial results
are presented.

G.1 Introduction

Global warming is affecting the Arctic and the temperature is rising at even
higher rates than the rest of the world [4]. The ice is melting and some
predictions indicate there could be ice-free summers in this century [25].
Ship traffic routes will constantly change due to ice melting, and navigation
of these areas will be difficult without frequently updated ice charts. Thus,
increased connectivity and reliable communication to ships in the Arctic is
needed [2], and terrestrial communication is seldom available. Therefore,
satellite services will play a key role in this scenario, as they provide digital
communication to vessels far from coastal infrastructure.

The Automatic IdentiĄcation System (AIS) is a maritime communication
system used for ship safety and navigation aid [202] that also has a satellite
component to increase coverage. The main focus of the AIS is to avoid
vessel collisions by broadcasting the position, speed, and course of all ships
above a given size. All nearby ships can then follow the navigational status
of the transmitter on their navigation system. Furthermore, AIS data can
be used for different purposes, like search-and-rescue operations [203], as
well as estimating sea pollution from ships [204], Ąghting illegal Ąshing,
among many others. However, the success of the AIS system resulted in a
huge increase of users, overloading the system in areas with high maritime
traffic [205]. Thus, the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities
(IALA) and its members started developing the VHF Data Exchange System
(VDES) to offload the data traffic of the AIS and to provide new capabilities,
such as ship-to-ship messaging [206] and distribution of ice charts to aid
navigation [65]. The VDES standard was approved in 2015 and is formed
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by three services: AIS, Application SpeciĄc Messages (ASM) and VHF
Data Exchange (VDE) [207], [208]. The ASM channels are used to send
predeĄned messages to report weather conditions, safety and navigational
purposes [209]. VDE is more Ćexible and has a terrestrial component (VDE-
TER) and a satellite component (VDE-SAT). Both VDE types, as well
as ASM, support Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM), allowing for
changing modulation and error correction codes while adapting to varying
communication conditions.

Choosing the right modulation and error coding is vital to increase the data
throughput effectively. This selection depends on channel and interference
behaviour in the frequency band used. For the VHF maritime propagation
channel, there have been some studies on the empirical path loss [210], [211]
and signal propagation at sea [212]. A channel model for VDE-SAT is presen-
ted in [63]. The Ąrst VDE-SAT downlink measurements were performed in
November 2017 using the NorSat-2 satellite [64]. Three different types of
VDES signals, in addition to a Continuous Wave (CW), were transmitted
from the satellite: Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)/Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (CDMA), π/4-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and 8-
Phase Shift Keying (PSK). The signals were received on two vessels and raw
In-Phase and Quadrature (IQ) samples were recorded. Initial analysis of the
variation of the carrier-to-noise-density ratio (C/No) for each signal type
over a pass was carried out in [64]. In [65], the variation of the downlinked
CW signal power and Doppler shift was analysed for more than a 100 passes.
The typical carrier received power on-board a vessel was -118 dBm for the
measurements performed. Further analysis on the beacon power distribution
and fading distribution estimations can be found in [66]. However, all these
VDE-SAT measurement results have focused on the downlink performance.
The interference environment encountered when satellites receive messages
from vessels is still not characterised. This is needed to establish a reliable
two-way communication.

In this paper, we present a preliminary analysis of the time-frequency
characteristics of the radio interference in the lower leg of the uplink VDE-
SAT frequency band (157.2875 Ű 157.3375 MHz) over the Arctic area. Two
measurement campaigns on two consecutive days were performed with the
NorSat-2 satellite, where IQ samples were recorded for post-processing using
the Local Mean Envelope (LME) method and a pulse detection algorithm.
The results of this project can be used to plan future measurements with
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NorSat-2 or other satellites. Measurement results can be used to optimise
waveforms in the VDES standard.

The remainder of the manuscript is structured as follows. First, the NorSat-2
satellite and the analysis method are described, as well as the measure-
ment planning and conĄguration. Second, the results of the measurement
campaigns are presented. Finally, the conclusions are presented.

G.2 Method

In this section, the measurement strategy, and the analysis methods are
explained. Two algorithms to measure time and frequency characteristics of
interference are described.

G.2.1 The NorSat-2 satellite

NorSat-2 was launched in July 2017, and was built by University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) for the Norwegian Space Agency
(NOSA) [213]. It has two main objectives: primarily, to collect AIS data from
ships and forward it to Norwegian users, mainly the Norwegian Coastal
Administration (NCA). Secondary, to demonstrate the use of the VDE-
SAT with a VDE-SAT payload owned by Space Norway, and developed by
Kongsberg Seatex. The VDE-SAT payload is based on Software-DeĄned
Radio (SDR) technology and is connected to a folded dipole Yagi-Uda VHF
antenna with three cross elements providing 8 dBi gain.

The SDR payload can also be used to measure the in-orbit radio environment
in the VDES bands by storing the raw IQ samples recorded. To measure
the radio environment, the satellite will be listening without transmitting.
The samples will be downloaded and processed on ground with different
algorithms to, for example, detect and characterize any measured interfer-
ence. In the next section, two different algorithms to analyse interference
will be presented.
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G.2.2 Local Mean Envelope (LME)

The LME method is a low-complexity algorithm that measures both time
and frequency characteristics of a signal [88]. Firstly, Discrete Fourier
Transforms (DFTs) of the incoming IQ data are calculated throughout
the measurement duration. Secondly, the mean of the envelope for each
frequency bin is estimated throughout all the measurement duration, as well
as the average power in the same time frame. The time variability comes
from estimating the local mean envelopes for different time window lengths
for each frequency bin. The coefficient of variation (CV) is used to calculate
the dispersion of the data and the Ąrst-order stationarity window.

G.2.3 Detection of pulsed interference

A simple algorithm to automatically detect pulsed interference and their
characteristics (pulse length and pulse period) was implemented. The
absolute value of the complex signal formed by the raw IQ samples recorded
is calculated and a median Ąlter is applied to smooth out the signal. After
smoothing the signal, signal pulses can be detected. The minimum detectable
pulse length is approximately 7 µs and the minimum detectable pulse period
was 0.7 ms due to the conĄguration of the algorithm. The edges of the
pulses yield the pulse length, and its period is estimated as the difference of
the position where the pulses were detected.

G.2.4 Measurement planning

The main target of interest is the Arctic Ocean, where VDE-SAT can
be used to distribute ice charts and help increase maritime safety. Ten
different measurement tracks centered at Bjørnøya/Bear Island (Norway)
were recorded in May 2021. The raw IQ data captured by the SDR onboard
NorSat-2 was saved for post-processing on ground. Each track is referred
to as one session and lasted approximately 10-12 minutes. Five sessions
were recorded on the 5th of May (S13-S17) and the next Ąve sessions were
executed the next day at similar times (S18-S22) so that the tracks were
close to each other, see Figure G.1.
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Table G.1: Measurement configuration

Parameter Value

Center frequency (MHz) 157.3125
Bandwidth (kHz) 50

Sampling rate (kSps) 134.4
Number of bits per sample 8

G.3 Measurement results

To get an overview of the measured power (interference) in the different
sessions, the Empirical Cumulative Density Function (ECDF) of instantan-
eous power received for each session is calculated using the raw IQ samples
(Figure G.2). The sessions that follow similar tracks in the two consecutive
days, are plotted with the same colour. Continuous lines indicate sessions
taken the 5th May and dashed lines, 6th May. It can be seen that lines with
the same colour have very similar power distributions, which means that
the distribution of instantaneous power over those locations did not change
considerably from the Ąrst measurement day to the second. The tracks S13
and S18 show slightly less power than the rest. However, all measured tracks
have a similar distribution of instantaneous power. These measurements
give an indication of the power distribution, but more measurements are
necessary to address time variability over larger time scales. The steps that
appear in the ECDFs are due to the 8 bit quantization. Most of the power
values lie on the lowest bits.

The percentiles of average power spectrum density during one-second seg-
ments of all measurement sessions are shown in Figure G.3. The drop in
power at 157.2875 and 157.3375 MHz coincides with the 50 kHz bandwidth
conĄgured. However, this drop is much bigger for the 10% percentile spec-
trum (15 dB) than for the 50% (median) or 90% percentile, 5 and 3 dB.
There is a big dispersion in the spectra. Within the conĄgured bandwidth,
there is about 15 dB less power density in the 10% percentile compared to
the median, and 4 dB less from the median to the 90% percentile. Thus,
50% of the power spectral density averages are above -142 dBm/Hz in the
considered bandwidth. Furthermore, there is a narrow-band signal in the
center of the band.
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G.5 Conclusion

In this article, we presented the results of a preliminary measurement
campaign of in-orbit interference in the lower leg of the VDE-SAT frequency
band (157.2875-157.3375 MHz) using the NorSat-2 satellite. Raw IQ data
was captured for ten satellite passes in May 2021 over the Arctic area around
Bjørnøya/Bear Island (Norway). The data was processed using the LME
method to analyze its time and frequency variability, and an algorithm for
pulse detection to characterize interference characteristics.

High levels of pulsed interference covering the full measured bandwidth were
detected in the measurement area with instantaneous uplink interference
power up to -70 dBm, which is 20 to 40 dB above the uplink signal power.
The power can be even higher but due to the small dynamic range in the
measurements, the maximum power measured is limited by the measurement
conĄguration. Detected interference varied both within a short time scale
and within different regions. The statistics of the interference were highly
variable even within one second. The window of stationarity of Ąrst-order of
the data was estimated for different regions. Most of the measured points
have a stationarity window longer than 121.9 ms for most regions, but for
the region that received the least interference power, the window is 0.95
ms for 67% of the points. The main measured interference source is pulsed
and has a pulse length of about 1.6 ms and the most common pulse periods
detected were 13, 26, 41 and 52 ms.

From the measurements analyzed in this paper, it seems that the VDE-SAT
communication system should be conĄgured either for the worst-case over a
larger area or be adaptive within smaller areas to maximise data throughput.
The Ąrst step would be to Ąx communication parameters in different regions.
As an example, the pulse length can be used as the minimum depth of an
interleaver to spread out errors in the frame and enable error correction
after burst events. However, more measurements are necessary to provide
more reliable statistics over larger areas and longer time.
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